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Abstract

One of the most important results in Diophantine geometry is the finiteness of the

number of rational points on nice (in this text - smooth, projective, and geometrically

irreducible) curves of genus g ≥ 2, proven by Faltings in 1983. However, this result

does not give any method to actually compute the rational points on such curves. Before

Faltings’ result, in 1941, Chabauty proved the finiteness of the number of rational points

on nice curves that satisfy a certain rank condition. Coleman in 1985 made Chabauty’s

method effective.

In this thesis, we discuss variations on the method of Chabauty and Coleman to compute

integral points or points defined over small degree number fields on nice curves.

When applicable, the method of Chabauty and Coleman gives an upper bound on the

number of rational points. We first study curves that attain this bound in Chapter 3. Curves

that attain the bound are rare and difficult to find, but we construct several new examples.

The method of Chabauty and Coleman can be extended to study points on curves

defined over number fields. When a curve satisfies a stronger rank condition, it is possible

to compute the union of the sets of L-rational points on the curve, where L runs through all

extensions of a given degree. This method was introduced by Siksek, and called Symmetric

Chabauty. Chapter 4, discusses joint work with Josha Box and Pip Goodman in which we

extend the Symmetric Chabauty method. As an application, one can compute the cubic or

quartic points on certain modular curves, as in [BGG22, Section 5].

The limitation of the method of Chabauty and Coleman is the rank condition. Kim’s

program suggests an extension to curves that do not satisfy this condition. For curves of

genus g ≥ 2, it was first made effective for computing integral points by Balakrishnan,

Besser and Müller, using Coleman-Gross (or p-adic) heights. Chapter 5 of this thesis

discusses how to compute Coleman-Gross heights on even degree hyperelliptic curves.

Using a variation of the Chabauty-Coleman method called Quadratic Chabauty, we describe

an approach to compute the integral points on certain even degree hyperelliptic curves

in Chapter 6. We discuss the extension of this method to other even degree hyperelliptic

curves and we explain the obstructions that arise in the computation of integral points over

number fields.
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Uittreksel

Een van de belangrijkste resultaten in de Diophantische meetkunde is de eindigheid

van het aantal rationale punten op mooie (in deze tekst - gladde, projectieve, en meetkundig

irreducibele) krommen van geslacht ten minste 2, bewezen door Faltings in 1983. Dit re-

sultaat geeft echter geen methode om de rationale punten op zulke krommen daadwerkelijk

te berekenen. Vóór het resultaat van Faltings, in 1941, bewees Chabauty de eindigheid

van het aantal rationale punten op mooie krommen die aan een bepaalde rangvoorwaarde

voldoen. Coleman maakte in 1985 de methode van Chabauty effectief.

In dit proefschrift bespreken we variaties op de methode van Chabauty en Coleman om

punten op mooie krommen met gehele coördinaten te berekenen of punten gedefinieerd

over getallenlichamen van kleine graad.

Indien van toepassing, geeft de methode van Chabauty en Coleman een bovengrens aan

het aantal rationale punten. We bestuderen voor het eerst krommen die deze bovengrens

bereiken in Hoofdstuk 3. Krommen die de bovengrens bereiken zijn zeldzaam en moeilijk

te vinden, maar we construeren verschillende nieuwe voorbeelden.

De methode van Chabauty en Coleman kan uitgebreid worden tot de studie van punten

op krommen gedefinieerd over getallenlichamen. Wanneer een kromme aan een sterkere

rangvoorwaarde voldoet, is het mogelijk de vereniging te bepalen van de verzamelingen van

L-rationele punten op de kromme, waarbij L door alle uitbreidingen van een gegeven graad

loopt. Deze methode werd geïntroduceerd door Siksek en heet Symmetrische Chabauty.

Hoofdstuk 4, bespreekt gezamenlijk werk met Josha Box en Pip Goodman waarin we

de Symmetrische Chabautymethode uitbreiden. Als toepassing kan men de kubische of

vierdegraads punten bepalen op bepaalde modulaire krommen, zoals in [BGG22, Section

5].

De beperking van de methode van Chabauty en Coleman is de rangvoorwaarde. Het

programma van Kim suggereert een uitbreiding tot krommen die niet aan deze voorwaarde

voldoen. Voor krommen van geslacht minstens 2 werd dit voor het eerst effectief gemaakt

voor het bepalen van gehele punten door Balakrishnan, Besser en Müller, gebruikmakend

van Coleman–Gross- (of p-adische) hoogten. Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift bespreekt

hoe men Coleman-Gross-hoogten kan berekenen op hyperelliptische krommen van ge-

lijke graad. Met behulp van een variant van de Chabauty-Colemanmethode, genaamd

Kwadratische Chabauty, beschrijven we in Hoofdstuk 6 een aanpak om de gehele punten te

bepalen op bepaalde evengraads hyperelliptische krommen. We bespreken de uitbreiding

van deze methode naar andere evengraads hyperelliptische krommen en we verklaren de

hindernissen die zich voordoen bij de berekening van gehele punten over getallenlichamen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A curve X is nice if it is smooth, projective and geometrically irreducible. Throughout

this thesis, we will mostly consider nice curves. Let X(Q) be the set of all rational points

on X defined over Q. The following trichotomy of rational points on nice curves is

well-known.

(1) If X/Q is a nice curve of genus g = 0, then, over Q, it is isomorphic to P1, and
X(Q) = ∅, or #X(Q) = ∞. In the latter case, an isomorphism P1 ∼= X defined over
Q exists and this results in a parametrisation of X(Q).
There is an algorithm to check whether X(Q) = ∅, following from the local-global

principle. If X(Q) = ∅, the set of rational points on X is clearly determined, and if

there is P ∈ X(Q), we can use this point P to explicitly determine an isomorphism

between X and P1 over Q, describing the set X(Q).

(2) If X/Q is a nice curve of genus g = 1, then either X(Q) = ∅ or, by Mordell’s theorem
(see [Mor22]), the set X(Q) has the structure of a finitely generated abelian group.
It follows that there is a non-negative integer r such that X(Q) � T ⊕ Zr, where T is

a finite abelian group. The finitely many possibilities for T are determined by Mazur’s

theorem (see [Maz78]). There are quite practical methods to determine the number r,

called the rank of X over Q, although they do not always succeed.

(3) If X/Q is a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2, then X(Q) is a finite set by Faltings’ theorem
(see [Fal83]), previously known as the Mordell conjecture.
Although Faltings’ theorem proves that the set X(Q) is finite, it does not give a

method to compute it. There is currently no practical algorithm that solves this

problem in general, so this case is the most interesting one and a very active research

area nowadays. Additionally, there is no (proven) algorithm for determining whether

or not X(Q) = ∅. In practice, for a given curve X/Q, we often search for rational

points up to some bounded height, and then try to prove that the set we have found

contains all rational points on X . In this thesis, we study variations of a powerful

method introduced by Chabauty and Coleman, to determine the set of integral and

rational points on nice curves, and points on certain nice curves defined over small

degree number fields.

All computations in this thesis were done using Magma [BCP97] or Sage [Sag21].
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18 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The method of Chabauty and Coleman

Before Faltings’ proof, in the 1940s, Chabauty proved the Mordell conjecture for

curves that satisfy a certain condition.

Theorem 1.1.1. (Chabauty 1941, [Cha41]) Let X/Q be a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2. Let
J be its Jacobian, and let r be the rank of J over Q. If r < g, then X(Q) is finite.

The advantage of Chabauty’s proof is that it can be made effective. This was done

by Coleman, who developed a p-adic integration theory on curves, briefly introduced in

Section 2.6. Coleman in 1985 proved a more precise version of Chabauty’s theorem.

Theorem 1.1.2. (Coleman 1985, [Col85a]) Let X/Q be a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2. Let
J be its Jacobian, and let r be the rank of J(Q). Let p be a prime of good reduction for X
and X/Fp the reduction of X modulo p. If r < g, and p > 2g, then

#X(Q) ≤ #X(Fp) + 2g − 2. (1.1)

The key ingredient in the proof is a locally analytic function ρ:X(Qp) −→ Qp,

expressed in terms of p-adic integrals, that vanishes on X(Q) and is used to bound

#X(Q).

1.1.3 Sharp curves

The inequality (1.1) is usually not an equality. We call a curve over Q sharp if it is

nice and it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.1.2 and has the property that (1.1) is an

equality for some prime p > 2g of good reduction. The observation that very few explicit

examples of sharp curves were known motivated us to construct new examples, which is

the main content of Chapter 3. In Proposition 3.3.6, we present a list of sharp curves of

genus two.

For higher genus curves we often cannot check the rank condition r < g. We call

curves for which the number of known rational points attains equality in (1.1), potentially
sharp curves. In Section 3.4, we present two ways to produce such curves. In Theorem

3.4.2, we give examples of potentially sharp curves of genus g, when 2g + 1 or 2g + 3 is a

prime number. Later, potentially sharp curves of any genus g are constructed in §3.4.7, see

Theorem 3.4.10. In this construction, we use a variation of Bertrand’s postulate, which we

formulate and prove in Proposition 3.4.5 in §3.4.3.

A result due to Stoll implies that sharp curves have rank r = g − 1, see Corollary

3.2.4. We call a nice curve over Q excessive if a prime p > 2g exists such that X has good

reduction at p and moreover

#X(Q) > #X(Fp) + 2g − 2.

Excessive curves do not satisfy the Coleman bound, hence, their Jacobians over Q have

rank r ≥ g. In §3.4.7, by studying appropriate excessive curves, we obtain examples

examples of curves with a high rank r having relatively few known rational points.
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1.2 Symmetric Chabauty

Let X/Q be a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2 with Jacobian J of rank r over Q. We

define the d-th symmetric power of X by X(d) = Xd/Sd, where Sd is the symmetric

group on d elements acting on Xd in the natural way. The elements of X(d)(Q) are in

1–1 correspondence with effective Q-rational divisors of degree d (but not necessarily

pointwise Q-rational). If X(d)(Q) is finite, knowing X(d)(Q) implies that we know X(K)
for every number field K of degree d. The difference between determining X(Q) and

X(d)(Q) is that the latter can be infinite, for example, due to the existence of a map of

curves X → Y defined over Q with #Y (Q) = ∞.

Computing rational points on symmetric powers of curves has many applications,

for example in investigating torsion subgroups of elliptic curves over number fields, for

example in [DKSS], [DEvH+21], or extending modularity statements to number fields, for

instance [DNS20].

For curves X/Q that satisfy a stronger rank condition than the one from Chabauty’s

and Coleman’s theorems, we can do more than just compute X(Q) - namely, if r ≤ g − d,

where d is some positive integer, then we can hope to determine X(d)(Q). Siksek [Sik09],

based on ideas by Klassen [Kla93], introduced a method, called symmetric Chabauty,

to compute X(d)(Q). There are essentially two main parts of the symmetric Chabauty

method.

(i) If X(d)(Q) is infinite, there is a geometric reason for this (see Section 4.1). In practice,

we can then easily describe a set that contains all but finitely many points of X(d)(Q).

(ii) We call the points on X(d)(Q) not belonging to the infinite subset from (i) isolated
points; see Definition 4.1.2. We need to determine all isolated points explicitly. If

X(d)(Q) is finite, then all points are of this type.

In [Sik09], Siksek introduces criteria which explain how to deal with both cases,

[Sik09, Theorem 4.3] and [Sik09, Theorem 3.2], to describe points from set (i) and (ii),

respectively. The former describes when all points come from the same geometric source

locally, whereas the latter determines whether or not a point is isolated locally.

However, computing X(d)(Q) for d ≥ 3 requires a “mixture” of these two criteria.

For instance, suppose that there is a map of curves φ:X → Y defined over Q of degree

e < d with #Y (Q) = ∞ and that X(d−e)(Q) �= ∅. Let Q ∈ Y (Q), and let ρ−1(Q) =
{Q1, . . . , Qe} be the multiset of points (counted with multiplicities) that map to Q. Then,

for P = (P1, . . . , Pd−e) ∈ X(d−e)(Q), consider the point (P1, . . . , Pd−e, Q1, . . . , Qe) ∈
X(d)(Q). Such points do not feature in previous applications of the symmetric Chaubauty

criterion.

A criterion that can handle such points is described in [BGG22], a joint paper with

Josha Box and Pip Goodman. We present this criterion in Theorem 4.3.1. Moreover,

an improvement of [Sik09, Theorem 3.2] is presented in Theorem 4.6.2. Using these

criteria, we compute the cubic points on the modular curves X0(53), X0(57), X0(61),
X0(65), X0(67), X0(73), and the quartic points on X0(65). These curves are of interest

because their sets of quadratic points are infinite, and the criteria phrased in Theorem

4.3.1 and Theorem 4.6.2 show how to compute their cubic points despite the existence of

infinitely many quadratic points. Siksek’s results were not applicable for these curves, but

the techniques from [BGG22] succeeded.
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The original motivation of our work was to compute the cubic points on X0(65), a

question asked by David Zureick-Brown at the Arizona Winter School 2020, because

of a possible application to the theory of torsion subgroups of elliptic curves over cubic

number fields [DEvH+21]. It turned out that our methods could be pushed further, and we

computed the cubic points on all modular curves X0(N) of genus 2 ≤ g ≤ 5 satisfying the

symmetric Chabauty rank condition. The explicit points can be found in [BGG22, Section

5]. Besides these applications, the techniques we developed in [BGG22] have already

been applied to the proof that all elliptic curves over quartic fields not containing
√
5 are

modular in [Box22].

The author’s main contribution to the work in [BGG22] was to the development of the

symmetric Chabauty criteria. For this reason, we present this part of [BGG22] in Chapter

4. The author was less involved in the actual computations of the paper, and so we do not

present them in this thesis. We refer to [BGG22] for details.

1.3 Quadratic Chabauty for integral points

Let X/Q be a curve of genus g with Jacobian J of rank r over Q. Although it is

conjectured that most curves over Q satisfy Chabauty’s rank condition r < g (for a result

supporting this, see [BG13, Corollary 1.3]), there are still curves of interest with r ≥ g, for

example, modular curves related to the problem of surjectivity of Galois representations of

elliptic curves.

Kim’s program, [Kim05] and [Kim09] suggests an extension of the method of Chabau-

ty and Coleman to the case r ≥ g using p-adic Hodge theory and arithmetic fundamental

groups which are not necessarily abelian, hence Kim’s approach is also called nonabelian
Chabauty. Using this approach, Kim [Kim10] gave an explicit equation satisfied by the

integral points inside the p-adic points on certain elliptic curves over Q of rank 1, corrected

by Balakrishnan, Kedlaya and Kim in [BKK11]. This result was slightly extended and

reinterpreted by Balakrishnan and Besser [BB15] using p-adic heights. Balakrishnan,

Besser and Müller [BBM16] and [BBM17] extended this approach to certain odd degree

hyperelliptic curves of genus g ≥ 2 over Q with g = r, resulting in an approach to compute

integral points on such curves. It is called quadratic Chabauty because p-adic heights are

quadratic functions.

There is also a quadratic Chabauty approach to computing rational points on certain

nice curves, see, for example, [BD18], [BD20], [BDM+19], [EL21], [Bia20], [BDM+b],

[BBB+21], [BMS21]. In this thesis, we focus on computing integral points (in Chapter 6)

and do not look into approaches to compute rational points. Still, the results from Chapter

5 can also be useful for quadratic Chabauty for rational points, see Section 6.4.

We now discuss the material of Chapters 5 and 6, which will be published in joint work

with Steffen Müller.

1.3.1 Coleman-Gross heights

The classical Néron-Tate heights take values in R. There is an analogous theory of

p-adic heights, Qp-valued heights. There are many constructions of p-adic heights, see

Section 5.1, which are all equivalent in the case we are interested in: p-adic heights on

Jacobians of curves with good ordinary reduction at p. We focus on the construction by
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Coleman and Gross [CG89] as it is the most convenient for computations.

As in the real case, the Coleman-Gross height is a quadratic function defined on J(Q)
(or a bilinear pairing on J(Q)× J(Q)), and it is constructed locally. In the real case there

is a distinction between archimedean and non-archimedean places, whereas for p-adic

heights one only considers non-archimedean places; a similar distinction is made between

places above p and places away from p.

The local heights are defined for a pair of disjoint degree zero divisors. The local

components away from p are defined in terms of intersection theory on arithmetic surfaces,

and can be computed, using, for example, algorithms in [vBHM20]. Therefore, we focus

on computing the local heights at places above p.

Balakrishnan and Besser show how to compute the local height above p on odd degree

hyperelliptic curves in [BB12]. We show how to compute the local component of the

p-adic heights above p in Chapter 5 for even degree hyperelliptic curves. The algorithm is

described in Section 5.3. For our computations we assume that both points at infinity are

defined over Qp. Further, for the applications to quadratic Chabauty, it suffices to consider

the following two cases:

(i) When one divisor is a difference of two points at infinity, the algorithm for computing

the local height is given in §5.3.10;

(ii) When all points in the support of divisors are affine, the algorithm can be found in

§5.3.18. We note that we can reduce this case to the previous one, see Remark 5.3.22.

We have implemented the algorithm in Sage, and it is currently restricted to divisors

with Qp-rational support. Our algorithm can be adapted to work also for odd degree

hyperelliptic curves. Even though it is more restrictive, in practice, it suffices for most

applications (besides quadratic Chabauty, see §5.1.2 and §6.4), and it is notably faster than

the algorithm in [BB12], as explained in Remark 5.4.4. Our algorithm is simpler than the

algorithm from [BB12]; essentially it only needs Harrison’s algorithm for computing with

the Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology [Har12] and Balakrishnan’s algorithm [Bal15] for

Coleman integration on even degree hyperelliptic curves.

1.3.2 Quadratic Chabauty for Z-integral points

Let X/Q: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve of genus g, where f ∈ Z[x] is squarefree

and monic. Assume that the Jacobian J of X over Q has rank r = g, and that we cannot

apply the method of Chabauty and Coleman to compute X(Q). Balakrishnan, Besser and

Müller [BBM16] and [BBM17] developed the quadratic Chabauty method to compute

the set of integral points on X when deg(f) is odd. In this thesis, we develop quadratic

Chabauty for integral points when deg(f) is even. We consider the function

λ : J(Q)⊗Qp −→ Qp, λ(D) = h(∞− −∞+, D).

It still makes sense to consider this function and the same approach even if [∞− −∞+] ∈
J(Q) is torsion (implying that λ is identically zero), see Remark 6.2.3. It is a Qp-linear

map, so it can be expressed in terms of Coleman integrals

λ(D) =

g−1∑
i=0

αi

∫
D

ωi,
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for some αi ∈ Qp, where ωi =
xidx
2y

.

We can represent the height as a sum of two parts, the local height at p, and the sum

of local heights away from p. When q �= p is a prime, and P,Q ∈ X(Qq) such that

ordq(x(P )), ordq(x(Q)) ≥ 0, then hq(∞− − ∞+, P − Q) takes values in a finite and

computable set Tq, and for almost all q, we have Tq = {0}, see Lemma 6.3.2. Assume, for

simplicity, that there is an integral point Q ∈ X(Q). It follows that the function

ρ:X(Qp) −→ Qp, ρ(P ) =

g−1∑
i=0

αi

∫ P

Q

ωi − hp(∞− −∞+, P −Q)

is a locally analytic function, which takes values in a finite and computable set T when

P ∈ X(Q) is an integral point.

For each u ∈ T , we can p-adically approximate all solutions to ρ(z) = u. In this way,

we can find a finite set S which contains the set of integral points on X . If we are lucky,

these two sets are equal, which is indeed the case in the example we consider in §6.3.12.

We state and prove a quadratic Chabauty theorem in this case, see Theorem 6.3.6.

Then, based on this theorem, we explain how to apply the quadratic Chabauty method in

§6.3.8. Since we are working with p-adic numbers, we need to take care of the precision

of our computations, and the precision analysis is given in §6.3.11. Our method is much

simpler than the method from [BBM16].

We note that in this case, there is also an elementary version of Runge’s method to

compute the set of integral points, which is explained in Appendix 6.A. This approach

does not work when the points at infinity are not rational.

1.3.3 Quadratic Chabauty for integral points over number fields

Let K be a number field of degree [K:Q] = d with signature (r1, r2), and let rK =
r1 + r2 − 1 be the rank of its unit group. In [BBBM21], the authors extend the quadratic

Chabauty idea from [BBM16] to work over number fields when X is an odd degree

hyperelliptic curve. In this thesis, we focus on the even degree case. The rank condition

that is necessary for our method to work, as in [BBBM21], is rk(J/K) ≤ dg − rK , and

the heuristic behind the rank condition is explained in §6.2.4 and §6.5.1.

Following [BBBM21], we prove a quadratic Chabauty theorem for even degree hyper-

elliptic curves over number fields, under certain assumptions (Condition 4), see Theorem

6.5.2. We propose an approach that uses this theorem to compute integral points over

number fields and present it in §6.5.3.

Unfortunately, more complications arise in this case than in the odd degree case.

We study some of these in §6.6.1, and then in §6.6.2, we explain how to resolve these

complications in certain cases, sometimes involving a stronger rank condition.



Chapter 2

Background and Definitions

2.1 Algebraic Curves

Let K be a field with algebraic closure K.

Definition 2.1.1. A curve over K is a projective variety defined over K of dimension one.

Recall that we call a curve nice if it is smooth, projective and geometrically irreducible.

Let X/K be a curve. If P ∈ X(K) is a smooth point, there is a uniformiser t at P . By

definition, this is any t ∈ K(X) such that ordP (t) = 1.

Now assume that K is a finite extension of Qp with ring of integers OK , maximal

ideal p ⊆ OK , and residue field k = OK/p. Let X/K be a nice curve given by equations

defined over OK that define a flat model of X over OK . The reduction modulo p map

OK −→ k induces a map reduction modulo p, mapping X to a curve X defined over k
by the reductions of the defining equations of X modulo p. Here flatness guarantees that

the reduction modulo p of X is a curve. Reduction modulo p maps a point P ∈ X(K)
to a point P ∈ X(k), by reducing the coordinates of P modulo p. We say that the given

model of X has good reduction, if the reduced curve X is smooth. Otherwise, X has bad
reduction. We say that a model of a curve defined over a number field L has good reduction
at a prime q of L if the model obtained by base change from L to Lq has good reduction,

and we similarly define bad reduction at a prime q. There is a notion of good reduction for

X which is independent of the model for X . Namely, we say X has good (respectively,

bad) reduction if the minimal regular model of X over OK has good (respectively, bad)

reduction. However, in this thesis, we consider only the model-dependent notion of

reduction.

Now assume that X has good reduction. Each point P ∈ X(k) gives rise to a residue
disc - the set of all points P ∈ X(K) that reduce modulo p to P . For P ∈ X(K), we use

the notation D(P ) for the residue disc that contains P :

D(P ) = {Q ∈ X(K) : P ≡ Q (mod p)}.

We also introduce the notion of a well-behaved uniformiser at a point P ∈ X(K); this

is a uniformiser t at P which modulo p reduces to a uniformiser at the image P ∈ X(k) of

P . Choosing a well-behaved uniformiser at any point of a residue disc induces a bijection

of this residue disc with p (see for instance [LT02]).

23
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2.1.2 Hyperelliptic Curves

Let K be a field of characteristic different from 2. For more information on hyperelliptic

curves, see [Gal12, Chapter 10] or the notes [Stoa] by Stoll.

Definition 2.1.3. A hyperelliptic curve over K is a smooth curve that admits a degree 2

map defined over K to P1.

It follows that a hyperelliptic curve X over K has an affine chart defined by an equation

y2 = f(x), where f ∈ K[x] is a squarefree polynomial of degree 2g + 1 or 2g + 2, for

some non-negative integer g. Then X has genus g.

An affine part y2 = f(x) determines a unique projective curve X , so, by abuse of

notation, we write X: y2 = f(x) for the projective curve X . When g ≥ 2, then the

projective closure of X in P2 is singular. A smooth projective equation can be found in the

projective plane with weights 1, g+1, 1. The curve X can be described by gluing two affine

patches given by X1: y
2 = f(x) and X2:w

2 = v2g+2f( 1
v
) via maps (x, y) �→ ( 1

x
, y
xg+1 ) and

(v, w) �→ ( 1
v
, w
vg+1 ). For more details, see [Sil09, Exercise 2.14].

The only points not contained in the affine part of the curve X are called points at
infinity; these are precisely points in the affine patch X2 given by v = 0 and their number

depends on two values. When deg(f) = 2g + 1, there is only one point at infinity,

denoted by ∞, whose coordinates on X2 are (0, 0). When deg(f) = 2g + 2, we have to

distinguish between two cases. We can write f(x) = c2g+2x
2g+2 + c2g+1x

2g+1 + · · ·+ c0
with c0, . . . , c2g+2 ∈ K and c2g+2 �= 0. If c2g+2 is a square in K, choose u ∈ K such

that u2 = c2g+2; then there are two points at infinity, both defined over K: ∞±u, with

respective coordinates (0,±u) on X2. When u = 1, we simply denote ∞± := ∞±1. If

c2g+2 is not a square in K, then there are no points at infinity defined over K. However,

there are two points at infinity defined over any field containing K(
√
c2g+2), in particular,

over K.

Restricted to the affine patch X1, the degree 2 map to P1 is given by π:X −→ P1,

π(x, y) = x.

Definition 2.1.4. The automorphism ι:X −→ X determined by ι(x, y) = (x,−y) on

the affine patch X1 is called the hyperelliptic involution. The points on X fixed by the

hyperelliptic involution are called Weierstrass points.

The Weierstrass points on X are precisely the affine points with x-coordinate satisfying

f(x) = 0, plus, if deg(f) is odd, the point at infinity. If a residue disc contains a Weierstrass

point, it is called a Weierstrass disc, otherwise it is a non-Weierstrass disc. Also, we make

a distinction between infinite residue discs which contain a point at infinity, and finite
residue discs.

2.1.5 Modular Curves

Here we briefly recall the definition of some classical modular curves. These are related

to studying the torsion of elliptic curves. All the material in this section can be found in

[DS05, Chapter 1, Chapter 2] and [LMF22].

Let H denote the complex upper half plane. Let N ∈ N be a positive integer. We

denote by Γ(N) the multiplicative group consisting of all matrices M ∈ SL2(Z) that
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satisfy the relation M ≡ I2 (mod N), where I2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix. We call Γ(N)
the principal congruence subgroup of level N and any subgroup Γ ≤ SL2(Z) such that

Γ(N) ≤ Γ for some N ∈ N is called a congruence subgroup.

For any N ∈ N, there are distinguished congruence subgroups Γ(N) ≤ Γ1(N) ≤
Γ0(N) ≤ SL2(Z), where

Γ0(N) =

{(
a b
c d

)
: c ≡ 0 (mod N)

}
,

Γ1(N) =

{(
a b
c d

)
: a ≡ d ≡ 1 (mod N), c ≡ 0 (mod N)

}
.

Any congruence subgroup Γ ≤ SL2(Z) acts on H; the quotient space of orbits under

the action of Γ is the modular curve Y (Γ) associated to Γ, so

Y (Γ) := Γ\H = {Γτ : τ ∈ H}.

In the special case when Γ = Γ0(N) or Γ = Γ1(N), the associated curve is denoted Y0(N)
and Y1(N), respectively.

One can prove that indeed Y (Γ) has the structure of a Riemann surface for any

congruence subgroup Γ, whose compactification as a Riemann surface is a projective curve,

denoted X(Γ). The points added in the compactification are called the cusp points of

X(Γ). In the case of Γ = Γ0(N) and Γ = Γ1(N), the compactified curves are denoted

X0(N) and X1(N), respectively.

The curves X0(N) and X1(N) are nice curves that can be defined over Q. There is a

rich literature nowadays on computing models of modular curves. Algorithms to compute

equations for the curves X0(N) can be found in [Gal96] and [OS19, Section 3]. One can

use the function SmallModularCurve in Magma, or the code by Özman and Siksek

following their paper [OS19] to obtain models of X0(N) for certain values of N .

Points on X0(N) or X1(N) that are not cusps, called non-cuspidal points, play an

important role in arithmetic geometry. Namely, non-cuspidal points on X0(N) defined

over a number field K parametrise elliptic curves with a cyclic Galois invariant subgroup

of order N defined over K, whereas non-cuspidal points on X1(N) defined over K
parametrise elliptic curves with an N -torsion point defined over K.

Let Q be a divisor of N such that gcd(Q,N/Q) = 1. Then there exist x, y, z, t ∈ Z
such that

det

(
Qx y
Nz Qt

)
= Q.

This matrix normalises Γ0(N) and induces an involution called the Atkin-Lehner involution
wQ : X0(N) −→ X0(N) which does not depend on the choice of x, y, z, t. When Q = N ,

we denote the quotient of X0(N) by the Atkin–Lehner involution as

X+
0 (N) := X0(N)/〈wN〉.

To conclude this section, we mention one type of curve that has a close relation to the

curves X0(N). An elliptic curve E defined over a number field K is called a Q-curve
if it is Q-isogenous to all of its Gal(Q/Q)-conjugates. For example, all elliptic curves

defined over Q, or with rational j-invariant, or with complex multiplication (CM), are

Q-curves. For N ∈ N, the curve X∗
0 (N) is the quotient of X0(N) by the full group of
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Atkin–Lehner involutions. Then non-cuspidal, non-CM points in X∗
0 (N)(Q) give rise to

non-CM Q-curves and conversely, by the work of Elkies [Elk04], any non-CM Q-curve

arises in this way.

2.2 Rank computations of Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves

Let J be the Jacobian of a hyperelliptic curve X: y2 = f(x) over Q. One can compute

an upper bound for the rank r of J(Q) using 2-descent, which we now explain. For more

details, see [Sto01]; the method described there is implemented in Magma. From the

Kummer exact sequence 0 −→ J [2] −→ J
[2]−→ J −→ 0, and the associated long exact

sequence of Galois cohomology, we get the following commutative diagram (here, MQ is

the set of places of Q):

0 J(Q)/2J(Q) H1(Q, J [2]) H1(Q, J)[2] 0

0
∏
v∈MQ

J(Qv)/2J(Qv)
∏
v∈MQ

H1(Qv, J [2])
∏
v∈MQ

H1(Qv, J)[2] 0.

α

The kernel of the map α is the 2-Selmer group Sel(2)(J/Q), and the kernel

X(Q, J) := ker

⎛⎝H1(Q, J) −→
∏
v∈MQ

H1(Qv, J)

⎞⎠
is called the Shafarevich-Tate group.

We have the following exact sequence from the diagram above:

0 −→ J(Q)/2J(Q) −→ Sel(2)(J/Q) −→ X(Q, J)[2] −→ 0.

In [HS00, C.4], it is proven that Sel(2)(J/Q) is a finite group (the proof works for more

general Selmer groups) and, in principle, effectively computable. We have

dimF2 J(Q)/2J(Q) = r + dimF2 J(Q)[2] ≤ dimF2 Sel
(2)(J/Q).

The difference between the two sides is exactly dimF2 X(Q, J)[2].

We can often determine J(Q)[2] easily using the factorisation of f over Q, see [Sto01,

Sections 4, 5]. Thus, we obtain an upper bound on the rank of J(Q).

For the lower bound, we search for rational points on J , up to some bounded height,

and hope that eventually, we will find the same number of independent points as the upper

bound for the rank.

Alternatively, one can assume the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (for more

details see, for example, [Tat66]), and use it to compute the analytic rank, conjecturally

equal to r. We can compute the L-function of hyperelliptic curves in Magma using the

algorithm by Dokchitser [Dok04], and we can numerically evaluate L(s) and any derivative

L(n)(s) for n ≥ 1 at s = 1.
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2.3 Rigid Analytic Spaces

In this thesis, we recall several notions from rigid analytic geometry. We assume

familiarity with basic rigid analytic geometry, since it would not be feasible to introduce

everything we need here. We only recall some basic objects and point out analogies with

algebraic geometry. For more details, see the books of Bosch [Bos14] or Fresnel–van der

Put [FvdP04].

Let K be a complete non-archimedean local field with ring of integers OK , prime

ideal p, residue field k, and absolute value |·|. Since complete non-archimedean fields are

disconnected, the polynomial algebra is not sufficient anymore to describe the geometry;

in this case, we need to use power series rings. Instead of polynomial rings K[x1, . . . , xn],
we consider special power series rings, called Tate algebras,

OK〈x1, . . . , xn〉 :=
{∑

i∈Nn

cix
i : ci ∈ OK , lim

|i|→∞
|ci|= 0

}
,

where we represent an n-tuple (i1, . . . , in) ∈ Nn by i, and we define xi := xi11 · · · xinn and

|i|:= i1 + · · ·+ in. In other words, Tate algebras consist of power series that converge on

the unit ball
Bn(K) := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ K

n
: max
1≤i≤n

|xi|≤ 1}.

Tate algebras have several properties analogous to polynomial rings, such as the Weierstrass

Division and Weierstrass Preparation Theorem. Furthermore, they are complete, hence

they are Banach algebras.

An affinoid algebra is any quotient of a Tate algebra by an ideal, and to affinoid

algebras we associate geometric objects, called affinoids, that play a role analogous to

affine varieties in algebraic geometry. By suitably glueing affinoids, one obtains a rigid
analytic space, which is an analogue of a projective variety. In a sense, affinoids are the

basic building blocks of rigid geometry.

In rigid analytic geometry, there is a p-adic version of Serre’s GAGA principle. Namely,

one can associate a rigid analytic space to a variety, via analytification. Analytification,

even in a more general setting, is explained in, for example, [FvdP04, Example 4.3.3] or

[Bos14, Section 5.4]. Throughout this thesis, we will (when necessary and clear from the

context) abuse notation by identifying a curve with its analytification.

For an affinoid V , and, more generally, for a rigid space, there is a notion of the

reduction modulo p map

red:V → Vk := V ⊗ k.

If V has good reduction, the preimage of a closed point in Vk under red is a residue disc.

Note the similarity of residue discs defined in Section 2.1 and their rigid analogues.

Definition 2.3.1. A wide open space is a rigid analytic space isomorphic to the complement

of finitely many closed discs of radius less than 1 in a connected smooth complete curve.

Wide open spaces play an important role for us, because we can define Coleman

integration of non-holomorphic forms only on wide open spaces, and not on the whole

curve, see Section 2.6.
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2.4 Differential Forms on Curves

Let K be a field, X/K a nice curve, and J the Jacobian of X . We recall some well-

known facts about differentials on curves. Denote by ΩX/K the sheaf of regular differentials

on X . The set of holomorphic forms on X , H0(X,ΩX/K), is a g-dimensional K-vector

space. We know further that it is isomorphic to the K-vector space of holomorphic forms

on the Jacobian. Let H0(J,ΩJ/K) denote the K-vector space of translation-invariant

1-forms on J .

Lemma 2.4.1. Consider any point P0 ∈ X(K). The map ι:X → J, P �→ [P − P0]
induces an isomorphism

ι∗: H0(J,ΩJ/K) � H0(X,ΩX/K)

of global differential forms, independent of the choice of P0.

Proof. See e.g. [Sik09, Proposition 2.1].

We will use ι∗ to pass between these two spaces.

We discuss now how to expand differentials locally when K is a finite extension of Qp

with ring of integers OK and residue field k. Consider a minimal proper regular model

X /OK for X . We write Xk for the special fibre of X . Denote by OS the sheaf of functions

on a scheme S. For a sheaf F on S, we denote by Fs its stalk at s ∈ S. When A is a

discrete valuation ring, we denote by Â its completion.

Denote by ΩX/OK
the sheaf of regular differentials on X . Consider a point x ∈

X(K) with its reduction xk ∈ Xk. A choice of uniformiser t ∈ ÔX,x gives rise to the

identifications ÔX,x = K�t� and Ω̂X,x = K�t�dt. If t is moreover well-behaved, we have

ÔX ,xk = OK�t� and Ω̂X ,xk = OK�t�dt.

Now consider ω ∈ H0(X,ΩX/K). Since H0(X ,ΩX/OK
) is a lattice in H0(X,ΩX/K),

after multiplication by a constant in OK , we may assume that ω ∈ H0(X ,ΩX/OK
). In

conclusion, given a well-behaved uniformiser t at a point Q ∈ X(K), we can write

locQ(ω) =
∞∑
n=0

ant
ndt with an ∈ OK for all n. (2.1)

In our work, we also need to consider non-holomorphic differentials.

Definition 2.4.2. A meromorphic differential on X/K is said to be

• of the second kind if all its residues are 0;

• of the third kind if it is holomorphic, except possibly at finitely many points and it

has at most simple poles with residues in Z .

Differentials of the form df for f ∈ K(X) are called exact differentials; they are

examples of differentials of the second kind, whereas differentials of the form df/f for

f ∈ K(X)× are called logarithmic differentials; they are examples of differentials of the

third kind.
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We recall the definition of the first algebraic de Rham cohomology group of X/K,

denoted by H1
dR(X/K), see [Gro66]; it is the first hypercohomology group of the de Rham

complex

0 → OX → Ω1
X/K → 0,

and it is a 2g-dimensional K-vector space. Further, the quotient of the space of differentials

of the second kind by exact differentials is canonically isomorphic to H1
dR(X/K).

2.5 Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology

There are obstacles to constructing a good cohomology theory over fields of positive

characteristic p. For instance, differentials xkp−1dx are not exact for k ∈ N, which can lead

to infinite-dimensional cohomology spaces. A possible solution is to change the ground

field and lift objects to be defined over a characteristic zero field.

Let K be a finite unramified extension of Qp with ring of integers OK , prime ideal p,

absolute value |·|, and residue field k. If V /k is an affine smooth variety with coordinate

ring A, there are many smooth OK-algebras A such that A ⊗ k � A, but there is only

one (up to isomorphism) that is complete in the p-adic topology, and we denote it by Â.

Still, there is no satisfactory cohomology theory even on Â, because the limit of exact

differentials does not have to be exact.

To overcome these difficulties, Monsky and Washnitzer constructed a new cohomology

theory using weakly completed finitely generated rings. Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology

was introduced in [MW68, Mon68, Mon71]. In our exposition, we mostly follow [vdP86].

We fix a positive integer n ∈ N.

Definition 2.5.1. The weakly completed power series ring in n variables is

Wn := OK〈x1, . . . , xn〉† :=
{∑

cd1,...,dnx
d1
1 · · · xdnn : cd1,...,dn ∈ K,

there exist C > 0 and 0 < ρ < 1 such that |cd1,...,dn |≤ Cρ
∑n

i=1 di
}
. (2.2)

The elements of Wn are called overconvergent power series.

Let f1, . . . , fm ∈ OK [x1, . . . , xn] for some integer m. For A := Wn/〈f1, . . . , fm〉, we

define the module of differentials

D1(A) := (Adx1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Adxn)/

〈
∂fi
∂x1

dx1 + · · ·+ ∂fi
∂xn

dxn, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m

〉
.

We now consider the de Rham complex D(A):

0 −→ D1(A) −→
2∧
D1(A) −→

3∧
D1(A) −→

4∧
D1(A) −→ · · ·

Let V be an affine variety defined over k by the equations

f1(x1, . . . , xn) = · · · = fm(x1, . . . , xn) = 0.

Its coordinate ring A can be lifted to a weakly completed finitely generated algebra

A := Wn/〈f1, . . . , fm〉. We can form the de Rham complex D(A) corresponding to A,
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and compute its cohomology groups, denoted by H i for i ∈ N0. Then the i-th Monsky-
Washnitzer cohomology group of V is H i

MW (V ;K) := H i ⊗K.

One of the most important properties of this construction is that we can lift a morphism

of smooth k-algebras to a morphism of weakly completed finitely generated OK-algebras

(see [vdP86, Theorem 2.4.4]). This, in particular, holds for the q-Frobenius map, where q
is any power of p,

Fq:A → A, x �→ xq.

The motivation to construct such a p-adic cohomology theory was to count the number

of points of varieties defined over finite fields. The cohomology of Monsky and Washnitzer

satisfies the Lefschetz fixed point formula ([vdP86, Formula (1.2) and Section 4]); hence

it can be used for this purpose, as points fixed under the q-Frobenius map are precisely

Fq-rational points on varieties.

Kedlaya [Ked01] explained how to compute an explicit lift of Frobenius on odd degree

hyperelliptic curves and used this to compute the zeta function, and hence the number of

points on the curve and its Jacobian. Later, based on this algorithm, Harrison computed

the same quantities for even degree hyperelliptic curves.

We are more interested in another application. Namely, the differentials of the first

Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology group of a hyperelliptic curve can be integrated using

Coleman integration.

Proposition 2.5.2. Let X: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve defined over K with good
reduction over k and assume that f is monic. Let X

′
be the curve X with the Weierstrass

points and the points at infinity removed.

(i) [Ked01] If deg(f) = 2g+1, then H1
MW (X

′
;K) = H1

MW (X
′
;K)+⊕H1

MW (X
′
;K)−,

where
H1
MW (X

′
;K)+ = 〈dx/y2, . . . , x2gdx/y2〉, and

H1
MW (X

′
;K)− = 〈dx/y, . . . , x2g−1dx/y〉

are the eigenspaces of the action of the hyperelliptic involution on H1
MW (X

′
;K).

(ii) [Har12] If deg(f) = 2g+2, then H1
MW (X

′
;K) = H1

MW (X
′
;K)+⊕H1

MW (X
′
;K)−,

where
H1
MW (X

′
;K)+ = 〈dx/y2, . . . , x2g+1dx/y2〉, and

H1
MW (X

′
;K)− = 〈dx/y, . . . , x2gdx/y〉

are the eigenspaces of the action of the hyperelliptic involution on H1
MW (X

′
;K).

To conclude this section, we mention that the first de Rham and Monsky-Washnitzer

cohomology on curves are related, see [vdP86, Section 6] or [Tui17, Theorem 3.11]. In

particular,

H1
MW (X

′
;K)− � H1

dR(X/K), if X is an odd degree hyperelliptic curve,

whereas if X is an even degree hyperelliptic curve, the dimension of H1
MW (X

′
;K)− is one

more than that of H1
dR(X/K) as a K-vector space. A more precise statement is contained

in §5.3.5.
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2.6 Coleman integration

Let K be a finite extension of Qp and X/K a nice curve with good reduction. Let J be

the Jacobian of X . As J(K) has the structure of a p-adic Lie group, there is an integration

pairing

H0(J,ΩJ/K)× J(K) → K, (ω, P ) �→
∫
P

ω. (2.3)

Chabauty used the pairing (2.3) in the proof of Theorem 1.1.1; see [MP12] for more details

and [Bou98, III §7.6] for more details about the integration pairing itself.

Note that X and J can be considered as rigid analytic objects (see Section 2.3). In this

setting, Coleman [Col85b, Section II], defines an integration pairing analogous to (2.3),

now called Coleman integration. Now the integral (2.3) can be seen as a rigid analytic

function. Coleman proves that the properties of the integral coming from the Lie group

structure are preserved in the new setting. We describe some of them in the following

proposition.

Proposition 2.6.1. The integration pairing (2.3)

(i) is locally analytic in P ∈ J(K),

(ii) is Z-linear on the right,

(iii) is K-linear on the left,

(iv) has left-hand kernel zero,

(v) has right-hand kernel J(K)tors.

Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are [Col85b, Theorem 2.8]. Part (iii) follows from part (i) and

[Col85b, Proposition 2.4 (i), (iii)]. Part (iv) follows from [Col85b, Theorem 2.8 (ii)], and

Part (v) is [Col85b, Theorem 2.11].

We note that Coleman defines this integration in a much more general setting than this,

as we will see soon. Using Coleman’s approach, we obtain integrals on the curve viewed

as a rigid analytic space.

H0(X,ΩX/K)×X(K)2 → K, (ω,Q, P ) �→
∫ P

Q

ω :=

∫
[P−Q]

(ι∗)−1(ω),

satisfying properties (i) and (iii) of Proposition 2.6.1, and being additive in the endpoints

as an analogue of property (ii) of the same proposition.

Since the topology on K is totally disconnected, it is a priori unclear how to integrate

between two points in X(K) in distinct connected components. For this reason, Coleman

imposed the condition of Frobenius equivariance, making sense of integration between

distinct connected components. Furthermore, the integrals are path-independent, unlike in

the complex case. We now mention two more important properties of the integration.
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Proposition 2.6.2. (vi) If g:X → X ′ is a morphism of curves over K, and g: J → J ′

the induced morphism between their Jacobians, then∫
P

g∗ω =

∫
g(P )

ω

for all ω ∈ H0(J ′,ΩJ ′/K) and P ∈ J(K). In particular, for P1, P2 ∈ X(K), we
have ∫ P2

P1

g∗ω =

∫ g(P2)

g(P1)

ω.

(vii) For P,Q ∈ X(K) such that P ∈ D(Q), and a well-behaved uniformiser s at Q, we
have for each ω ∈ H0(X,ΩX/K)∫ P

Q

ω =
∞∑
n=0

an
n+ 1

s(P )n+1,

where locQ(ω) =
∑

n ans
nds as in (2.1).

Proof. Part (vi) is [Col85b, Theorem 2.7], whereas part (vii) follows from Proposition 2.6.1

(i) together with the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus proved in [Col85b, Proposition 2.4

(ii)].

We call an integral between points in the same residue class, as in Proposition 2.6.2(vii),

a tiny integral.
For our applications to the variations on the method of Chabauty and Coleman, the

following lemma is important. Let L be a number field whose completion at a prime p ⊆ L
is K.

Lemma 2.6.3. Suppose that G ⊆ J(L) is a subgroup of rank r. Then there is a vector
space V ⊆ H0(J,ΩJ/K) of dimension at least dim(J)− r such that for all ω ∈ V , we have∫

P

ω = 0

for all P belonging to the closure of G inside the p-adic topology on J(K).

Proof. By [MP12, Lemma 4.2], the closure of G has dimension at most r. Now the

pairing (2.3) extends to a non-degenerate pairing between H0(J,ΩJ/K) and J(K) ⊗K
by Proposition 2.6.1, which restricts to a pairing between H0(J,ΩJ/K) and J(L)⊗K. It

induces the linear map H0(J,ΩJ/K) −→ (J(L) ⊗K)∨, where the domain is a dim(J)-
dimensional K-vector space and the codomain is an r-dimensional K-vector space, so its

kernel has dimension at least dim(J)− r.

When G = J(L), we call this space V the space of annihilating differentials. Note that

this space depends on p even though we do not emphasise it in the name.

In this thesis, Coleman integration of non-holomorphic differentials is also essential.

However, it is not possible to integrate non-holomorphic forms on the whole curve. For

this reason wide open subspaces are introduced; these are the spaces where we define the

integration of non-holomorphic forms.
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For this task, we need to choose a branch of the p-adic logarithm log:C×p → Cp defined

as

log(1 + u) =
∑
n≥1

(−1)n−1
un

n
,

for |u|< 1, and extended uniquely to the set {z ∈ C×p : |z|= 1} by the rule log(ab) =
log(a)+log(b), for a, b ∈ C×p . Choosing a branch of p-adic logarithm amounts to choosing

log(p).

Consider a wide open subspace W ⊆ X . Consider the set of all meromorphic differ-

ential forms on X that have no poles in W , denote it by Ω1
W . Then, from the work of

Coleman and de Shalit, [CdS88, Section 2], we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.6.4. There is an integration pairing

Ω1
W ×W 2 → K (ω,Q, P ) �→

∫ P

Q

ω

which is additive in endpoints and satisfies properties (i) and (iii) from Proposition 2.6.1,
the second property of (vi) for rigid analytic morphisms between wide open spaces, (vii)
from Proposition 2.6.2, and furthermore

(viii)
∫ P

Q

df

f
= log

(
f(P )

f(Q)

)
.

2.7 Coleman integration on hyperelliptic curves

Many results in this thesis crucially depend on the computation of Coleman integrals on

hyperelliptic curves. The explicit algorithm to compute Coleman integrals on odd degree

hyperelliptic curves was introduced by Balakrishnan, Bradshaw and Kedlaya [BBK10],

and their algorithm is implemented in Sage.

Let X/Qp be an odd degree hyperelliptic curve. By Propositions 2.6.2(vii) and 2.6.4,

the easiest integrals to compute are tiny integrals. In the general case, when the integrals

are not necessarily tiny, one can compute them using the algorithm [BBK10, Algorithm 11]

(but see also [BBK10, Remark 15]). This algorithm depends on the Frobenius equivariance

of Coleman integration, and the action of Frobenius on the H1
MW (X), computed by Ked-

laya in [Ked01]. Further, [BBK10, §4.1] contains precision analysis for these algorithms,

in particular, the precision of computations of local coordinates required to get the result

correct up to desired precision.

Harrison [Har12] extended Kedlaya’s work [Ked01] to even degree hyperelliptic cur-

ves, and Balakrishnan [Bal15] used [Har12] to extend the algorithm from [BBK10] to even

degree hyperelliptic curves. An algorithm for tiny integrals is given in [Bal15, Algorithm

3], whereas the general case is [Bal15, Algorithm 4].

Algorithms from [BBK10] and [Bal15] for Coleman integration on hyperelliptic curves

are implemented in Sage.

There is a more recent and more general algorithm by Balakrishnan and Tuitman

[BT20], which allows one to compute integrals of differentials of the second kind on curves

given by a non-singular plane model that satisfy certain properties ([BT20, Assumption

2.6]). This algorithm is implemented in Magma. There is also an algorithm by Best
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[Bes22] to compute Coleman integrals on superelliptic curves given by a model yn = f(x)
with deg(f) and n coprime, implemented in Julia. In contrast to other implementations,

it works over finite unramified extensions of Qp. We note that even degree hyperelliptic

curves do not fit the framework of Best.

Note that the modular curves that appear in Chapter 4 are not hyperelliptic. However, as

we only use tiny integrals, which can be computed directly, we do not need the algorithms

for Coleman integration for general curves.

Remark 2.7.1. When integrating holomorphic differentials, one can alternatively use the

group law on the Jacobian to reduce the computation to tiny integrals, but see [BT20, §5.2]

for comparison.

2.8 A short note on the Mordell-Weil sieve

After applying any of the variations on the method of Chabauty and Coleman we

discuss in this thesis, we obtain a set S that contains the desired set W that we want to

compute such that S\W is a finite set. For instance, W could be the set X(Q) of rational

points on a nice curve, or the set of integral points with respect to an affine equation.

If we are lucky, S = W . That is indeed the case for the example in §6.3.12, and also for

the curves we construct in Chapter 3. We only had to apply an additional method to obtain

the desired set for the curves in Chapter 4. Usually, the method applied together with

variations of the method of Chabauty and Coleman is the Mordell-Weil sieve, introduced in

[Sch99].

If W � S, this means that it is not sufficient to consider only local information at p
to determine W . Roughly, the idea of the Mordell-Weil sieve is to use other primes q to

obtain information which contradicts the existence of any element u ∈ S ∩W which was

not previously known.

For more details on how to apply the Mordell-Weil sieve to the information obtained

using the classical method of Chabauty and Coleman see [PSS07, Sections 12,13]. See

also the notes [Sik15], which contain a detailed worked example.

See [BS10] for more info on the Mordell-Weil sieve. In particular, see [BS10, §4.4],

for an alternative approach of combining the classical method of Chabauty and Coleman

with the Mordell-Weil sieve.

The Mordell-Weil sieve was indeed necessary when computing the cubic points on

modular curves in Chapter 4 using symmetric Chabauty. It is explained in [BGG22, Section

3] how to apply the Mordell-Weil sieve in this situation. It is interesting to note that usually

it suffices to determine a finite index subgroup of the Mordell-Weil group to apply the

Mordell-Weil sieve, but this was not the case for the curve X0(65). See [BGG22, §4.2.1]

for the explanation why in this case it was necessary to compute the full Mordell-Weil

group. For a computationally explicit example of a combination of symmetric Chabauty

and the Mordell-Weil sieve, see [Sik09, Section 6].

The Mordell-Weil sieve can be combined with the quadratic Chabauty method, see,

for example, [BBM17] or [BDM+b]. For our example in §6.3.12, it was not required,

therefore, we do not explain any details.



Chapter 3

Sharp curves

The content of this chapter has been published [Gaj22] in the proceedings volume for

the Simons Collaboration “Arithmetic Geometry, Number Theory, and Computation”, in

the Springer Series ‘Simons Symposia’.

3.1 Introduction

The method of Chabauty and Coleman, nowadays also called "abelian Chabauty," is a

powerful p-adic method, and it is often very successful in determining rational points on

curves whose Jacobians satisfy a certain rank condition. Coleman’s "effective Chabauty"

theorem (Theorem 3.2.2) gives an upper bound on the number of rational points on these

curves. However, it is rare that the direct application of Coleman’s theorem succeeds in

determining all rational points because the bound from Coleman’s theorem is not sharp in

most cases.

In fact, there are only a few curves for which Coleman’s bound is known to be sharp.

Coleman’s result leads to the following natural question: Regardless of the rank of its

Jacobian, when does the number of rational points on X meet or exceed Coleman’s bound

at p? We will call curves of genus g ≥ 2 for which the rank condition is satisfied, and

for which Coleman’s bound is sharp for some prime number p > 2g of good reduction,

sharp curves at p. The curves such that the number of their known rational points meets

Coleman’s bound regardless of the rank condition will be called potentially sharp curves
at p. Note that we cannot use the method of Chabauty and Coleman to determine the

set X(Q) for potentially sharp curves X unless they are actually sharp. However, if the

rank condition holds for a potentially sharp curve, then the curve is sharp; hence, we

have determined its rational points. Curves that exceed the bound for a prime p of good

reduction will be called excessive at p. Curves for which there is a prime p > 2g such that

the curve is sharp at p, potentially sharp at p, or excessive at p are called sharp, potentially

sharp, and excessive, respectively. We note that the rank of the Jacobians of excessive

curves is at least g by Theorem 1.1.2.

We concisely introduce the method of Chabauty and Coleman in Section 3.2 and later

we investigate the problem of finding sharp and potentially sharp curves. We give various

examples of sharp curves of genus two in §3.3.4, and an example with the smallest number

35
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of rational points in §3.3.7.

In Section 3.4, we produce sharp curves of genus greater than two. First, we show a

way to construct potentially sharp curves for certain genera, and then give an example of

sharp curves of genus three, four, and five in §3.4.1. In §3.4.7, we construct potentially

sharp curves of any genus g ≥ 2 using results on the existence of primes in short intervals,

and give examples of sharp curves of genus g = 4 and g = 5 based on this construction.

3.2 The method of Chabauty and Coleman and its history

In 1922, in [Mor22], Mordell proved that the group of rational points of an elliptic

curve E/Q is finitely generated. At the end of the article, Mordell observes (but without a

proof) that curves of genus g ≥ 2 have only finitely many rational points. The statement

that for a nice curve X/K of genus g ≥ 2 and a number field K it holds that #X(K)
is finite was named the "Mordell conjecture". After Mordell’s theorem it was a natural

question to determine whether the group A(K) is finitely generated for all abelian varieties

A/K, where K is any number field. In 1928, André Weil proved in [Wei29] that for all

abelian varieties A over a number field K we have

A(K) ∼= Zr ⊕ A(K)tors,

where A(K)tors is the torsion subgroup of A(K) and r ∈ N0 is called the rank of A(K).

Chabauty proved the Mordell conjecture for curves that satisfy a certain condition.

Theorem 3.2.1. (Chabauty 1941, [Cha41]) Let X/Q be a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2. Let
J be its Jacobian, and let r be the rank of J over Q. If r < g, then X(Q) is finite.

We briefly discuss the idea behind the proof. We may assume that X(Q) �= ∅ and

embed X(Q) via an Abel-Jacobi map into J(Q). Furthermore, we do the same over the

field Qp, where p is a prime of good reduction for X . We have the following commutative

diagram.

X(Q) J(Q)

X(Qp) J(Qp)

The set J(Qp) has the structure of a g-dimensional p-adic manifold, containing X(Qp)
as a 1-dimensional submanifold. The group J(Q) is a subgroup of J(Qp), and we take its

closure in the p-adic topology of J(Qp), which is a submanifold of J(Qp) of dimension

not greater than r by [MP12, Lemma 4.2]. When g < r, for reasons of dimension, it can

be expected to have finite intersection with X(Qp). This is what Chabauty proved. The

intersection contains the set X(Q) (more precisely, X(Q) injects into it), implying the

finiteness of X(Q).

This theorem remained the most significant result towards the Mordell conjecture until

Faltings proved the conjecture unconditionally, i.e. for all nice curves of genus g ≥ 2, in

[Fal83]. It had seemed that Chabauty’s theorem had lost its value. But, that is not true

because Coleman in 1985 found a way to use Chabauty’s approach to state and prove an

effective version of the theorem.
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Theorem 3.2.2. (Coleman 1985, [Col85a]) Let X/Q be a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2. Let
J be its Jacobian, and let r be the rank of J(Q). Let p be a prime of good reduction for X
and X/Fp the reduction of X modulo p. If r < g, and p > 2g, then

#X(Q) ≤ #X(Fp) + 2g − 2. (3.1)

Coleman invented a theory of p-adic integration on curves in [Col85b] (see §2.6) and

used it to prove the aforementioned theorem. Coleman constructed a locally analytic

function ρ:X(Qp) −→ Qp, that vanishes on X(Q) using Lemma 2.6.3. One can estimate

the number of zeros in each residue disc, and summing all estimates gives us the bound

in Theorem 3.2.2. By a careful investigation inside each residue disc, Stoll in [Sto06]

improved Coleman’s bound.

Theorem 3.2.3. (Stoll 2006, [Sto06]) Let X/Q be a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2. Let J be
its Jacobian, and let r be the rank of J over Q. Let p be a prime of good reduction for X .
If r < g − 1, and p > 2r + 2, then

#X(Q) ≤ #X(Fp) + 2r. (3.2)

As a corollary, we have the following rank statement for sharp curves. We know that

r < g. If r < g − 1, then Coleman’s bound cannot be sharp.

Corollary 3.2.4. Let X/Q be a sharp curve of genus g ≥ 2. Then the rank of the Jacobian
of X over Q is r = g − 1.

Remark 3.2.5. If a curve satisfying the rank condition is not sharp, it is often possible to

compute the rational points by combining the method of Chabauty and Coleman with the

Mordell-Weil sieve, see §2.8.

One reference for more details about the method of Chabauty and Coleman is [MP12].

3.3 Examples of sharp curves of genus two

3.3.1 Two known sharp curves of genus two

We start this section with two well-known examples of sharp curves of genus g = 2.

Example 3.3.2. ([Gra94]) This is the first known example of a sharp curve; we see that it

took almost ten years after Coleman’s paper [Col85a] until the first example appeared. Let

X be the curve given by the equation

X: y2 = x(x− 1)(x− 2)(x− 5)(x− 6).

This curve has good reduction at p = 7, and it has eight F7-rational points

X(F7) = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (3,±1), (5, 0), (6, 0),∞}.

In [GG93], it is computed that J(Q) ∼= Z × (Z/2Z)4. We can apply Theorem 3.2.2 to

obtain that #X(Q) ≤ 8 + 2 = 10. We can find ten rational points, so

X(Q) = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0), (3,±6), (5, 0), (6, 0), (10,±120),∞}.
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Example 3.3.3. ([HM19]) This example is miraculous because it arises from a geometric

problem. Namely, this curve occurs in analysing the problem whether there exists a pair of

one right triangle and one isosceles triangle, both with rational sides, having the same area

and perimeter. More details about the problem can be found in [HM19]. The curve X is

given by the equation

X: y2 = (x3 − x+ 6)2 − 32.

We compute that the rank of its Jacobian over Q is equal to r = 1, that X has good

reduction at p = 5, and that its reduction modulo 5 has exactly eight points. All conditions

for Theorem 3.2.2 are satisfied; thus we conclude

X(Q) =

{
(0,±2), (1,±2), (−1,±2),

(
5

6
,±217

216

)
,∞±

}
.

3.3.4 A finite family of sharp curves of genus two

We construct new examples of sharp curves of genus two. Let X/Q be a curve. We

focus on genus two curves because the computation of the rank becomes more difficult for

larger genus. In this case, the bound (3.1) is given by

#X(Q) ≤ #X(Fp) + 2. (3.3)

Since we want (3.3) to be an equality, we would like that all but two residue discs have

exactly one rational point and two residue discs to have exactly two points (this condition

is natural due to the hyperelliptic involution). The easiest way to achieve this is to require

a small number of residue discs. We will construct a suitable monic polynomial f(x) of

degree 5. One natural choice for p is p = 11, because x5 ≡ 0,±1 (mod 11). We want

that the other positive powers of x in f(x) have coefficients divisible by 11, to control the

polynomial f(x) modulo 11 easily. It remains to pick the constant term. We want some

constant for which we can find rational points, but not too many modulo 11. Quadratic

residues modulo 11 are in the set {0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 9}, so if we pick the constant term to be 9

modulo 11, we have that

f(x) ≡ x5 + 9 ≡ {8, 9, 10} (mod 11).

This implies that

X(F11) = {(0,±3),∞}.
When the rank of the Jacobian of X over Q is less than two, by (3.3), X can have at most

5 rational points.

If J is not absolutely simple, then J is isogenous to the product of two elliptic curves

over some number field K, and one of them has rank zero, providing an easier way to

determine the rational points on X . Hence, as in [Gra94], it makes sense to check if a curve

X has absolutely simple Jacobian J to determine if there is an easier way to determine

X(Q). In [Gra94], Grant together with Top, proved absolute simplicity of the Jacobian of

the curve from Example 3.3.2 by proving that its L-function cannot be a product of two

L-functions of elliptic curves. Later, in [HZ02], Howe and Zhu found a sufficient criterion

when an abelian variety over a finite field is absolutely simple.
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Lemma 3.3.5. ([HZ02, Lemma 8]) Let q be a prime power and n > 2 an integer. Suppose
that π is an ordinary Weil q-number (the minimal polynomial for π is a characteristic
polynomial of Frobenius of an ordinary abelian variety). Let K = Q(π), K+ its maximal
real subfield, and n = [K+:Q]. Suppose that

(1) the minimal polynomial of π is not of the form x2n + axn + qn;

(2) the field K+ has no proper subfields other than Q;

(3) the field K+ is not the maximal real subfield of a cyclotomic field.

Then the isogeny class corresponding to π consists of absolutely simple abelian varieties.

We finally give a number of examples.

Proposition 3.3.6. Let Xk: y
2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve over Q, where

f(x) = x5 + 11x4 + (11k + 3)2, for

k ∈ {−43,−42,−41,−40,−31,−28,−27,−19,−17,−16,−15,−9,−4,−1,

0, 1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 11, 12, 15, 21, 22, 31, 40, 42, 44, 47, 50}.

(1) Then #Xk(Q) = 5, and Xk(Q) = {(0,±(11k + 3)), (−11,±(11k + 3)),∞}.

(2) All curves Xk have absolutely simple Jacobian J(Xk).

Proof. (1) In both cases, we run the Magma command RankBound to compute an upper

bound on the rank of the Jacobian of curves Xk for |k|≤ 50. We listed above all k’s in both

cases for which the upper bound is strictly less than two. As we saw, p = 11 is a prime of

good reduction of all curves Xk and #Xk(F11) = 3, so we conclude by Theorem 3.2.2

that #Xk(Q) ≤ 5. The fact that we have five obvious rational points on each Xk finishes

the proof. All listed curves Xk are sharp and have rank r = 1.

(2) Using Magma and Lemma 3.3.5 we check that all J(Xk) are absolutely simple by

finding a prime q such that the reduction of J(Xk) modulo q is absolutely simple. Note

that prime q = 11 could work for the entire family, but the reduction of any J(Xk) modulo

q is not absolutely simple.

3.3.7 A sharp curve with the smallest possible number of points

We give an example of a sharp curve having the minimal number of rational points

amongst all sharp curves. For a sharp curve X , it holds #X(Q) ≥ 3. Indeed, we know

that in that case

#X(Q) ≥ #X(Fp) + 2 ≥ 2.

Therefore, the set X(Q) is non-empty, implying that also X(Fp) is non-empty, giving the

desired conclusion. To construct such a curve, we want a curve of genus two with only
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one residue disc. If we consider a hyperelliptic curve X: y2 = f(x), where f is a monic

polynomial of degree 5, we already know that X has exactly one residue disc at infinity,

so, X(Fp) = {∞}. We will use a similar strategy as before:

X: y2 = x5 + c/F11.

If c ≡ 7 (mod 11), then X(F11) = {∞} because 6, 7, and 8 are not quadratic residues

modulo 11, and X has good reduction at p = 11. We want two more rational points on

X . Let one of them be P = (a, b). Then P maps to infinity modulo 11. Furthermore, we

know that the denominator of a is divisible by 112 since otherwise f(a) is not a square of a

rational number. Let us try to find an example such that a is already a square of a rational

number and that a is a zero of a polynomial f(x)− x5, with f satisfying the conditions

above.

Let X be the hyperelliptic curve over Q defined by

X: y2 = x5 + 121x− 4.

Magma gives us that r, the rank of the Jacobian of X over Q, is one. We can apply

Theorem 3.2.2, and by the previous discussion,

X(Q) =

{(
4

121
,± 25

115

)
,∞
}
.

3.3.8 Further comments

(i) A curve X/Q with many rational points (at least 2g − 1) might be potentially sharp

or excessive. There is an algorithm to check that. We need to determine all prime

numbers p for which X can be potentially sharp or excessive at p. We use the

Hasse-Weil bounds and the number of known rational points to give an upper bound

for primes p, so we need to check finitely many of them. Therefore, if we find that

the curve is potentially sharp or excessive, we obtain a lower bound for the rank,

r ≥ g − 1, or r ≥ g, respectively. Using Theorem 3.2.3, when p is not to small, we

get a more precise lower bound:

r ≥ min

{
g,

#X(Q)−#X(Fp)

2

}
.

(ii) Note that here we only considered primes of good reduction. There are results similar

to Coleman’s bound when we consider primes of bad reduction, and these can be

found in [LT02]. An improved bound, similar to Stoll’s bound (3.2), was given in

[KZB13]. It would be interesting to investigate the case of bad reduction in the future.

In this case, we might be able to construct infinite families of examples with sharp

bounds. We could then allow multiple Weierstrass points in the same residue discs,

which makes computations of ranks easier and hope that we can determine the ranks

of Jacobians for an infinite number of curves, inspired by the computations in [Sto98]

and [Evi20].
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3.4 Examples of sharp curves of higher genus

We present a construction of potentially sharp curves of any genus g ≥ 2 in §3.4.7,

including one example of sharp curves of genus g = 4 and g = 5, respectively. In some

cases, there is an easier way to find examples of sharp curves and we start by presenting

this case first.

3.4.1 Concrete examples of sharp curves of genus three, four and five

Let g be a positive integer. In the case where 2g+1 or 2g+3 is a prime number, we can

construct examples of potentially sharp curves in the following ways. Before constructing

X/Q, we first specify its reduction X modulo p.

If 2g+1 = p is prime, then x2g+1−x ≡ 0 (mod p) for all x ∈ Fp. If c is any quadratic

nonresidue modulo p, then for the curve

X: y2 = x2g+1 − x+ c/Fp

we have X(Fp) = {∞}. So, all possible rational points on X reduce modulo p to ∞, thus

are not integral and have denominators divisible by p. Let a1, . . . , ag−1 be integers not

divisible by p, with distinct absolute values. Let b ∈ Z be any inverse of (a1 · · · ag−1)2
modulo p. The following curve is potentially sharp:

X: y2 = x2g+1 + b(a21 − p2x) · · · (a2g−1 − p2x)(c− x) (3.4)

because

S :=

{(
a21
p2
,±a2g+1

1

p2g+1

)
, . . . ,

(
a2g−1
p2

,±
a2g+1
g−1

p2g+1

)
,∞
}

⊆ X(Q). (3.5)

If 2g + 3 = p > 3 is prime, then we use that there are two consecutive quadratic

nonresidues modulo p. If p ≡ 1 (mod 4), then there are p−1
2

quadratic nonresidues

between 2 and p− 2, implying that two of them must be consecutive. If p ≡ 3 (mod 4),
then −1 and −4 are quadratic nonresidues, so if −2 or −3 is a quadratic nonresidue, we

have the conclusion. If not, then 2 and 3 are consecutive quadratic nonresidues. Denote by

c and c+ 1 two consecutive quadratic nonresidues modulo p. Then the curve

X: y2 = x2g+2 + c/Fp

has two Fp-points, both at infinity, because, for x ∈ Fp, we have that

x2g+2 + c ≡ {c, c+ 1} (mod p).

We construct examples from a family of curves reducing to X . Let a1, . . . , ag−1 be distinct

integers not divisible by p. Let b ∈ Z be any inverse of a1 · · · ag−1 modulo p. The following

curve is potentially sharp:

X ′: y2 = x2g+2 + b(a1 − px) · · · (ag−1 − px)c, (3.6)

because

S ′ :=

{(
a1
p
,±ag+1

1

pg+1

)
, . . . ,

(
ag−1
p

,±
ag+1
g−1

pg+1

)
,∞±

}
⊆ X ′(Q). (3.7)

We summarise the conclusions above.
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Theorem 3.4.2. Let g ≥ 2 be a positive integer such that 2g + 1 or 2g + 3 is a prime
number. Define the curves X/Q and X ′/Q as in Equations (3.4), (3.6), and the sets S and
S ′ as in Equations (3.5), (3.7), respectively.

(i) If r, the rank of the Jacobian of X over Q, satisfies r < g, then r = g − 1, and
X(Q) = S.

(ii) If r′, the rank of the Jacobian of X ′ over Q, satisfies r′ < g, then r = g − 1, and
X ′(Q) = S ′.

Proof. Follows from the above and Corollary 3.2.4.

We give one example of a sharp curve in each genus g ∈ {3, 4, 5}. For these curves we

have checked that r < g using Magma, assuming the Generalised Riemann Hypothesis.

All three curves have absolutely simple Jacobians.

X3: y
2 = x7 − (49x− 1)(49x− 36)(x+ 1), r(J(X3)(Q)) = 2,

X3(Q) =

{(
1

49
,± 1

77

)
,

(
36

49
,±67

77

)
,∞
}
;

X4: y
2 = x10 − (11x− 3)(11x− 4)(11x− 6), r(J(X4)(Q)) = 3,

X4(Q) =

{(
3

11
,± 35

115

)
,

(
4

11
,± 45

115

)
,

(
6

11
,± 65

115

)
,∞±

}
;

X5: y
2 = x12 − (13x− 1)(13x− 2)(13x− 3)(13x− 12), r(J(X5)(Q)) = 4,

X5(Q) =

{(
1

13
,± 1

136

)
,

(
2

13
,± 26

136

)
,

(
3

13
,± 36

136

)
,

(
12

13
,±126

136

)
,∞±

}
.

3.4.3 Bertrand’s Postulate for primes modulo 8

For our construction, we will need a stronger version of Bertrand’s Postulate. We first

formulate a version for sufficiently large integers, and then we cover smaller cases.

Proposition 3.4.4. Let n ≥ 15 be a positive integer. In the interval [n, 2n) there is a prime
number p such that p ≡ 5 (mod 8).

Proof. Let P denote the set of prime numbers. For any coprime integers k and l, we define

the function

θ(x; k, l) =
∑

p∈P, p≤x, p≡l (mod k)

log(p).

Theorem 1, for k ≤ 13, from [RR96], states that

max
1≤y≤x

∣∣∣∣θ(y; k, l)− y

ϕ(k)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε
x

ϕ(k)
,

where one can take ε = 0.00456 for x ≥ 1010. It implies that when y = x we have∣∣∣θ(x; 8, 5)− x

4

∣∣∣ ≤ 0.00456
x

4
≤ 0.005

x

4
=⇒ 0.995

x

4
≤ θ(x; 8, 5) ≤ 1.005

x

4
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for x ≥ 1010. In this case, we also have

θ(x; 8, 5) ≤ 1.005
x

4
< 0.995

2x

4
≤ θ(2x; 8, 5),

giving that θ(2x; 8, 5) > θ(x; 8, 5) for x ≥ 1010. It follows that there is a prime congruent

to 5 modulo 8 between x and 2x. We need to prove the statement for the remaining interval

[15, 1010]. We can easily find a list of primes pm > pm−1 > · · · > p1 congruent to 5

modulo 8 such that 15 < p1 < 30, 2pi > pi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ m − 1, pm > 1010, which

completes the proof. For instance, we can take the list to be

10000000061, 5000000141, 2500000117, 1250000077, 625000069, 312500077, 156250093,

78125141, 39062581, 19531381, 9765757, 4882957, 2441573, 1220797, 610429, 305237,

152629, 76333, 38189, 19141, 9613, 4813, 2437, 1229, 653, 349, 181, 101, 53, 29.

Proposition 3.4.5. Let n ≥ 2 be a positive integer. Then in the interval [n, 2n) there is a
prime number p such that p ≡ 3 (mod 8) or p ≡ 5 (mod 8).

Proof. By the previous proposition, we only need to check small cases, but the statement

is trivially true since 3, 5, 11, 19 are primes that fill in the missing gaps.

As a corollary, there is the following statement that we will use in our construction of

curves in §3.4.7.

Corollary 3.4.6. For any positive integer n > 1, there is a prime p in the interval [n, 2n),
such that 2 is not a quadratic residue modulo p.

3.4.7 Potentially sharp curves of genus g ≥ 2

Let g ≥ 2 be a positive integer. We will construct potentially sharp hyperelliptic curves

X: y2 = f(x) of genus g, where f is a monic polynomial. For simplicity, we present the

construction and ideas in a simplified way. In Remark 3.4.13 we explain how we can

slightly generalise it using the same ideas after Theorem 3.4.10 and use these generalised

ideas to construct concrete examples.

By our version of Bertrand’s postulate, Proposition 3.4.5, the set of primes p ∈
(2g + 2, 4g + 4) congruent to 3 or 5 modulo 8, denoted by Bg, is non-empty. For a prime

p ∈ Bg, define the polynomial

Q(x) = x2g+2 − x
p−1
2 + x2g+2− p−1

2 + 1 ∈ Z[x]. (3.8)

Then we have the following congruence modulo p:

Q(x) ≡

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
2x2g+2 (mod p), if

(
x

p

)
= 1,

2 (mod p), if

(
x

p

)
= −1,

1 (mod p), if p | x.
For simplicity, we make the following assumption. As we explain in Remark 3.4.11, our

construction of potentially sharp curves works even if it is not satisfied.
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Assumption 3.4.8. There is a prime p ∈ Bg such that Q, the reduction of Q modulo p, is

squarefree.

Even though we are still unable to prove Assumption 3.4.8, the computational evidence

suggests that the assumption is satisfied for each g: It is checked for g ≤ 10000 in Magma.

In fact, for the vast majority of p ∈ Bg we have that Q is squarefree. We note that it is

enough to prove that Q is irreducible, that implies that Q is squarefree.

Choose one prime p ∈ Bg such that Q is irreducible and define the hyperelliptic curve

X/Fp: y
2 = Q(x). Since p is chosen so that 2 is a quadratic nonresidue modulo p by

Corollary 3.4.6, it follows that

X(Fp) = {(0,±1),∞±}.

For each s ≤ g, s ∈ N, we will construct a curve Xs: y
2 = Hs whose reduction modulo

p is X and which will have at least 4 + 2s rational points. Four rational points on Xs will

be {(0,±1),∞±}, and we need to add 2s points, i.e. s values of x for which Hs(x) is a

square of a nonzero rational number. We will construct Hs such that the additional rational

points on Xs are integral, so that all x-coordinates will be integers divisible by p. We note

that then Xg−1 is a potentially sharp curve and Xg is excessive.

Let a1, . . . , as ∈ Z be distinct and non-zero. We will construct the desired polynomial

Hs in such a way that Hs(pa1), Hs(pa2), . . ., Hs(pas) are squares of integers. The strategy

is as follows. All monomials xk with k > s will be replaced by

ts(x
k) := xk−s(x− pa1)(x− pa2) · · · (x− pas).

We extend this transformation linearly to all polynomials P ∈ Z[x] that only contain

monomials in x of degree greater than s:

ts(P ) :=
P

xs
(x− pa1)(x− pa2) · · · (x− pas).

This transformation has two important properties, namely for all such P ∈ Z[x], we have

ts(P ) ≡ P (mod p), and

ts(P )(0) = ts(P )(pa1) = · · · = ts(P )(pas) = 0.

We can apply this transformation to the higher degree part of the polynomial Q(x) defined

in (3.8), in particular, to the polynomial x2g+2 − x
p−1
2 (note that p−1

2
> g ≥ s). It remains

to deal with 1 + xl, where l := 2g + 2 − p−1
2

. If l > s, then we can apply ts to xl and

define a polynomial

Zs(x) := ts(x
2g+2 − x

p−1
2 + xl) + 1.

Now assume s ≥ l and denote by m ∈ N the number for which ml ≤ s < (m+ 1)l.

Lemma 3.4.9. There exist integers c1, c2, . . ., cm such that

(1 + c1x
l + c2x

2l + · · ·+ cmx
ml)2 ≡ 1 + xl (mod p, xs),

meaning that these two polynomials agree modulo p up to degree s.
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Proof. We prove this lemma constructively. We can start by taking c1 = p+1
2

(or any

other number congruent modulo p to it). Then, looking at coefficients with xjl, where

j ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, we have

2cj + Sj ≡ 0 (mod p),

where Sj is some integral polynomial in the previous coefficients c1, . . ., cj−1. Since p is

odd, 2 is invertible and we can determine cj modulo p.

Alternatively, consider the power series (1+xl)1/2 = 1+
∑

j≥1 djx
j ∈ Zp[[x]], truncate

at xs, and replace the coefficients dj by integers cj such that dj ≡ cj (mod p).

If cj are the coefficients from the previous lemma, then

(1 + c1x
l + c2x

2l + · · ·+ cmx
ml)2 = Gs(x) + Ls(x),

where deg(Ls) ≤ s and Ls(x) ≡ 1 + xl (mod p), and all monomials in x in Gs have

degree at least s+ 1. Note deg(Gs) = 2ml ≤ 2s < 2g + 2. Define the polynomial Zs as

Zs(x) = ts(x
2g+2 − x

p−1
2 −Gs(x)) +Gs(x) + Ls(x).

In both cases l > s and s ≥ l, for all i = 1, . . . , s, we have

Zs(pai) = Gs(pai) + Ls(pai) = (1 + c1p
lali + c2p

2la2li + · · ·+ cmp
mlamli )2 =: b2i ,

where, if l > s, we have c1 = · · · = cm = 0, i.e. b1 = · · · = bs = 1, Zs(0) = 1, and

Zs(x) ≡ x2g+2 − x
p−1
2 + xl + 1 = Q(x) (mod p).

We can add to Zs any polynomial px(x− pa1) · · · (x− pas)R(x), where R ∈ Z[x] has

degree at most 2g − s, and the resulting curve contains the following set of rational points

Ss := {∞±, (0,±1), (pa1,±b1), . . . , (pas,±bs)},

and has the same reduction modulo p. So, for any choice as above, define

Xs: y
2 = Hs(x), Hs(x) := Zs(x) + px(x− pa1) · · · (x− pas)R(x).

Note that we can take bi ≡ 1 (mod p), so bi �= 0, and that there are at least 4 + 2s rational

points on Xs, namely Ss ⊆ Xs(Q).

Therefore, we have constructed many examples of potentially sharp curves Xg−1 and

curves Xg of large rank. Let rs be the rank of the Mordell-Weil group of the Jacobian of

Xs over Q. We summarise this in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4.10.

(1) If rg−1 < g, then rg−1 = g − 1, and

Xg−1(Q) = {∞±, (0,±1), (pa1,±b1), . . . , (pag−1,±bg−1)}.

(2) We have rg ≥ g.

Proof. (1) By construction, Xg−1 is potentially sharp. If rg−1 < g, then Xg−1 is sharp,

hence has exactly 2g + 2 points and rank rg−1 = g − 1 by Corollary 3.2.4.
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(2) The curve Xg is constructed to be excessive, so rg ≥ g by Theorem 3.2.2.

Remark 3.4.11. If Assumption 3.4.8 is false, then for any p ∈ Bg, all curves Xs/Q have

bad reduction at p. First, we need to prove that we can choose a polynomial Hs such that

Xs is a smooth curve itself. Note that Zs(x) and px(x − pa1) · · · (x − pas) are coprime

polynomials.

Lemma 3.4.12. Let P,Q ∈ K[x] be two coprime polynomials over an infinite field K
of characteristic zero such that deg(P ) > deg(Q) ≥ 0. Then the function δ : y �→
Δ(P (x) + yQ(x)), where Δ is the discriminant, is not identically zero.

Proof. Assume that δ is identically zero. For each y ∈ K there is xy ∈ K which is a

double root of P (x) + yQ(x). When y1 �= y2, then P (x) + y1Q(x) and P (x) + y2Q(x)
cannot have a common zero, because their difference is a multiple of Q(x); hence, a

common root is a root of Q(x) and then of P (x), which is impossible. Therefore, y �→ xy
is injective, and the set {xy: y ∈ K} is infinite. Also, for any y, we have Q(xy) �= 0 as

otherwise P (xy) = 0 would follow.

If Q′(x) is not identically zero, it can have only finitely many zeros, so for almost all

xy, we have Q′(xy) �= 0. Thus, for infinitely many xy we have

y = −P (xy)

Q(xy)
= −P ′(xy)

Q′(xy)
=⇒ P ′(xy)Q(xy)− P (xy)Q

′(xy) = 0.

As P ′(x)Q(x)− P (x)Q′(x) is a polynomial, it is identically equal to zero. This implies

that (P (x)
Q(x)

)′ = 0, so P (x) = cQ(x) for some constant c, which is a contradiction.

If Q′(x) is identically zero, then P ′(xy) = 0 for infinitely many values xy, so both P
and Q are constant polynomials, which is also impossible.

We apply Lemma 3.4.12 to Zs and px(x − pa1) · · · (x − pas) to conclude that there

are infinitely many u ∈ Z such that Hs(x) := Zs(x) + px(x − pa1) · · · (x − pas) · u is

squarefree, and thus Xs: y
2 = Hs(x) is a smooth hyperelliptic curve. We can imitate the

argument to prove that there are infinitely many R ∈ Z[x] of degree at most 2g − s, such

that for Hs(x) := Zs(x) + px(x − pa1) · · · (x − pas)R(x), the curve Xs: y
2 = Hs(x) is

non-singular.

However, the curve Xs has bad reduction modulo p, so we need another version of

bound (3.1). There are no singular points defined over Fp. It follows that there is a proper

regular model Xs for Xs ⊗Qp over Zp such that the smooth locus X smooth
sp of its special

fibre satisfies #X smooth
sp (Fp) = #X(Fp). Using the arguments from [MP12, Appendix],

we conclude that the bound (3.1) stays the same and our construction works.

Remark 3.4.13. In the spirit of the ideas in the construction, we can modify the curves in

the following ways.

(1) For any positive integers e1, . . . , es such that e1 + · · ·+ es < k, the transformation ts
can be slightly changed to

te1,...,es(x
k) = xk−e1−···−es(x− pa1)

e1(x− pa2)
e2 · · · (x− pas)

es .
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(2) The numbers a1, . . . , as do not have to be integers; we can allow them to be rational

numbers such that ordp(ai) > 0, for all i = 1, . . . , s. But we need to ensure that the

curve still has two points at infinity. Note that the resulting polynomial, after a linear

change of variables, might not be monic anymore.

(3) We can change Hs modulo p, so that the reduction of the curve stays the same, as long

as we do not change the number of known rational points. For example, the constant

term of the polynomial can be any square of an integer congruent to 1 modulo p, or we

can change the polynomials constructed in Lemma 3.4.9, or increase their degree until

it is not greater than g, and similar constructions.

We now want to construct some concrete examples of sharp curves from the previous

family. To this end we need to check whether Chabauty’s rank assumption is satisfied. In a

sense, we want to find curves with many rational points and small rank of its Jacobian.

Based on the construction of the curves Xg−1 from Theorem 3.4.10, we searched for

examples of sharp curves using Magma. We were unable to find sharp examples of genus

two or three. For these genera, the generic rank of the subgroup generated by differences

of the rational points on the curve appears to be at least g. We give one example of a sharp

curve of genus four and one example of a sharp curve of genus five. For both examples,

we assume the Generalised Riemann Hypothesis to compute the rank. We did not check

the rank conditions of curves for genus at least six, since this is an extremely difficult

computation.

We start with a curve of genus four, and we choose the prime p = 11. Following the

ideas in this section, we construct a curve X whose reduction modulo 11 is the curve

X : y2 = x10 +1. Since there are no small powers of x, we only need to add more rational

points using some convenient t–transformation. We consider the curve

X : y2 = x4(x− 11)2(x− 22)2(x− 33)2 + 1.

This curve has the property that [∞− −∞+] has finite order 5, increasing the chances to

obtain smaller rank. Indeed, it is verified in Magma that the Jacobian of X has rank 3 over

Q (and that it is absolutely simple), so it is a sharp curve of genus four, and

X(Q) = {∞±, (0,±1), (11,±1), (22,±1), (33,±1)}.

We use a similar strategy to construct a sharp curve of genus five. We choose p = 13
and start with the curve X : y2 = x12 + 1 over F13. Then we consider the curve

X ′ : y2 = x4

(
x2 − 132

32

)2(
x2 − 132

42

)2

+ 1,

or, after a linear change of variables, we obtain

X : y2 = x4(9x2 − 169)2(16x2 − 169)2 + 1442.

This curve is potentially sharp, as #X(F13) = 4, and #X(Q) ≥ 12. Hence, the rank of

its Jacobian satisfies r ≥ 4.

The group of automorphisms of X contains the group (Z/2Z)2, so by [Pau08, 3.1.1.,
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Theorem 5], X has two quotients of degree two, X1, and X2, such that J(X) is isogenous

to the product J(X1)× J(X2). We conclude that the rank of J(X) is equal to the sum of

the ranks of J(X1) and J(X2). Using Magma, we compute that X1 and X2 are given by

the equations

X1:y2+(x2+x)y=5184x6+37944x5−802992x4−3580910x3+35285157x2+32655315x+7268209,

X2:y2=−20736x7−55584x6+4461023x5+5168390x4−294280801x3−78257128x2+4786378304x+8098228736.

Furthermore, for both curves X1 and X2, Magma gives the lower rank bound 0, and the

upper bound 2. We conclude that both J(X1) and J(X2) have rank 2, because the sum of

their ranks is at least 4. So the Jacobian of X has rank 4. Hence the curve is sharp and we

have

X(Q) =

{
∞±, (0,±144),

(
±13

3
,±12

)
,

(
±13

4
,±12

)}
.

We note that it might be possible to use the method of Chabauty and Coleman to find

the rational points on X2, and to use that information to find X(Q). However, the curve

X2 is not sharp, so it would be more involved to compute the set X2(Q) than X(Q) using

the method of Chabauty and Coleman.

3.4.14 Examples due to Elkies and Stoll

There is a program started by Elkies, and continued by Stoll and Kühn dealing with a

very similar question: Can we construct curves of genus 2 with many rational points whose

differences are contained in the same arithmetic progression inside the Jacobian? Such

curves have small rank despite having many rational points. In particular, we can apply the

method of Chabauty and Coleman for these curves, at least with respect to the subgroup of

the Jacobian that contains the arithmetic progression. In many cases, this subgroup is a

finite index subgroup of the Jacobian. Some examples can be found in [Elk] and [Stob].

We now look at some of their examples and we determine whether they are sharp.

Example 3.4.15. (i) In [Elk], we can find the family

C(b): y2 = (x3 − x2 + bx+ (b+ 1))2 − 4b(b+ 1)x.

The curve C(b) has rational points ∞±, (0,±(b+ 1)), (1,±1), and (−1,±(2b+ 1)).
We denote q := [∞+−∞−]. Then [(0,−(b+1))−(0, b+1)] = 5q, [(1, 1)−(1,−1)] =
13q, [(−1, 2b+ 1)− (−1,−(2b+ 1)] = 29q.

The curve C(−5
2
) has six pairs of points in the arithmetic progression. In addition to

four general pairs mentioned above, it also contains the pairs [(3, 6)−(3,−6)] = 61q,

[(1
2
, 7
8
)− (1

2
,−7

8
)] = 83q.

The rank of J(C(−5
2
))(Q) is equal to 1, and C(−5

2
) is almost sharp, since it can be

proven using the method of Chabauty and Coleman combined with the Mordell-Weil

sieve that #C(−5
2
)(Q) = 12, whereas #C(−5

2
)(F7) = 11.

(ii) There is another curve, X: y2 = (x+ 2)(x2 − 3x+ 6)(4x3 + 8x2 − 3x+ 3), found

by Stoll, that is sharp and is interesting because it has 13 rational points and rank

1. In this case, the differences of non-Weierstrass points and their images under the

hyperelliptic involution do not form an arithmetic progression, but an arithmetic

progression modulo the torsion subgroup of the Jacobian.
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(iii) Finally, we mention the curve from [Stob], X: y2 = 25x6 + 20x5 − 76x4 − 134x3 +
124x2 + 96x+ 9. This curve is interesting because its Jacobian contains a rational

point of canonical height ≈ 0.000298, which is the smallest known positive canonical

height on a Jacobian surface over Q. It turns out that this curve is sharp.
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Chapter 4

Symmetric Chabauty

4.1 Introduction

The content of this chapter is based on [BGG22, Sections 1, 2] of a paper written

in collaboration with Josha Box and Pip Goodman. We answer a question from David

Zureick–Brown: Is it possible to determine the finitely many cubic points on X0(65) despite

the infinitude of quadratic points? Here we give an affirmative answer by developing a

“partially relative” symmetric Chabauty method (Theorem 4.3.1). This result allows us to

prove the following:

Theorem 4.1.1. The set of cubic points for each of the curves

X0(53), X0(57), X0(61), X0(65), X0(67) and X0(73)

is finite and listed in [BGG22, §5.2]. The quartic points on X0(65) form an infinite set.
This infinite set consists of inverse images of quadratic points on the quotient curve X+

0 (65)
and a finite number of isolated points. The isolated points are listed in [BGG22, §5.3].

In addition to the “partially relative” aspect of Theorem 4.3.1, it allows for multiple

maps, ramified points and improves Siksek’s [Sik09] prime bounds in the symmetric

Chabauty criteria. Being able to handle ramified points is crucial for determining the cubic

points on X0(67) (see Example 4.4.2). Despite the virtues of Theorem 4.3.1, there remain

points on X0(57) and X0(73) which cause further difficulty (see Example 4.6.1). We treat

these novelties by appealing to a “higher-order” Chabauty theorem: Theorem 4.6.2.

For a nice curve X over a number field F , denote by X(d) its dth symmetric power.

The F -rational points on X(d) can be seen as the F -rational effective degree d divisors

on X - the Gal(F/F )-orbit of each point P ∈ X such that [F (P ) : F ] = d gives rise to

such a divisor. By studying the F -rational points on X(d) we can thus study the L-rational

points on X for all degree d extensions L/F simultaneously.

An important tool to study X(d) is the Abel–Jacobi map. Given an F -rational degree d
divisor D0 on X , we define it as

ι:X(d) → J(X), D �→ [D −D0].

So when does X/F have infinitely many points of degree d over F ? Certainly when there

is a degree d map ρ:X → P1 defined over F , as the inverse image of P1(F ) provides such

an infinite set. More generally, when there is a morphism ρ:X → C of degree e to a nice

51
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curve C such that C(f)(F ) is infinite, e · f ≤ d and there exists P ∈ X(d−ef)(F ): then

such an infinite set is given by

P + ρ∗C(f)(F ) ⊆ X(d)(F ),

and ι maps this set into a translate of the abelian subvariety ρ∗J(C) of J(X).

Definition 4.1.2. A point P ∈ X(d)(F ) is an isolated point if it is neither in the inverse

image of P1(F ) under a degree d map X → P1, nor does ι(P ) lie in a translate of a

positive rank abelian subvariety of J(X) contained in ι(X(d)).

Recently, Bourdon, Ejder, Liu, Odumodu and Viray [BEL+19, Theorem 4.2] have

shown that

(i) X has infinitely many points of degree d over F if and only if X(d)(F ) contains a

non-isolated point, and

(ii) there are finitely many isolated points in X(d)(F ).

This result provides a road map for studying X(d)(F ): first describe each infinite set, then

determine the finite set of isolated points. This is what we have done for the modular

curves listed above, using a generalisation of Chabauty’s method.

After partial results of Klassen [Kla93], Siksek [Sik09] extended Coleman’s ideas to

obtain an effective method for computing the F -rational points (when finite) on the dth

symmetric powers of nice curves over any number field F , provided the stronger condition

r < g − (d− 1)

is satisfied. A similar result was obtained by Derickx, Kamienny, Stein and Stoll [DKSS]

using the theory of formal immersions, which they applied to points of degree up to 7 on

several modular curves.

Their method has led to several important results: it was used by Derickx, Najman and

Siksek to prove that all elliptic curves over totally real cubic fields are modular [DNS20],

and helped solve the problem of classifying the finite groups that appear as the torsion

subgroup of the Mordell–Weil group of an elliptic curve over a cubic field [DEvH+21]. In

the latter article, the Chabauty-like method for symmetric powers was used to determine

X1(22)
(3)(Q), X1(25)

(3)(Q) and the image of X1(65)
(3)(Q) in X0(65)

(3)(Q). Using our

method, we can now describe the complete set X0(65)
(3)(Q) and list the finitely many

cubic points on X0(65).

Furthermore, Siksek [Sik09] developed a relative version of his symmetric Chabauty

method, which can be used to determine the isolated points on X(d) if the infinite set

consists entirely of pullbacks. To be precise, given a morphism ρ:X → C of curves of

degree d over F , Siksek’s relative Chabauty method can determine the set X(d)(F )\ρ∗C(F )
if this set consists entirely of isolated points. This method was employed by Box in [Box21]

to describe the quadratic points on X0(N) for N ∈ {43, 53, 57, 61, 65, 67, 73}.

The curve X0(65) admits a degree 2 map ρ:X0(65) → X+
0 (65) (see Section 2.1). The

curve X+
0 (65) is an elliptic curve of rank 1, and ρ∗(X+

0 (65)(Q)) is an infinite set of degree

2 points. In [Box21], Siksek’s relative Chabauty method was used to show that the only

isolated degree 2 points are sums of two cusps. For degree 3, however, we obtain for each

cusp c ∈ X0(65)(Q) such an infinite set

c+ ρ∗(X+
0 (65)(Q)) ⊆ X0(65)

(3)(Q),
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and Siksek’s method cannot be applied anymore to study the isolated points of degree 3, as

the infinite sets are not pullbacks.

It is exactly this problem that we solved, by generalising Siksek’s ideas to obtain a

“partially relative symmetric Chabauty method” that has the potential to determine the

isolated degree d points on a curve X if the infinite sets are of the form

P + ρ∗1C
(�1)
1 (F ) + · · ·+ ρ∗nC

(�n)
n (F ),

where P ∈ X(e)(F ) and ρi :X → Ci are maps of degree di and e+ �1d1+ · · ·+ �ndn = d.

The result that makes this possible is Theorem 4.3.1. Besides the applications to the

modular curves presented here, this theorem has already contributed in [Box22] to the

proof that all elliptic curves over totally real quartic fields not containing
√
5 are modular.

The curves for which we determine the cubic points are exactly those X0(N) of genus

g ∈ {2, . . . , 5} that have infinite Mordell–Weil group and for which the Chabauty condition

on the rank holds true. Only two of these curves also satisfy the rank condition for quartic

points: X0(65) and X0(57). However, a genus 5 curve admits infinitely many degree four

maps to P1, see [BGG22, §5.1]. This prevents us from determining the quartic points on

X0(57). For X0(65) on the other hand, we are in luck. All degree four maps to P1 defined

over Q factor through the elliptic curve X+
0 (65). Applying our partial relative Chabauty

methods with respect to this quotient, we determine all of the isolated quartic points on

X0(65).

The computations of models and Mordell-Weil groups of aforementioned curves are

contained in [BGG22, Section 4], and the models with cubic and quartic points are shown

in [BGG22, Section 5].

Magma [BCP97] code to verify all computations made in this paper can be found at

https://github.com/joshabox/cubicpoints/ .

4.2 An overview of generalised symmetric Chabauty

In other chapters, the Jacobian of a curve X is simply denoted by J ; however, here we

denote it by J(X) because we need to emphasise the curve as we consider several curves

at the same time.

4.2.1 An overview of the symmetric Chabauty–Coleman method

For simplicity we work over Q, but everything generalises to number fields.

We consider an integer d, a prime p and a nice curve X/Q of genus gX with good

reduction at p. To determine X(d)(Q), it suffices to determine the rational points in each of

the residue classes separately. So consider Q ∈ X(d)(Fp) and its inverse image under the

reduction map, the residue class D(Q) ⊆ X(d)(Qp). We fix D0 ∈ X(d)(Q) and define the

corresponding Abel–Jacobi map

ι:X(d) → J(X), D �→ [D −D0].

Recall that Chabauty’s idea was to consider the diagram (for d = 1, but the same idea can
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be applied for any d)

D(Q) ∩X(d)(Q) J(X)(Q)

D(Q) J(X)(Qp)

ι

ι

(4.1)

and determine

ι(D(Q)) ∩ J(X)(Q), (4.2)

where the latter is the closure of J(X)(Q) inside the p-adic topology on J(X)(Qp). This

set contains ι(D(Q) ∩ X(d)(Q)). Let r be the rank of J(X)(Q). By Lemma 2.6.3, we

obtain a space V ⊆ H0(X,ΩX/Qp) of dimension dim(V) ≥ gX − r such that for all ω ∈ V ,

we have ∫
D

ω = 0 for all D ∈ J(X)(Q).

In particular, when the Chabauty condition

r < gX − (d− 1) (4.3)

is satisfied, there are d such linearly independent differentials, and dimensions suggest that

Zp(Q) :=

{
P ∈ D(Q) |

∫
ι(P)

ω = 0 for all ω ∈ V
}

is finite. In the case d = 1, Chabauty [Cha41] proved that J(Q)∩ ι(D(Q)) is indeed finite

when (4.3) is satisfied. For d > 1, X(d)(Q) can still be infinite even when (4.3) holds, for

instance, due to the existence of a map ρ:X → C of degree at most d for a suitable curve

C/Q. For now, however, let us assume that X satisfies (4.3), and that we have no reason

to believe that X(d)(Q) ∩D(Q) is infinite.

We recall that Coleman’s approach [Col85a] is to use integration of differentials (see

Section 2.6) to moreover compute Zp(Q). Such zero sets can be computed for d = 1
by evaluating Coleman integrals between Qp-rational points (see Sections 2.6 and 2.7).

For d > 1, however, one would need to evaluate Coleman integrals between points

P,Q ∈ X(K) for extensions K/Qp of degree > 1. This has not yet been done except for

certain superelliptic curves by work of Best [Bes22], but the curves we consider are not

superelliptic.

Instead, therefore, we shall restrict our attention to tiny integrals only: this suffices

when combining the information from multiple primes p using the Mordell–Weil sieve

(see [BGG22, Section 3]). The drawback here is that information on J(X)(Q) is needed.

Thanks to the sieve, we need to consider only residue classes D(Q) containing a known

point Q ∈ X(d)(Q). For each such point Q, (assuming that X(d)(Q) is finite) we want to

check if X(d)(Q)∩D(Q) = {Q}. To compute X(d)(Q), it then suffices to have a criterion

to decide whether X(d)(Q) ∩ Zp(Q) = {Q}.

Given the known point Q, we can choose D0 = Q to define ι. Then for P ∈ D(Q),
the integral

∫
ι(P) ω is a sum of d tiny integrals. By studying the power series obtained

from these tiny integrals via Proposition 2.6.2 (vii), Siksek [Sik09, Theorem 3.2] found a

criterion for deciding whether X(d)(Q) ∩ Zp(Q) = {Q}.
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4.2.2 An overview of our relative Chabauty–Coleman method

We now assume that we do have reason to believe that X(d)(Q) ∩ D(Q) is infinite,

due to the existence of a curve C and a morphism ρ:X → C such that ρ:X → C has

degree f , a positive integer e such that e · f ≤ d, and known points P1 ∈ X(d−ef)(Q) and

P2 ∈ C(e)(Q) such that Q := P1 + ρ∗P2 ∈ D(Q). Indeed, we then have a family

P1 + ρ∗C(e)(Q) ⊆ X(d)(Q)

intersecting D(Q). Even when X satisfies the Chabauty condition (4.3), the approach

from the previous subsection fails when either C(e)(Q) is infinite or when C(e) does not

satisfy the Chabauty condition rC < gC − (e− 1) itself, where rC = rkJ(C)(Q) and gC
is the genus of C.

Now suppose that we have a morphism ρ:X → C between two nice curves over any

field L. We obtain a pushforward map ρ∗: J(X) → J(C) and pullback map ρ∗: J(C) →
J(X), leading to a decomposition over L, up to isogeny

J(X) ∼ J(C)× A,

where A ⊆ J(X) is an abelian subvariety. Denote by πA the quotient map J(X) → A.

We also obtain a surjective push-forward, or “trace map” (see the discussion before Lemma

4.4.4 in §4.4.1),

Tr: H0(X,ΩX/L) → H0(C,ΩC/L).

Lemma 4.2.3. We have

(i) H0(X,ΩX/L) = ρ∗H0(C,ΩC/L)⊕Ker(Tr), and

(ii) ι∗π∗AH
0(A,ΩA/L) = Ker(Tr).

Proof. Part (i) follows from surjectivity of the trace map. For part (ii) it suffices to compare

dimensions and to check that ι∗π∗AH
0(A,ΩA/L) ⊆ Ker(Tr).

Now we specify L = K to be a finite extension of Qp. We will make use of the

following proposition from [Sik09].

Proposition 4.2.4. [Sik09, Lemma 2.2] If ρ:X → C is a non-constant morphism of nice
curves over K with good reduction, then∫

ρ∗D
ω =

∫
D

Tr(ω)

for all ω ∈ H0(X,ΩX/K) and every degree 0 divisor D on C defined over K.

As before, define the Abel–Jacobi map ι using Q ∈ X(d)(Q). We now replace J(X)
in Diagram (4.1) by A, and note that

πA ◦ ι
(
P1 + ρ∗C(e)(Q)

)
= {0},

so the entire family has been collapsed to a single point on A. It may be easier to determine

A(Q)∩πA(ι(D(Q))) than it is to determine J(X)(Q)∩ ι(D(Q)). Again by Lemma 2.6.3,
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we find a space V ⊆ H0(A,ΩA/K) of dimension dim(V) ≥ dim(A)− rank(A(Q)) such

that for all ω ∈ V ∫
D

ω = 0 for each D ∈ A(Q).

Let rX be the rank of J(X)(Q), rC the rank of J(C)(Q), and gX and gC , be the genera of

X and C respectively. If the Chabauty condition

rX − rC < gX − gC − (d− 1) (4.4)

is satisfied, then dim(V) ≥ d, and the dimensions suggest that the common zero set of
∫
ω

for ω ∈ V has finite intersection with πA ◦ ι(D(Q)).

We call V ∩Ker(Tr) the space of annihilating differentials with trace zero. Note, as

usual, that this space depends on p, although we do not emphasise it. This is the pullback

along πA of the space of annihilating differentials on A. Define

Zp,A(Q) :=

{
P ∈ D(Q):

∫ P

Q
ω = 0 for all ω ∈ Ker(Tr)

}
.

Analogous to the case of the previous section, we now desire a criterion to decide if

X(d)(Q) ∩ Zp,A(Q) = (P1 + ρ∗C(e)(Q)) ∩D(Q).

This is the purpose of Theorem 4.3.1.

4.3 First generalised symmetric Chabauty theorem

Let X be a nice curve over a number field F . Consider a point Q ∈ X(F ), and a

regular 1-form ω ∈ H0(X,ΩX/F ). We expand ω around Q in terms of a well-behaved

uniformiser tQ at Q, giving locQ(ω) =
∑

j≥0 ajt
j
QdtQ. We define

v(ω, tQ, k) :=
(
−a0, a1, . . . , (−1)k−2ak−1

)
. (4.5)

Theorem 4.3.1. Let ρj:X → Cj for j ∈ {1, . . . , h} be degree dj morphisms of nice curves
over a number field F , and consider an effective divisor

Q = Q0 +Q1 + · · ·+Qh, where Q0 ∈ X(e)(F ) and Qj ∈ ρ∗jC
(�j)
j (F ) for j ≥ 1.

Let n = e+ d1�1 + · · ·+ dh�h. Suppose that r is a prime in OF of good reduction for X
and each Cj . Let p be the rational prime contained in r.

(1) Assume that the supports of Q1, . . . ,Qh are pairwise disjoint, and that no point in
the support of any Qi for i ≥ 1 has ramification degree under ρi divisible by p.

(2) Let N be the ramification index of p in F (Q), the minimal field extension of F over
which Q is defined. Assume that p ≥ N + 2.

Write λ = �1 + · · ·+ �h. Let V0 be the space of annihilating differentials on X with trace
zero with respect to each ρj , and consider a basis ω1, . . . , ωq for the image of V0∩H0(X ,Ω)
under the mod r reduction map on differentials. Let p be a prime in F (Q) above r, and
denote reductions of points with respect to p with a bar. Write Q = n1Q1 + · · ·+ nkQk

with Q1, . . . , Qk ∈ X distinct points and each ni ≥ 1, and let tQi
be a uniformiser at Qi

for each i.
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(3) Assume that the matrix

A :=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
v(ω1, tQ1

, n1) v(ω1, tQ2
, n2) · · · v(ω1, tQk

, nk)

v(ω2, tQ1
, n1) v(ω2, tQ2

, n2) · · · v(ω2, tQk
, nk)

... . . . . . . ...
v(ωq, tQ1

, n1) v(ωq, tQ2
, n2) · · · v(ωq, tQk

, nk)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠
has rank n− λ.

Then every P ∈ X(n)(F ) in the mod r residue class of Q is in fact contained in

Q0 + ρ∗1C
(�1)
1 (F ) + · · ·+ ρ∗hC

(�h)
h (F ).

We prove Theorem 4.3.1 in Section 4.5.

Remark 4.3.2. By Proposition 4.4.6 in the next section, n − λ is in fact the maximal

possible rank of this matrix. Moreover, note that condition (3) is not satisfied when two

distinct points Qi �= Qj have the same reduction mod p. If they do, at least two columns

in A agree, reducing its rank to less than n− λ due to the nature of the linear equations

between the columns obtained from Proposition 4.4.6.

Remark 4.3.3. From the proof we see that condition (2) can be replaced by p ≥ N ′ +
2, where N ′ is the maximum of the ramification indices of p in F (Qi, Qj) for i, j ∈
{1, . . . , k}. This leads to a general lower bound p ≥ n(n− 1)+ 2. In particular, for n = 2,

p ≥ 5 suffices; for n = 3, p ≥ 11 suffices; and for n = 4, p ≥ 17 suffices.

Remark 4.3.4. This theorem generalises [Sik09, Theorems 3.2 and 4.3]. More precisely,

the case Q = Q0 corresponds to [Sik09, Theorem 3.2] and the case Q = Q1 corresponds

to [Sik09, Theorem 4.3]. In both cases, we significantly improve the lower bound on

the prime p compared to [Sik09]. Part of the improvement is due to the introduction in

the proof of elementary symmetric polynomials replacing power sums. This removes

denominators in the power series expansion and hence in the matrix A; this is an idea also

used in [DKSS]. Another improvement comes from a Galois theory argument, exploiting

the fact that P is F -rational.

Remark 4.3.5. When p is small, it sometimes happens that X(n)(Q) surjects onto X(n)(Fp),
in which case this theorem may be used to determine X(n)(Q) directly (i.e., without

sieving). This has the advantage of requiring no information on the Mordell–Weil group of

J(X) other than its rank over Q. When Q = Q0 and the annihilating differentials come

from a rank zero quotient of J(X), it is best to use the formal immersion criterion of

Derickx, Kamienny, Stein and Stoll [Der16, Proposition 3.7] instead, which gives the same

statement but works for all primes p ≥ 2 of good reduction. See for example [DEvH+21,

§6.1] where this is done for X1(22)
(3)(Q) and X1(25)

(3)(Q) with p = 3. Our theorem

covers all relative and positive rank cases, and can often be used with p = 3.

Remark 4.3.6. While we have stated the theorem for multiple maps ρ1, . . . , ρh, we only

need the case h = 1 in our examples, in which case P ∈ Q0 + ρ∗1C
(�1)
1 (F ) (the pull-back

part is F -rational since P and Q0 are). Also note that condition (1) is quite limiting when

h > 1. If, for example, there are two degree 2 maps ρ1:X → C1 and ρ2:X → C2 and

Q ∈ X(Q) then ρ∗1ρ1(Q) + ρ∗2ρ2(Q) ∈ X(4)(Q) does not satisfy (1) in Theorem 4.3.1.
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4.4 Preliminaries for the proof of Theorem 4.3.1

4.4.1 Trace maps and ramification

We note that all statements in this section are essentially well-known results in algebraic

number theory. We nonetheless give proofs because we could not find the exact statements

in the literature.

We first recall some notation. Let K be a finite extension of Qp with ring of integers

OK and residue field k. Consider a nice curve X/K with good reduction together with

a minimal proper regular model X/OK for X . We write X for the special fibre of X .

When it is clear from the context, denote reduction with respect to a given prime with a

bar. Denote by OS the sheaf of functions on a scheme S. For a sheaf F on S, we denote

by Fs its stalk at s ∈ S. When A is a discrete valuation ring (DVR), we denote by Â
its completion. Finally, when s ∈ S is such that OS,s is a DVR, and U ⊆ S is an open

subset containing s and F is an OS-module, we denote by locs the map F(U) → Fs. For

x ∈ X(d)(K) and its reduction x ∈ X
(d)
(k), recall that we denote by D(x) = D(x) the

points in X(d)(K) reducing to x. We will refer to D(x) or D(x) as the residue class of x,

or x, respectively.

Any morphism ρ:X → C of nice curves as in the statement of Theorem 4.3.1 may be

ramified at certain points of degree at most d = deg(ρ).

Example 4.4.2. Let ρ be the quotient map ρ:X0(67) → X+
0 (67). There is exactly one non-

cuspidal rational point Q ∈ X0(67)(Q) by [Maz78, Theorem 7.1 and the corresponding

table], and this point ramifies, meaning that w67(Q) = Q. In order to deal with degree 3

effective divisors such as 3Q = Q+ ρ∗ρ(Q) ∈ X0(67)
(3)(Q), we study in more detail how

differentials transform under (ramified) maps of curves.

In this section, we will consider rings which are Krull domains, so we first briefly recall

some facts about maps between Krull domains. We consider an integral extension A → B
of Krull domains. Krull domains can be viewed as higher-dimensional generalisations of

Dedekind domains; see e.g. [Mat89] for their definition and theory. Consider a height 1

prime ideal p ⊂ A. Then the localisation Ap is a DVR. We denote by k(p) the residue field

of Ap, and for f ∈ A by f(p) the image of f in k(p). Now Frac(B)/Frac(A) is a finite

extension. This field extension comes with a trace map

TrB/A: Frac(B) → Frac(A),

which by integrality of B/A satisfies TrB/A(B) ⊂ A. Let q1, . . . , qr be the height 1 prime

ideals of B above p, and denote by ei ≥ 1 the valuation of p in the DVR Bqi . We similarly

obtain local trace maps TrB̂qi/Âp
and Trk(qi)/k(p). Denote by locr: Frac(OK) → Frac(ÔK r)

the localisation map at the height 1 prime ideal r of a Krull domain OK .

Lemma 4.4.3. We have

locp ◦ TrB/A =
∑
i

TrB̂qi/Âp
◦ locqi ,

and for each f ∈ B we have

TrB/A(f)(p) =
∑
i

eiTrk(qi)/k(p)(f(qi)).
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Proof. Upon localising A and B at the multiplicative subset A \ p, we may assume that

A is a DVR with maximal ideal p, and B is a Dedekind domain with maximal ideals

q1, . . . , qr.

Now consider the completion of B with respect to pB and apply the Chinese Remainder

Theorem:

B̂ := lim←−
n

B/pnB =
∏
i

B̂qi . (4.6)

Consider b ∈ B̂ ⊗Â Frac(Â). We define the trace TrB̂/Â(b) by taking the trace of the

Frac(Â)-linear map given by multiplication-by-b on B̂ ⊗Â Frac(Â). Here B is finite and

free as an A-module, and a basis for B/A also determines a basis for B̂/Â. In particular,

for b ∈ Frac(B), we have TrB/A(b) = TrB̂/Â(b), which is the trace of a block matrix on∏
i Frac(B̂qi). This gives the first equality.

For the second equation, we begin by reducing the first modulo p. It then suffices

to show the equality eiTrk(qi)/k(p)(f(qi)) = TrB̂qi/Âp
(f)(p) for each i. To compute

TrB̂qi/Âp
(f)(p), we may first determine the image of f in the k(p)-vector space B̂qi/pB̂qi ,

and then take the trace down to k(p).

We note that

B̂qi/pB̂qi = B̂qi/q
ei
i � B̂qi/qi × qi/q

2
i × · · · × qei−1i /qeii

as k(p)-vector spaces. The right-hand side is a k(qi)-vector space, and to compute the

trace to k(p) we may first compute the trace to k(qi). Finally, consider a uniformiser

t ∈ B̂qi . If f =
∑∞

n=0 ant
n ∈ B̂qi then the matrix representing the multiplication-by-f

map on B̂qi/pB̂qi has, by the above, all ei diagonal entries equal to a0, so the trace becomes

eia0 = eif(qi).

When M is an OK-module and r is a prime ideal in OK , denote by Mr the localisation

of M at r, and by M̂r its completion. Now suppose that K is a field such that the Dedekind

domains A and B are K-algebras and A → B is an embedding of K-algebras. We have

an embedding ΩA/K → ΩB/K of the spaces of Kähler differentials, induced by pullback,

and similarly an embedding of meromorphic differentials ΩFrac(A)/K → ΩFrac(B)/K . In the

other direction, we define a trace map as follows. Given an s ∈ A\K, ds is a Frac(B)-basis

for ΩFrac(B)/K , and we define

TrB/A: ΩFrac(B)/K → ΩFrac(A)/K , fds �→ TrB/A(f)ds

which is independent of the choice of s. The trace map restricts to a trace map of

holomorphic differentials TrB/A: ΩB/K → ΩA/K which one can prove similarly to the

proof of Proposition 4.4.6.

We note that traces of n-th roots are usually trivial.

Lemma 4.4.4. Suppose that L(α)/L is any field extension of degree n defined by the
minimal polynomial αn = a for some a ∈ L. Then

TrL(α)/L(α
i) = 0 unless n | i.

Proof. This follows directly from the shape of the minimal polynomial of α over L.
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We now consider a map ρ:X → C of curves over a field K and a K-rational point

R ∈ C(K). As divisors, we write ρ∗R =
∑

Q �→R eQ/RQ as a sum of points Q on X .

Assume that we have chosen K such that Q ∈ X(K) for each Q mapping to R. Denote

by vQ the valuation of the discrete valuation ring ÔX,Q.

From now on, suppose that K is a finite extension of Qp for a prime p of good

reduction for X and C, with ring of integers OK and prime ideal p. Then ρ extends to an

OK-morphism X → C between the minimal proper regular models of X and C.

Suppose no two distinct points mapping to R have equal reduction mod p and p � eQ/R
for all points Q �→ R.

Lemma 4.4.5. Let t ∈ ÔC,R be a well-behaved uniformiser, and consider Q ∈ X mapping
to R. Then, after base changing to an unramified extension of K of degree at most
eQ/R, there exists a well-behaved uniformiser sQ ∈ ÔX,Q such that s

eQ/R

Q = t. Moreover,
ρ∗: ÔC,R → ÔX,Q induces an embedding of fraction fields of degree eQ/R defined by the
equation xeQ/R − t = 0.

Proof. Consider Q ∈ ρ−1({R}). As Q is a K-rational point, its residue field is k(Q) = K.

Let π ∈ ÔX,Q and t ∈ ÔC,R be two well-behaved uniformisers, and write e = eQ/R.

We can write ρ∗(t) = b0π
e + b1π

e+1 + · · ·, with each bi ∈ OK and b0 �= 0. Define

u = b0 + b1π + b2π
2 + · · · ∈ Ô×

X,Q, so that ρ∗(t) = uπe. Then the mod p reduction of

u is u =
∑∞

n=0 bnπ
n, since π is well-behaved. Since t is well-behaved and ρ still has

ramification degree e at Q/R because we assumed that the preimages of R differ modulo p,

we must have b0 �= 0. Let k′/k be an extension of the residue field of K containing a root

of Xe − b0. Then k′ is the residue field of an unramified extension K ′/K and by Hensel’s

lemma (applicable because b0 ∈ O×
K and p � e), K ′ contains a root of Xe − b0. Then also

ÔXK′ ,Q contains an eth root of u by Hensel’s lemma, and we simply define sQ = u1/eπ.

The map between fraction fields has degree e because ρ∗ is an isomorphism on residue

fields.

Note that we use Hensel’s lemma twice in the above proof, for two different kinds of

completions. First we use that K ′ is complete with respect to the p-adic valuation, and

then we use that ÔXK′ ,Q is a ring of formal power series in a uniformising parameter.

Using the lemma, we extend K and define t and sQ (for each Q �→ R) to be well-

behaved uniformisers satisfying s
eQ/R

Q = t. We consider

OX,ρ∗R := {f ∈ K(X) | vQ(f) ≥ 0 for all Q �→ R}.

and the DVR OC,R. The ring OX,ρ∗R is a Dedekind domain, with localisations OX,Q at all

places Q mapping to R. Denote by TrQ/R the trace map from Frac(ÔX,Q) to Frac(ÔC,R).
Now suppose that ω is a global meromorphic differential on X/K. We can interpret ω as

a Kähler differential in ΩOX,ρ∗R/K . From the embedding ρ∗:OC,R → OX,ρ∗R we obtain a

trace map

Tr: ΩOX,ρ∗R/K → ΩOC,R/K ,

which for ω ∈ H0(X,Ω) equals the trace map defined in Section 4.2.2 (followed by

localisation at R).
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Proposition 4.4.6. Write locQ(ω) =
∑∞

i=0 ai(Q)siQdsQ for the expansion of ω in the
module ΩFrac(ÔX,Q)/K . Then

locR(Tr(ω)) =
∑
Q �→R

∑
j≥1

ajeQ/R−1(Q)tj−1dt.

In particular, if Tr(ω) = 0, then for each j ≥ 1 we have∑
Q �→R

aj·eQ/R−1(Q) = 0. (4.7)

Remark 4.4.7. Note that Equation (4.7) determines a linear relation between the columns

of the matrix A defined in the statement of Theorem 4.3.1. For example, when ρ has degree

2 and Q ∈ X ramifies, the equation says a1(Q) = 0, and A has a vanishing column, see

Example 4.7.2.

Proof. We note that K(X) = Frac(OX,ρ∗R) and K(C) = Frac(OC,R), and that the

extension OX,ρ∗R/OC,R is an integral extension of Krull domains. We also obtain local

trace maps

TrQ/R: ΩFrac(ÔX,Q)/K → ΩFrac(ÔC,R)/K .

Applying Lemma 4.4.3 to OX,ρ∗R/OC,R, we obtain

locR(Tr(ω)) =
∑
Q �→R

TrQ/R(locQ(ω)) =
∑
Q �→R

TrQ/R

( ∞∑
i=1

ai−1(Q)si−1Q dsQ

)
.

Next, we recall that by Lemma 4.4.4 we have TrQ/R(s
i
Q) = 0, unless i is a multiple

of eQ/R, in which case TrQ/R(s
jeQ/R

Q ) = eQ/Rt
j . Now iTrQ/R(s

i−1
Q dsQ) = dTrQ/R(s

i
Q),

from which we deduce that locR(Tr(ω)) =
∑

Q �→R
∑∞

j=1 ajeQ/R−1(Q)tj−1dt. Finally, we

recall from Section 2.4 that ΩÔC,R/K
= K[[t]]dt, so the equality of power series yields a

coefficient-wise equality.

Finally, we show that traces of uniformisers can be computed as expected.

Lemma 4.4.8. Consider Q ∈ X(K) such that ρ(Q) = R, and P ∈ D(R) with D :=
ρ∗P ∩D(Q) =

∑e
i=1 Pi (with possible repetition). We base change X and C from K to

K(D), the extension of K defined by adjoining all coordinates of points in the support of
D. Then for a well-behaved uniformiser s at Q we have

TrQ/R(s)(P ) =
e∑
i=1

s(Pi).

Moreover, if f(X) = 1− b1X+ b2X−· · ·+(−1)ebeX
e is the reverse minimal polynomial

of s over ÔC,R, then bi(P ) is equal to the ith symmetric polynomial in s(P1), . . . , s(Pe).

Proof. We denote by ÔX ,Q the completed local ring (and Krull domain) at the closed point

Q and by ÔX ,Q the completed local ring (and DVR) at the non-closed point (or subscheme

of codimension 1) Q. If mQ is the (height 1) prime ideal of ÔX ,Q corresponding to Q, then

ÔX ,Q is the localisation of ÔX ,Q at mQ. Well-behaved implies that s ∈ ÔX ,Q. We note
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that the map ρ∗: ÔC,R → ÔX ,Q determines an integral extension of Krull domains. We

define A = ÔC,R and B = ÔX ,Q and consider the (height 1) prime ideal mR ⊂ A. To

compute TrB/A(s), we apply the first part of Lemma 4.4.3 to A → B with p = mR. By

assumption, mQ is the only prime of B lying above mR, so we find TrB/A(s) = TrQ/R(s).
Similarly, the primes lying above mP are mP1 , . . . ,mPe (with possible repetition) and we

apply the second part of Lemma 4.4.3 to A → B and the ideal p = mP . This yields

TrB/A(s)(P ) =
∑e

i=1 s(Pi), as desired.

For the final part of the statement, we note that the s(P1), . . . , s(Pe) are the roots of

the minimal polynomial of s with coefficients evaluated at P .

4.4.9 Lemmas to control the prime bound

The following lemmas are needed to control the lower bound on the prime p in

Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.6.2.

Lemma 4.4.10. Let N , T and � > T be positive integers, and p > N + T a prime number.
Then we have

�− T ≥ Nordp(�) + 1. (4.8)

Proof. Write � = pab, where a = ordp(�). When a = 0, (4.8) reduces to � ≥ T + 1 which

we assumed to hold. Otherwise, we note that � ≥ pa, hence

�− T ≥ pa − T ≥ (N + T + 1)a − T ≥ 1 + a(N + T )− T ≥ 1 + aN,

as desired.

Next, we consider the inclusions of polynomial rings Q[s1, . . . , sn] = Q[e1, . . . , en] ⊆
Q[z1, . . . , zn], where sk =

∑n
�=1 z

k
� for each k ≥ 1 (we also make this definition for

k > n), and ek is the kth elementary symmetric polynomial in z1, . . . , zn. We adopt the

conventions ek = 0 for k > n and e0 = 1. Let m ⊆ Q[e1, . . . , en] be the ideal generated by

e1, . . . , en. Then in the ring of formal power series Q[z1, . . . , zn]�X�, Newton’s identities

can be given the following compact form:

∞∑
k=0

(−1)kekX
k =

n∏
i=1

(1− ziX) = exp

(
−

∞∑
k=1

sk
k
Xk

)
. (4.9)

Lemma 4.4.11.

(1) For each k ≥ 1, the difference sk/k− (−1)k−1ek is in m2, and equals a sum of terms
b · ei1 · · · ei� (for � ≥ 2) with coefficient b ∈ 1

�
Z.

(2) If k > n, then we have

sk
k

−
(
(−1)k

2

n∑
i=k−n

eiek−i

)
∈ m3,

and the difference again equals a sum of terms b·ei1 · · · ei� (for � ≥ 3) with coefficient
b ∈ 1

�
Z. In particular, if k > 2n, then sk/k ∈ m3.
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(3) Suppose that S is a commutative ring with an ideal I , and we have a1, . . . , a2n ∈ I
satisfying for each i ≤ n that ai ≡ an+i mod Iw, where w ∈ Z≥1. Then a1 · · · an ≡
an+1 · · · a2n mod Iw+n−1.

Proof. For part (3), it suffices to note the equality

a1 · · · an − an+1 · · · a2n =
n∑
i=1

(ai − ai+n)ai+1ai+2 · · · ai+n−1.

Parts (1) and (2) follow directly from (4.9) after applying Log to both sides of the equation

and comparing coefficients for Xk.

4.5 Proof of Theorem 4.3.1

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. For simplicity of exposition (to avoid using triple indices), we

assume that h = 1. Then there is one map ρ := ρ1:X → C, and we assume moreover that

Q1 = ρ∗(m · R) for R ∈ C(F ′) for some finite extension F ′/F , and m ∈ Z>0 . For the

general case, one can simply sum all arguments that follow over the points in the curves

Cj , because Q1, . . . ,Qh are disjoint. We write ρ∗R =
∑k

i=1 miQi, where, we recall that

Q1, . . . , Qk are the points in the support of Q and mi ≥ 0 for each i (note mi = 0 is

possible), and

Q =
k∑
i=1

niQi,

where ni ≥ m · mi for each i. Let k′ ≤ k be the number of i such that mi �= 0, and

choose an ordering so that mi = 0 for all i > k′. Note that Q0 =
∑k

i=1(ni −mmi)Qi and

Q1 =
∑k′

i=1 mmiQi, using the notation from Theorem 4.3.1.

Let L = F ′(Q) = F (Q) and consider all points, maps and curves as base-changed to

L. Let tR be a well-behaved uniformiser at R. Using Lemma 4.4.5, at each of the distinct

points Qi, consider a well-behaved uniformiser tQi
∈ ÔX,Qi

satisfying tmi
Qi

= tR if i ≤ k′.
For this we might need to replace L by an unramified extension (by the second part of

Assumption (1) of the theorem), which we still denote by L. Let P ∈ X(n)(F ) be in the

residue class of Q. Consider M := L(P) and let q be a prime in M above p. We write

P =
∑k

i=1(Pi,1 + · · ·+ Pi,ni
), where Pi,j ≡ Qi mod q for each j ∈ {1, . . . , ni}.

We write zi,j := tQi
(Pi,j) and si,� =

∑ni

j=1 z
�
i,j , and let ei,� be the �th elementary

symmetric polynomial in zi,1 . . . , zi,ni
. Note that each zi,j ∈ qOMq because tQi

is well-

behaved. Fix one annihilating differential ω of trace zero for ρ1. Note that, in general, we

consider h maps ρ1, . . . , ρh; then we require that an annihilating differential has trace zero

with respect to all maps. Write locQi
(ω) =

∑
j≥0 aj(Qi, ω)t

j
Qi
dtQi

. After multiplying ω

with a scalar, we may assume ω ∈ H0(X ,Ω) and each aj(Qi, ω) ∈ OLp .

For i > k′, we know that ei,1 = · · · = ei,ni
= 0 implies that zi,j = 0 for all

j ∈ {1, . . . , ni}, and hence Pi,j = Qi for all j ∈ {1, . . . , ni} by injectivity of tQi
on

residue discs. For i ≤ k′, we would like to be able to read off from the ei,� whether P is

(partially) a pullback. Therefore, we formulate a criterion for such situations: the proof of

Theorem 4.3.1 crucially relies on the following lemma.

We denote P ′ =∑k′
i=1(Pi,1 + · · ·+ Pi,ni

) (note that the sum is only up to k′).
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Lemma 4.5.1. Consider R,P ,Q, ρ, zi,j, ei,�,P ′ etc, as defined so far.

Then P ′ = ∑k′
i=1(ni −mmi)Qi + ρ∗S for some S ∈ C(m)(F ) if (and only if) there

exists a polynomial f ∈ F r[X] of degree at most m with constant coefficient 1 such that
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k′} we have an equality of polynomials

1− ei,1X + · · ·+ (−1)niei,ni
Xni = f(Xmi).

Proof. Denote by R the multiset of inverses of all roots of f . Choose i ∈ {1, . . . , k′}. By

assumption, we find that
ni∏
j=1

(1− zi,jX) = f(Xmi).

In particular, after reordering we find that

(a) zi,mmi+1 = 0, . . . , zi,ni
= 0, and moreover

(b) {zmi
i,j | j ∈ {1, . . . ,mmi}} = miR, where this equality is equality of multisets.

Because well-behaved uniformisers are injective on residue classes, (a) implies that Qi =
Pi,mmi+1 = · · · = Pi,ni

. Recall that zmi
i,j = tR(ρ(Pi,j)) for j ≤ mmi. From (b) and because

tR is injective on D(R), we find that the multiset

T := {ρ(Pij) | i ∈ {1, . . . , k′}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,mmi}}
can be represented as a union of m multisets, each containing the same point mi times.

Denote these points by S1, . . . , Sm. They satisfy S� ≡ R mod q for each �, and {tR(S�) |
� ∈ {1, . . . ,m}} = R.

Write ρ∗(S�) =
∑k′

i=1

∑mi

j=1 P
′
�ij , where again P ′�ij ≡ Qi modulo a fixed prime above

q in M(ρ∗S�) for each i. Write z′�ij = tQi
(P ′�ij), and define e′�ij to be the jth elementary

symmetric polynomial in z′�,i,1, . . . , z
′
�,i,mi

. Recall that tmi
Qi

= ρ∗tR. From Lemma 4.4.8,

we see that e′�,i,j = 0 for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,mi − 1} and e′�,i,mi
= (−1)mi+1tR(S�). We

conclude that (
m∏
�=1

mi∏
j=1

(1− z′�,i,jX)

)
=

m∏
�=1

(1− tR(S�)X
mi) = f(Xmi)

for each i, from which it follows by injectivity of tQi
that

Pi,1 + · · ·+ Pi,mmi
=

m∑
�=1

(P ′�,i,1 + · · ·+ P ′�,i,mi
),

and thus P ′ =∑k′
i=1(ni −mmi)Qi + ρ∗(S1 + · · ·+ Sm).

We continue the proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Our strategy is now clear - we want to show

that for i > k′ we have ei,1 = · · · = ei,ni
= 0, and we want to find a polynomial f that

will relate elements of the sets {ei,1, . . . , ei,ni
} for 1 ≤ i ≤ k′, as in Lemma 4.5.1. We will

describe the required polynomial in (4.14).

Since [P − Q] ∈ J(F ) and ω is an annihilating differential, we find that
∫ P
Q ω = 0.

This is a sum of tiny integrals equal by Proposition 4.2.4 (i) to

k∑
i=1

∞∑
�=1

a�−1(Qi, ω)
si,�
�

= 0. (4.10)
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For i ∈ {1, . . . , k′}, write pi,� :=
1
mk′

∑nk′
j=1 TrQi/R(t

�
Qi
)(ρ(Pk′,j)). Then pi,� = 0 when

mi � � and
pi,jmi

jmi
=

sk′,jmk′
jmk′

for j ≥ 1. Now we consider i = k′, and subtract the following

equality (because ω has trace zero with respect to ρ)

0 =
1

mk′

∫ Pk′,1+···+Pk′,nk′

nk′Qk′
ρ∗Tr(ω) =

k′∑
i=1

∞∑
�=1

a�−1(Qi, ω)

�
pi,�

from (4.10). Here we used Proposition 4.4.6 to evaluate the integral. We thus obtain

k′∑
i=1

∞∑
�=1

a�−1(Qi, ω)

(
si,� − pi,�

�

)
+

k∑
i=k′+1

∑
�≥1

a�−1(Qi, ω)
si,�
�

= 0. (4.11)

For i ≤ k′, define ri,� for � ∈ Z≥1 by ri,� = 0 when mi � � and

ri,jmi
= (−1)jmi−jmk′ek′,jmk′ .

For i > k′, define ri,� = 0 for all �. We now use Lemma 4.4.11 (1) to rewrite traces/power

sums in terms of elementary symmetric polynomials:

pi,jmi

jmi

=
sk′,jmk′

jmk′
= (−1)jmi−1ri,jmi

+ higher-order terms

and
si,�
�

= (−1)�−1ei,� + higher-order terms.

This yields

0 =
k∑
i=1

ni∑
�=1

(−1)�−1a�−1(Qi, ω)(ei,� − ri,�) + higher-order terms, (4.12)

where the higher-order terms are of the form

α

s
(ei,i1 · · · ei,is − ri,i1 · · · ri,is) with s ≥ 2 and α ∈ OLp . (4.13)

Now define

f(X) = 1 + (−1)mk′ek′,mk′X + · · ·+ (−1)mmk′ek′,mmk′X
m. (4.14)

Then for each i ≤ k′, we find that

f(Xmi) = 1− ri,1X + · · ·+ (−1)niri,ni
Xni .

We want to apply Lemma 4.5.1 to the polynomial f , so our goal is to show that for each

i ∈ {1, . . . , k′}, we have

f(Xmi) = 1− ei,1X + · · ·+ (−1)niei,ni
Xni ,

which amounts to showing ei,� = ri,� for 1 ≤ i ≤ k′ and � ≤ ni. Furthermore, recall that

we want to prove that for i > k′ we have ei,� = 0 for all � ∈ {1, . . . , ni}. In other words,

we aim to show ei,� = ri,� for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and � ≤ ni, which we do in the remaining

part of this proof; the theorem immediately follows afterwards.
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We first show that ei,�, ri,� ∈ Lp. Note that M/L is Galois. Suppose that σ ∈
Gal(Mq/Lp). For each Pi,j ∈ P (that is, in the support of P) reducing mod q to Pi,j = Qi,

also P σ
i,j must reduce to Qi = Qσ

i . In addition, P σ
i,j ∈ P , as P is F -rational, so P σ

i,j = Pi,j′
for some j′ ∈ {1, . . . , ni}. As moreover tσQi

= tQi
, we find that eσi,� = ei,�. By definition,

then also rσi,� = ri,�, and all ei,� and ri,� are in Lp. We define

ν := min i≥1
�≤ni

vp(ei,� − ri,�),

where vp is the p-adic valuation. We argue by contradiction and assume that ν < ∞. Recall

that ν ≥ 1 because P and Q are in the same residue class.

Recall that N is the ramification index of p/p. We apply Lemma 4.4.11 (3) with I = p,

which yields ei,i1 · · · ei,is ≡ ri,i1 · · · ri,is mod pν+s−1. By Lemma 4.4.10 with T = 1, and

because p ≥ N + 2, we find that s − 1 ≥ Nordp(s) + 1. We conclude that each of the

higher-order terms (4.13) vanishes mod pν+1.

Note that in fact ei,� ∈ F (Qi) and ri,� ∈ F (Qk′). Let pi be the prime of F (Qi, Qk′)
below p and let νi := �ν/ep/pi�, where ep/pi denotes the ramification index. Recall that

N ≥ epi/p. We apply Lemma 4.4.11 (3) with I = pi, which yields

ei,i1 · · · ei,is ≡ ri,i1 · · · ri,is mod pνi+s−1i .

By Lemma 4.4.10 with T = 1, and because p ≥ epi/p + 2, we find that

s− 1 ≥ epi/pordp(s) + 1.

We conclude that each of the higher-order terms (4.13) vanishes mod pνi+1
i , hence mod

pν+1.

Now let ω1, . . . , ωq ∈ H0(X ,Ω) be linearly independent generators for the space of

annihilating differentials with trace zero with respect to each ρi such that their reductions

also form the base of the reduced space modulo p. We obtain Equation (4.12) for each

ω ∈ {ω1, . . . , ωq}. Let A be the matrix whose entries are the v(ωj, tQi
, ni), so that its

reduction mod p is the matrix A from the statement of the theorem. Denote by B the

matrix obtained from A by removing for each j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} the column with entries

((−1)jmk′ajmk′−1(Qk′ , ω1), . . . , (−1)jmk′ajmk′−1(Qk′ , ωq)).

By Proposition 4.4.6, the columns of A satisfy m linear equations, each of which has

coefficient 1 for exactly one of the removed columns. Since A has rank n−m, we conclude

that the reduction B of B has full rank n−m. Denote by v the vector of length n−m with

entries e1,1 − r1,1, . . . , e1,n1 − r1,n1 , . . . , ek,nk
− rk,nk

, from which we remove the elements

ek′,jmk′ − rk′,jmk′ for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (each of which is zero by definition of ri,�). Then

v = 0 mod pν by definition of ν. From (4.12) and the analysis of the higher-order terms,

we conclude that

B · v = 0 mod pν+1.

Since B has full rank, we find that v = 0 mod pν+1, contradicting the definition of ν,

unless indeed ν = ∞ and v = 0. We find that ei,� = ri,� for all values of i and �, as

desired.

For i > k′, this means zi,j = 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , ni}, so that Pi,j = Qi for each such i

and j. We then apply Lemma 4.5.1 with P ′ =∑k′
i=1(Pi,1+ · · ·+Pi,ni

) and the polynomial

f defined in (4.14). We conclude that P is of the desired form.
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4.6 Chabauty using higher-order terms

In some situations, there is an obstruction that prevents the matrix in Theorem 4.3.1 to

have sufficiently high rank at any prime, but we do expect the conclusion of the theorem to

hold true.

Example 4.6.1. Let us see an example of this obstruction. Consider the degree 2 map

ρ:X0(73) → X+
0 (73). Let c0, c∞ ∈ X0(73)(Q) be the two cusps, and consider Q = 3c0.

Note that w73 interchanges these cusps, i.e. ρ(c0) = ρ(c∞). Let t be the pullback under

ρ of a well-behaved uniformiser at ρ(c0). Then t is a well-behaved uniformiser at c0 and

at c∞. The curve X0(73) has genus 5, and its quotient X+
0 (73) has genus 2. We find a

3-dimensional space of annihilating differentials on X0(73) with trace zero on X+
0 (73) (by

[Box21, Lemma 3.4]). Here we note, that although the space of annihilating differentials

depends on p, Box proved that all trace zero differentials are pull-back differentials of a

rank zero quotient of J0(73), and hence are annihilating differentials. Denote by ω1, ω2, ω3

a basis of this space. By Proposition 4.4.6, if we write locc0(ωi) =
∑

j≥0 ai,jt
jdt, then

locc∞(ωi) =
∑

j≥0(−ai,j)t
jdt. Consider the matrices

A0 = (ai,j)1≤i≤3
0≤j≤2

and A∞ = −A0.

Then A := (A0 | A∞) satisfies rk(A) = rk(A0). Also, A is the matrix whose mod

p reduction corresponds to the matrix in condition (3) of Theorem 4.3.1 for the point

Q = 3c0 + 3c∞. If its reduction A modulo any large prime p had rank 3, the entire mod p
residue class of 3c0 + 3c∞ would be contained in ρ∗

(
(X+

0 (73))
(3)(Q)

)
.

This is not the case, however. We compute that the Riemann–Roch space L(3c0+3c∞)
is 3-dimensional, which is unusually large. In fact, we find a degree 6 function f ∈
L(3c0 + 3c∞) such that w∗73f �= f , i.e. the corresponding map f :X → P1 does not

factor via ρ. Now note that 3c0 + 3c∞ = f ∗(1: 0). So for each prime p of good reduction,

the points R ∈ P1(Q) such that R ≡ (1: 0) mod p also satisfy that f ∗R ≡ 3c0 + 3c∞.

But, as f does not factor via X+
0 (73), f

∗R is in general not the pullback of a degree 3

divisor on X+
0 (73). By Theorem 4.6.2, A therefore cannot have rank 3, and neither can

A0. Therefore, condition (3) in Theorem 4.3.1 is never satisfied for Q = 3c0.

A similar situation occurs for X0(57).

In such cases, it can help to look further into the expansion of the 1-forms. We

begin with some notation. Consider a point Q on a nice curve X and a regular 1-form

ω ∈ H0(X,Ω). We expand ω around Q in terms of a uniformiser tQ at Q, giving

locQ(ω) =
∑

j≥0 ajt
j
Q, and define

v(ω, tQ, �, k) :=
(
(−1)�−1a�, (−1)�a�+1, . . . , (−1)k−2ak−1

)
.

With this notation, we have v(ω, tQ, k) = v(ω, tQ, 0, k), where v(ω, tQ, k) is defined in

(4.5). For integers j and i such that j + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2j and any x1, . . . , xj in some field, we

define

ψi(x1, . . . , xj) :=

j∑
�=i−j

x�xi−�.

Theorem 4.6.2. Consider a number field F , a nice curve X/F and Q =
∑k

i=1 niQi ∈
X(n)(F ), where n =

∑k
i=1 ni and Q1, . . . , Qk ∈ X are distinct points. Let r be a prime
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of F , of good reduction for X , containing the rational prime p ∈ r. Denote by X/OFr a
minimal proper regular model of X/Fr. Let N be the ramification index of p in F (Q).

(1) Suppose that p ≥ N + 3.

(2) Suppose that the space V of annihilating differentials has dimension at least n,
and consider linearly independent ω1, . . . , ωn ∈ V on X . For each Qi, choose a
well-behaved uniformiser tQi

, and suppose that the n× n-matrix

A :=

⎛⎜⎝v(ω1, tQ1 , n1) · · · v(ω1, tQk
, nk)

... . . . ...
v(ωn, tQ1 , n1) · · · v(ωn, tQk

, nk)

⎞⎟⎠
has rank r < n.

We thus may, and do choose uniformisers tQi
at Qi, and a basis ω1, . . . , ωn for the image of

V ∩H0(X ,Ω) under reduction mod r, such that the vectors v(ωj, tQi
, ni) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k

and r < j ≤ n are zero vectors.

(3) Assume that the r × n matrix A1 has rank r, where

A1 :=

⎛⎜⎝v(ω1, tQ1
, n1) · · · v(ω1, tQk

, nk)
... . . . ...

v(ωr, tQ1
, n1) · · · v(ωr, tQk

, nk)

⎞⎟⎠ ,

(4) Let F be the residue field of a prime in F (Q) above r. Suppose moreover that there
are no non-zero vectors (x1, . . . ,xk) ∈ Fn solving the system of equations L·w = 0,
where

xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,ni
), L =

(
A1 0
0 A2

)
,

A2 =

⎛⎜⎝−v(ωr+1, tQ1
, n1, 2n1) · · · −v(ωr+1, tQk

, nk, 2nk)
... . . . ...

−v(ωn, tQ1
, n1, 2n1) · · · −v(ωn, tQk

, nk, 2nk)

⎞⎟⎠ ,

and

w = (x1, . . . ,xk, ψn1+1(x1), . . . , ψ2n1(x1), ψn2+1(x2), . . . ,

ψ2n2(x2), . . . , ψnk+1(xk), . . . , ψ2nk
(xk))

T .

Then X(n)(F ) ∩D(Q) = {Q}.

Proof. Let p be a prime above r in L := F (Q) with uniformiser π ∈ p. Let P ∈ X(n)(F )
belong to the residue class of Q, and let q be a prime of F := L(P) above p which we

fix. Write P =
∑k

i=1

∑ni

j=1 Pi,j ∈ X(n)(F ), where the sum is arranged such that, for fixed

i, all points Pi,j reduce to the same point as Qi modulo q. For each i, choose tQi
to be a

well-behaved uniformiser at Qi, and for each i and j, define zi,j = tQi
(Pi,j) ∈ OFq . Define

si,� =
∑ni

j=1 z
�
i,j , and let ei,� be the �th elementary symmetric polynomial in zi,1, . . . , zi,ni

.

In the statement of the theorem, condition (3) implies that 〈ωr+1, . . . , ωn〉 is exactly

the space of differentials ω on X satisfying v(ω, tQi
, ni) = 0 for all i. Note that condition
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(4) is independent of the choice of bases for 〈ω1, . . . , ωr〉 and 〈ωr+1, . . . , ωn〉. Now let

ω1, . . . , ωn ∈ V ∩H0(X ,Ω) be linearly independent modulo r such that v(ωj, tQi
, ni) = 0

for all i and for each j ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n}. Having chosen well-behaved uniformisers

and integral differential forms we conclude that condition (4) holds for the reductions

ω1, . . . , ωn of ω1, . . . , ωn modulo r. Moreover, the matrices L,A1 and A2 are the mod p
reductions of the corresponding matrices over OLp , defined in terms of ω1, . . . , ωn.

As in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, we find that each ei,j ∈ OLp by Galois theory. Define

ν := min i∈{1,...,k}
j∈{1,...,ni}

vp(ei,j)

and assume that ν < ∞. We aim to find a contradiction, giving ν = ∞. Recall that ν ≥ 1
because P and Q are in the same residue class. Now define xi,� by ei,� = πνxi,�. Their

mod p reductions xi,� will correspond to a non-zero solution of L ·w = 0, which we shall

show in two parts.

For ω ∈ {ω1, . . . , ωn}, we have at each Qi the expansion

locQi
(ω) =

∑
�≥0

a�(Qi, ω)t
�
Qi
dtQi

.

As in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, we obtain from
∫ P
Q ω = 0 the equation

k∑
i=1

∞∑
�=1

a�−1(Qi, ω)
si,�
�

= 0. (4.15)

We again use Lemma 4.4.11 (1) to rewrite this in terms of the ei,�, and apply Lemma 4.4.11

(3) and Lemma 4.4.10 (with T = 1) to the higher-order terms to obtain

k∑
i=1

ni∑
�=1

(−1)�−1a�−1(Qi, ω)ei,� ≡ 0 (mod pν+1). (4.16)

Dividing by πν and ranging over ω ∈ {ω1, . . . , ωr}, we obtain A1 · (x1, . . . ,xk)
T = 0, the

“upper half” of L ·w = 0.

Consider now any of the remaining annihilating differential forms ω ∈ {ωr+1, . . . , ωn}.

Recall that all a�−1(Qi, ω) = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ � ≤ ni. Hence, using Lemma 4.4.11

(2), Equation (4.15) in this case becomes

k∑
i=1

2ni∑
�=ni+1

a�(Qi, ω) ·
(−1)�

2

ni∑
m=�−ni

ei,mei,�−m + higher-order terms = 0, (4.17)

where each of the higher-order terms is of the form b
s
· ei,i1 · · · ei,is with s ≥ 3 and b ∈ OLp .

Now s ≥ 3 implies by Lemma 4.4.10 (with T = 2) that

vp(ei,i1 · · · ei,is) ≥ 2ν + (s− 2) ≥ 2ν + 1 +Nordp(s).

We conclude that all higher-order terms vanish mod p2ν+1. Multiplication by 2 (note that

2 /∈ p) and division by π2ν of (4.17) now yields

A2 · (ψn1+1(x1), . . . , ψ2n1(x1), ψn2+1(x2), . . . , ψ2nk
(xk))

T = 0,
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as desired. Note that (x1, . . . ,xk) �= 0 mod p by maximality of ν. This solution of

L ·w = 0 contradicts our assumption, so we must have ν = ∞ and ei,� = 0 for all i and �,
so that also zi,j = 0 for all i and j and P = Q by injectivity of well-behaved uniformisers

on residue classes.

Remark 4.6.3. In a situation as in Example 4.6.1, it can happen that we can find a basis of

the space of trace zero annihilating differentials that works for any prime p of F (Q) of

good reduction. In this case, we may consider the same matrix A for all primes p. We

emphasise that rk(A) < n means that modulo any prime p, the reduction of A mod p has

rank smaller than n, and Theorem 4.3.1 therefore cannot be applied.

4.7 Examples and applications

4.7.1 Two examples

We now give explicit examples of Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.6.2 in use.

Example 4.7.2. As we have seen in Example 4.4.2, the curve X0(67) has only one

non-cuspidal rational point. We denote this point by Q; it is fixed by the Atkin–Lehner

involution and thus ramified under the map ρ:X0(67) → X+
0 (67). Consider the point 3Q

in X0(67)(Q)(3). We will apply Theorem 4.3.1 with r = 19 to show that any other element

in its residue class also belongs to the set Q+ ρ∗X+
0 (67)(Q). Writing 3Q = Q+ ρ∗ρ(Q),

we see that it is enough to show that the matrix A has rank two. Computing A with

respect to a well-behaved uniformiser s at Q such that s2 = ρ∗t, where t is a well-behaved

uniformiser at ρ(Q), we find

A =

⎛⎝15 0 0
2 0 2
6 0 11

⎞⎠ ,

which clearly has rank 2. Note that the second column is identically zero, in agreement

with Proposition 4.4.6.

Example 4.7.3. As explained in Example 4.6.1, Theorem 4.3.1 will always fail for the

points 3c0, 3c∞ ∈ X0(73)(Q)(3), where c0, c∞ ∈ X0(73)(Q) are the cusps. To fix this, we

need to expand the differentials further in terms of well-behaved uniformisers. We verify

the conditions of Theorem 4.6.2 at r = 19. Given a choice of uniformiser and differentials,

the corresponding matrices for 3c∞ are

A =

⎛⎝2 −13 47
0 −1 11
0 0 0

⎞⎠ ,

which clearly has rank 2, and the F19-matrices

A1 =

(
9 1 1
0 16 9

)
and A2 =

(
2 6 3

)
.

One then checks that L · (x, y, z, y2 + 2xz, 2yz, z2)T = 0 has no non-zero solutions for

x, y, z ∈ F19.

Note that Theorem 4.6.2 does not require one to form A1 from the reductions of the

uniformiser and differentials used for computing A. For this reason, A1 above does not

coincide with the reduction of the first two rows of A.
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4.7.4 Applications

In [BGG22], we apply Theorem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.6.2 to the curves X0(53), X0(57),
X0(61), X0(65), X0(67), X0(73), and combine the information we get with the Mordell-

Weil sieve ([BGG22, Section 3]) to compute the cubic points on these curves. These are

listed in [BGG22, §5.2]. To apply our theorems and the Mordell-Weil sieve, we need to

know models for these curves (also displayed in [BGG22, §5.2]), and generators for the

Mordell-Weil groups over Q, which are computed in [BGG22, §4.2]. We also discuss

which cubic points on these curves give rise to Q-curves. It turns out that these are only

CM points ([BGG22, Proposition 5.1]). We compute and present the isolated quartic points

on X0(65) in [BGG22, §5.3], where we also state and prove that only CM-points give rise

to Q-curves.
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Chapter 5

Coleman-Gross heights on even degree
hyperelliptic curves

The content of this chapter will be published in joint work with Steffen Müller.

5.1 Introduction

Analogously to the classical (Néron-Tate) canonical heights taking values in R, there

are several constructions of p-adic height pairings on abelian varieties taking values in Qp:

for instance by Mazur and Tate [MT83], and by Schneider [Sch82] and [Sch85]. When

the abelian variety is the Jacobian of a curve with good ordinary reduction at p, these

constructions are all equivalent to the construction by Coleman and Gross [CG89]. There is

a more general definition of p-adic heights for Galois representations satisfying additional

technical conditions, due to Nekovář, which, restricted to curves, are equivalent to the

Coleman-Gross heights by [Bes04, Theorem 1.1].

Although the construction can be generalised to number fields in a straightforward way,

for simplicity, assume that X is a nice curve defined over Q. As in the real case, p-adic

height pairings can be constructed as a sum of local height pairings hv(·, ·) for each finite

prime v ∈ Z. These are defined on pairs of divisors on X ⊗Qv of degree 0 with disjoint

support. We divide the local height pairings into two types:

• local height pairings at primes distinct from p;

• local height pairings at p.

The former are defined in terms of intersection theory on arithmetic surfaces and there are

algorithms to compute these, e.g., [vBHM20]. The latter are defined in terms of p-adic

analysis. An algorithm to compute them for odd degree hyperelliptic curves is due to

Balakrishnan and Besser [BB12], implemented in Sage (see https://github.com/
jbalakrishnan/QCI/blob/master/hyperelliptic_padic_field.py)

and Magma (see https://github.com/steffenmueller/QCMod/blob/main/
divisor_heights.m).

In Section 5.3 we describe an algorithm to compute the local Coleman-Gross height hp
at p for a hyperelliptic curve of even degree with good ordinary reduction at p.

Our algorithm is more restrictive (see Conditions 1, 3), but significantly faster than the

algorithm in [BB12]. Our approach is to compute Coleman integrals of differentials of

73
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the third kind by a change of variables that reduces this problem to the Coleman integrals

of basis differentials xi dx
y

for i = 0, . . . , 2g, which we can compute using Balakrishnan’s

algorithm [Bal15]. Although our algorithm is more restrictive, it suffices for the usual

applications of p-adic heights. We have implemented our algorithm in Sage, see §5.4.3.

In contrast, in [BB12] the authors compute Coleman integrals of differentials of the third

kind using a clever formula that involves high precision computations in terms of local

coordinates at Weierstrass points, which might be defined over extensions of Qp of high

degree.

A variant of our algorithm can also be used for odd degree models, and it turns out to

be faster than the one from [BB12]. See Remark 5.4.4, which includes some timings.

Since the local heights are biadditive, and points on the Jacobian can be represented by

degree zero divisors, it suffices to compute hp(P −Q,R− S) for any distinct four distinct

points P,Q,R, S on a curve. For simplicity, we restrict to the case when P,Q,R, S ∈
X(Qp), as the current implementations can only deal with this case. We do this using a

case distinction:

1. One divisor is supported at infinity, say, P −Q = ∞− −∞+. This does not happen

for odd degree curves, and consequently, this case is not discussed in [BB12]. There

seems to be no straightforward way to adapt the algorithm from [BB12] to handle

this case, which required us to develop the alternative approach mentioned above.

Our algorithm for this case is contained in §5.3.10.

2. All four points P,Q,R, S are affine. We present two approaches. One reduces to

case (i) using a change of variables; this allows us to compute the local height at

p quite efficiently, see Remarks 5.3.22 and 5.4.4. The other is similar, but slightly

more involved, see §5.3.18.

Since it is in general impossible to perform exact computations in Qp, our p-adic

analytic computations are only approximate. Therefore, we justify that our computations

of p-adic heights are correct up to desired precision by analysing the loss of precision in

§5.4.1.

Remark 5.1.1. There are certain choices in the definition of the local p-adic height at p: an

idèle class character and a subspace of H1
dR(X/Qp) complementary to the holomorphic

1-forms. As in [BB12], our algorithms assume that the reduction is ordinary and that

we choose the unit root subspace, (see Remark 5.2.3). They can be generalised easily to

other choices of subspaces (in particular, to the non-ordinary case) if we have an explicit

description of a suitable subspace, which is easy in practice.

5.1.2 Other applications

While our main application is the quadratic Chabauty method for integral points, our

algorithm for the computation of p-adic heights is also useful in other circumstances. For

instance, the quadratic Chabauty method for rational points discussed in Remark 6.1.3

sometimes requires the computation of Coleman-Gross heights to solve for the height pair-

ing as a bilinear pairing, see [BDM+b]. Previously, this was only possible for hyperelliptic

curves having an odd degree model over Qp. Our work increases the flexibility of this

method for hyperelliptic curves of even degree over Q and can lead to a significant speed-

up in practice. See §6.4 for a discussion and an example: the modular curve X+
0 (107),
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whose rational points were computed in [BDM+b]. Another possible application is the

numerical verification of the p-adic Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (for good

ordinary reduction) in examples. So far, this has only been done for elliptic curves and for

Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves that have an odd degree model over Qp in [BMS16].

5.2 Computing Coleman-Gross heights

Following [BB12, Section 2], we introduce the Coleman-Gross height pairing as in

[CG89]. Let p be a prime number and let K be a number field. Let X/K be a nice curve

of genus g > 0, with good reduction at all primes above p, and let J/K denote its Jacobian.

For a non-archimedean place v of K we write Kv for the completion of K at v, Ov for its

ring of integers and πv for a uniformiser, and we denote Xv := X ⊗Kv.

The p-adic height depends on the following data, which we fix:

(a) A continuous idèle class character

�:A×K/K
× −→ Qp

such that the local characters �p induced by �, for p | p, do not vanish identically on

the units in Kp.

(b) For each p | p a choice of a subspace Wp ⊆ H1
dR(Xp/Kp) complementary to the space

of holomorphic forms.

Remark 5.2.1. The condition (a) means that the local character �p is ramified, which we

suppose, for simplicity, in this chapter, and then define the local component of the height

using Coleman integration, see Definition 5.2.6. It is also possible to define the local height

if the local character �p is unramified; we define it using intersection theory exactly as in

the discussion after Proposition 5.2.2. See also [BBBM21, §2.2]. We will use this greater

generality in Sections 6.5 and 6.6.

For any place q � p, we have �q(O×
Kq
) = 0 for continuity reasons, which implies that �q

is completely determined by �q(πq). On the other hand, for p | p, we can decompose

O×
Kp

Kp

Qp

logp

�p
tp , (5.1)

where tp is a Qp-linear map. By the condition in (a), it is then possible to extend logp to

K×
p Kp

Qp

logp

�p
tp . (5.2)

From now on, we fix the branch of the logarithm at p | p to be the above.

Coleman-Gross define the height pairing on J by first constructing, for all finite primes

v of K, local height pairings hv(D1, D2) ∈ Qp for divisors D1, D2 ∈ Div0(Xv) with
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disjoint support. These have the property that for D1, D2 ∈ Div0(X), only finitely many

hv(D1, D2) := hv(D1 ⊗Kv, D2 ⊗Kv) are nonzero. Hence it makes sense to define

h(D1, D2) :=
∑
v

hv(D1, D2) .

By [CG89, Sections 1, 5], the pairing h induces a bilinear pairing

h: J(K)× J(K) → Qp .

The local height pairings hv for v � p are symmetric, whereas the local height pairings hp

for p | p are symmetric if and only if all Wp is isotropic with respect to the cup product

pairing (5.4) by [CG89, Proposition 5.2].

We now recall the construction of the local pairings hv. Since the local terms hv depend

only on Xv, we ease notation as follows: we write k = Kv, O = Ov, π = πv, and C = Xv.

Let χ = �v: k
× −→ Qp.

Proposition 5.2.2. [CG89, Proposition 1.2] If p ∈ O×, then there exists a unique function
hv(D1, D2), defined for all D1, D2 ∈ Div0(C) with disjoint support, which is continuous,
symmetric, bi-additive, taking values in Qp such that for all f ∈ k(C)× (when defined) we
have

hv(div(f), D2) = χ(f(D2)).

We briefly review the construction of hv in the situation of Proposition 5.2.2. Let C/O
be a regular model of C and let (− · −) be the (Q-valued) intersection multiplicity on C.

Let D1 and D2 be extensions of D1 and D2 to C such that (Di · V ) = 0 for all vertical

divisors V on C. Then

hv(D1, D2) = χ(π) · (D1 · D2) . (5.3)

Up to a constant, this is equal to the local Néron symbol at v, discussed for instance

in [Gro86, Sections 2, 3]. It does not depend on the choice of model or on the choices of

D1,D2. We also give a few more details on the values of such heights hv in the specific

case when D1 is a difference of two points at infinity in §6.3.1.

The remaining case is when p /∈ O×, which we assume until the end of this section. In

particular, C has good reduction.

We will use the Hodge filtration of H1
dR(C/k), following [CG89]:

0 → H0(C,Ω1
C/k) → H1

dR(C/k) → H1(C,OC) → 0.

We denote by H1,0
dR(C/k) the image of H0(C,Ω1

C/k) in H1
dR(C/k). Let W = Wv be the

subspace of H1
dR(C/k) chosen above, complementary to H1,0

dR(C/k). The choice of W is

equivalent to a choice of a splitting of the Hodge filtration of H1
dR(C/k).

Remark 5.2.3. When C has good ordinary reduction at v, there is a canonical choice of

the complement W . Namely, Frobenius acts on H1
dR(C/k) with 2g eigenvalues, of which

exactly g are p-adic units in the ordinary case; the eigenspace corresponding to all of

them is called the unit root subspace and we can take W to be this subspace. See [Yui78,

Theorem 3.1(v)] for the hyperelliptic case.

We also denote by T (k) the group of differentials on C of the third kind and by Tl(k)
the group of logarithmic differentials, introduced in Section 2.4. The residue divisor
homomorphism

Res:T (k) → Div0(C), Res(ω) =
∑
P∈C

ResP (ω)P.
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is surjective and induces an exact sequence

0 → H1,0
dR(C/k) → T (k)/Tl(k) → J(k) → 0 .

Lemma 5.2.4. [BB12, Section 2] There is a (canonical) homomorphism

ψ:T (k)/Tl(k) → H1
dR(C/k)

such that the following diagram commutes:

0 H1,0
dR(C/k) T (k)/Tl(k) J(k) 0

0 H0(C,Ω1
C) H1

dR(C/k) H1(C,OC) 0

= ψ logJ

We extend ψ to a linear map on all differentials of C/k as follows: Write a differential
ω on C/k as

ω =
n∑
i=1

aiμi + η,

where ai ∈ k, μi ∈ T (k) and η is a differential of the second kind. Then we set

ψ(ω) :=
n∑
i=1

aiψ(μi) + [η] ∈ H1
dR(C/k).

In particular, ψ maps a differential of the second kind to its class in H1
dR(C/k).

The homomorphism ψ allows us to fix a unique differential of the third kind with a

prescribed residue divisor, depending on the choice of complementary subspace W .

Proposition 5.2.5. [CG89, Proposition 3.2] For any divisor D of degree 0 on C, there is a
unique form ωD of the third kind such that

Res(ωD) = D, ψ(ωD) ∈ W.

Hence the choice W induces a section Div0(C) −→ T (k) of the residue divisor homomor-
phism, given by D �→ ωD. If D = div(f) is principal, then ωD = df

f
.

Definition 5.2.6. Let D1 and D2 be two divisors on C of degree zero with disjoint support.

The local p-adic height pairing is given by

hv(D1, D2) := tv

(∫
D2

ωD1

)
,

where tv is the linear map introduced in (5.1).

The algebraic cup product pairing H1
dR(C/k)× H1

dR(C/k) −→ k is given by

([μ1], [μ2]) �→ [μ1] ∪ [μ2] :=
∑

P∈C(k)

ResP

(
μ2

∫
μ1

)
, (5.4)

where μ1 and μ2 are differentials of the second kind that represent classes [μ1] and [μ2],
respectively. It defines a canonical non-degenerate alternating form on H1

dR(C/k).
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Proposition 5.2.7. [CG89, Proposition 5.2] The local height pairing hv(D1, D2) is con-
tinuous, bi-additive and satisfies

hv(div(f), D2) = χ(f(D2)).

Furthermore, it is symmetric if and only if the subspace W of H1
dR(C/k) is isotropic with

respect to the cup product pairing.

Finally, we discuss an alternative expression for the map ψ due to Besser, which is

more suitable for explicit computations than the one given above.

Definition 5.2.8. For a meromorphic form ω and a form of the second kind ρ on C, we

define the local symbol at a point A ∈ C(Qp) by

〈ω, ρ〉A := −ResA

(
ω

∫
ρ

)
,

where
∫
ρ is the function Q �→

∫ Q
Z
ρ, for some fixed point Z ∈ C(Qp). We define the

global symbol 〈ω, ρ〉 as

〈ω, ρ〉 :=
∑
A

〈ω, ρ〉A,

where the sum is taken over all points where ω or ρ has a singularity.

We note that the definition of the global symbol does not depend on a point Z.

To compute ψ in practice (see §5.3.18, Step (vi)), we may use the following statement.

Proposition 5.2.9. [Bes00, Proposition 4.10] Let ω and ρ be as above. Then

〈ω, ρ〉 = ψ(ω) ∪ ψ(ρ).

An important application of this result is the following independence result.

Corollary 5.2.10. Let ϕ:C → C ′ be an isomorphism of curves and let ω′ be a differential
of the third kind on C ′. Then we have

ψ(ϕ∗ω′) = ϕ∗(ψ(ω′)) .

Proof. This follows from Proposition 5.2.9 and [Bes05, Lemma 3.8].

Corollary 5.2.11. Suppose that ϕ:C → C ′ is an isomorphism of curves that maps the
unit root subspace on C to the unit root subspace on C ′. Let hp (respectively h′p) be the
local height on C (respectively C ′) with respect to the unit root subspace. Suppose that
D1, D2 ∈ Div0(C) have disjoint support. Then we have

h′p(ϕ∗(D1), ϕ∗(D2)) = hp(D1, D2) .
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5.3 Computing local heights above p on hyperelliptic curves
of even degree

Let C: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve over Qp with good ordinary reduction. In

[BB12], when deg(f) is odd, Balakrishnan and Besser present an algorithm to compute the

local height hp on C with respect to the unit root subspace. Here we partially follow their

strategy, but modify the key steps to drastically simplify the algorithm to compute hp when

deg(f) is even. For simplicity and practical reasons, we suppose that the leading coefficient

of f is a square in Qp. In theory, we do not need this assumption, but for our applications

to quadratic Chabauty in Chapter 6 we are currently restricted to the case ∞± ∈ C(Qp),
and in Sage the code for Coleman integration works only for monic models. Then, after a

linear change of variables, we may assume that f is a monic polynomial. In particular, the

points at infinity, denoted ∞+, ∞−, are in C(Qp). For each i ≥ 0, we denote ωi :=
xidx
2y

;

recall that ω0, . . . , ωg−1 form a basis of the holomorphic differentials on C. Let ι:C → C
denote the hyperelliptic involution.

If D1 and D2 are divisors on C of degree zero with disjoint support, then D1 and D2

can be written as

D1 =
n∑
i=1

(Pi −Qi), D2 =
m∑
j=1

(Rj − Sj)

for pairwise distinct points Pi, Qi, Rj, Sj ∈ C(Qp). For simplicity, we will assume that all

these points are already defined over Qp, but the results below also hold in greater generality.

Using the bi-additivity of the local height pairing, we can reduce the computation of

hp(D1, D2) to the computation of hp(Pi −Qi, Rj − Sj) for all i, j. Hence, to compute p-

adic heights, it suffices to compute hp(P −Q,R−S) for fixed distinct points P,Q,R, S ∈
C(Qp).

Algorithm 5.3.1. Computation of the local height hp(P −Q,R− S)

(i) Extend ω0, . . . , ωg−1 to a basis of H1
dR(C/Qp).

(ii) Compute the action of Frobenius on H1
dR(C/Qp).

(iii) Compute a basis of the unit root subspace W .

(iv) Compute the cup product matrix on C.

(v) Find some differential ω′ such that Res(ω′) = P −Q.

(vi) Compute ψ(ω′).

(vii) Compute the unique coefficients c0, . . . , cg−1 ∈ Qp such that ω = ω′ −∑g−1
i=0 ciωi

satisfies Res(ω) = P −Q and ψ(ω) ∈ W .

(viii) Compute the Coleman integrals
∫ R
S
ω′ and

∫ R
S
ωi for i = 0, . . . , g − 1 and output

hp(P −Q,R− S) = tp(
∫ R
S
ω).

Remark 5.3.2. Recall that the linear map tp in Step (viii) is determined by χ = �p via

Equation (5.2). Since we assume that k = Qp, the same equation also induces a branch

logp of the p-adic logarithm. In this situation, logp is the Iwasawa branch of the logarithm,

determined by logp(p) = 0, and tp is a scalar multiple of the identity map. In the following,

we assume for ease of notation that it is the identity map.
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Steps (i)–(iv) of Algorithm 5.3.1 do not depend on the points P,Q,R, S ∈ C(Qp)
and only have to be completed once. We describe these in §5.3.5. In contrast, Steps (v)

–(viii) depend on the points we plug in to compute heights. We will distinguish two cases,

when one divisor is ∞− −∞+ (see §5.3.10), and when all points P , Q, R, S are affine

(see §5.3.18). The case when the points at infinity belong to two distinct divisors we will

not consider, see Conditions 1 and 3. When there is only one point at infinity appearing,

we reduce this case to the cases we consider, see §5.3.18 and more precisely Lemma 5.3.19.

For practical purposes, we introduce the following three conditions on points. We will

point out in the respective sections which of these conditions we assume. Recall from

Section 2.1 that D(P ) denotes the residue disc that contains a point P ∈ C(Qp).

Condition 1. The points P1, P2, P3, P4 satisfy D(P3) = D(P4) or

{D(P1), D(P2), D(ι(P1)), D(ι(P2))} ∩ {D(P3), D(P4)} = ∅.

Condition 2. The affine points P1 and P2 are in the same residue disc or

ordp(y(P1)), ordp(y(P2)) ∈ {0,∞}.

Remark 5.3.3. An algorithm to compute the integral
∫ R
S
ω is given in [Bal15] in the

following cases:

(a) R and S are in the same residue disc or

(b) the residue discs of R and S are not Weierstrass discs or discs at infinity (the only

exception is that the point belonging to a Weierstrass disc is actually a Weierstrass

point)

and ω is a differential which has no poles at R and S (note that if ω has poles in a residue

disc of R or S, the tiny integrals depend on the chosen branch of logarithm). So, R and S
need to satisfy Condition 2 if we want to carry out Step (viii) directly. However, we can

deal with the case that R or S belongs to a Weierstrass disc as follows. Suppose that D(R)
contains a Weierstrass point T and that ω has no singularity at T , which is satisfied in our

applications of Algorithm 5.3.1. Then
∫ R
S
ω =

∫ T
S
ω +

∫ R
T
ω. Now the second integral is

tiny, so we can compute it. Since we integrate odd forms, we can also compute the first

integral, using
∫ T
S
ω = 1

2

∫ ι(S)
S

ω (see [BBK10, Lemma 16]). We could therefore replace

Condition 2 by the condition that ordp(y(P1)), ordp(y(P2)) ≥ 0. Nevertheless, we chose

to assume Condition 2 in our description of the algorithm below for expository purposes.

Remark 5.3.4. For some applications, for instance to quadratic Chabauty, we could take

W to be any complementary subspace isotropic with respect to the cup product, so there is

no need to choose the unit root subspace. However, in the good ordinary case, the global

Coleman-Gross height with respect to the unit root subspace is of special importance, for

the following reason: it is the same as the canonical Mazur-Tate height [Col91, Theorem

3.3.1]. The corresponding regulator appears in the p-adic Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer

conjecture of Mazur, Tate and Teitelbaum (see [MTT86]) for elliptic curves and its higher-

dimensional extension in [BMS16], so that we need to compute with the unit root subspace

to gather empirical evidence for this conjecture. Thus far, this has only been done for

Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves with an odd degree model over Qp. Algorithm 5.3.1 can

be generalised to any suitable subspace by modifying Step (iii) accordingly.
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5.3.5 Precomputations

We consider each Step (i)–(iv) in turn.

Step (i). We determine a basis of H1
dR(C/Qp) in Lemma 5.3.8 below; first we give

a short cohomological background. Let C be the reduction of C modulo p. Denote the

Weierstrass points on C by W1, . . . ,W2g+2 ∈ C(Qp) and let

W1 = (a1, 0), . . . ,W2g+2 = (a2g+2, 0) ∈ C(Qp)

be the lifts of W1, . . . , W2g+2, respectively, to the Weierstrass points of C. Denote by

F the splitting field of f over Qp, i.e., the minimal extension of Qp which contains all

x-coordinates of the Weierstrass points.

Consider the sets

V := {W1, . . . ,W2g+2,∞−,∞+} ⊆ C(Fp), V := {W1, . . . ,W2g+2} ⊆ C(Qp).

Let U = Spec(Fp[x, y, 1/y]/(y
2 − f(x))) be the affine curve C \ V . Then, by [Tui17,

Theorem 3.11], there is an exact sequence:

0 H1
rig(C) H1

rig(U)
⊕

P∈V F ⊕Qp ⊕Qp,
Res

(5.5)

where

(i) H1
rig(U) is the first rigid cohomology of U . By [Ber97, Proposition 1.10], the first

Monsky-Washnitzer cohomology group H1
MW(U) of U is isomorphic to H1

rig(U).
Therefore, by Proposition 2.5.2(ii) we have

H1
rig(U) � 〈ω0, . . . , ω2g〉 ⊕ 〈μ0, . . . , μ2g+1〉,

where μi :=
xidx
2y2

, for i ∈ N0.

(ii) Similarly, H1
rig(C) � H1

dR(C/Qp) by the work of Baldassarri and Chiarellotto

[BC94]. Our goal is to compute H1
dR(C/Qp).

(iii) The map Res:H1
rig(U) →⊕

P∈V F ⊕Qp ⊕Qp is defined by

ω �→ (ResW1(ω), . . . ,ResW2g+2(ω),Res∞−(ω),Res∞+(ω)).

Since ωi is holomorphic on C(Qp) \ {∞−,∞+} for all i ≥ 0, and holomorphic on C
for 0 ≤ i ≤ g − 1, we have

(i) Res(ωi) = (0, . . . , 0, 0, 0), for 0 ≤ i ≤ g − 1;

(ii) Res(ωg) = (0, . . . , 0, 1,−1), as we will see in §5.3.10;

(iii) Res(ωi) = (0, . . . , 0, ci,−ci) for each g + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g and some ci ∈ Qp.

On the other hand, we compute that for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2g + 2, 0 ≤ i ≤ 2g + 1

ResWj
(μi) = ResWj

(
xi

f ′(x)
dy

y

)
=

aij
f ′(aj)

.
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Lemma 5.3.6. We have ker(Res) ∩ 〈μ0, . . . , μ2g+1〉 = 〈0〉.

Proof. Assume that there are γ0, . . . , γ2g+1 ∈ Qp such that

Res(γ0μ0 + · · ·+ γ2g+1μ2g+1) = (0, . . . , 0, 0, 0).

It follows that for any 1 ≤ j ≤ 2g + 2

2g+1∑
i=0

γi
aij

f ′(aj)
= 0 =⇒

2g+1∑
i=0

γia
i
j = 0.

In other words, the polynomial
∑2g+1

i=0 γix
i has at least 2g + 2 distinct zeros a1, . . . , a2g+2,

hence, it is the constant zero polynomial, so γ0 = · · · = γ2g+1 = 0.

Corollary 5.3.7. There is an exact sequence

0 H1
dR(C/Qp) 〈ω0, . . . , ω2g〉Qp Qp ⊕Qp,

Res
(5.6)

where Res(ω) = (Res∞−ω,Res∞+ω).

Proof. It follows from the exact sequence (5.5) and Lemma 5.3.6.

We now use Corollary 5.3.7 to construct an explicit basis of H1
dR(C/Qp). For i =

0, . . . , g − 1, let ηi = ωi and for i = g, . . . , 2g − 1, let ηi = ωi − ciωg. Denote the sets

ω := {ω0, . . . , ω2g}, η := {η0, . . . , η2g−1}.

Lemma 5.3.8. The classes of the differentials in η form a basis of H1
dR(C/Qp).

Proof. From the above, it follows that η ⊆ ker(Res). Since the classes of the ηi are

independent in H1
dR(C/Qp) by Proposition 2.5.2(ii), the claim follows by comparing

dimensions.

Step (ii). An algorithm for the computation of the matrix Φ = (fi,j) ∈ Q
(2g+1)×(2g+1)
p

of Frobenius acting on 〈ω〉 (a basis of H1
MW(U)−) is given in [Har12]. The matrix of

Frobenius on H1
dR(C/Qp) with respect to the basis η, denoted by Frob, is

Frob =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

f0,0 . . . f0,g−1 f0,g+1 − cg+1f0,g . . . f0,2g − c2gf0,g
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

fg−1,0 . . . fg−1,g−1 fg−1,g+1 − cg+1fg−1,g . . . fg−1,2g − c2gfg−1,g
fg+1,0 . . . fg+1,g−1 fg+1,g+1 − cg+1fg+1,g . . . fg+1,2g − c2gfg+1,g

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

f2g,0 . . . f2g,g−1 f2g,g+1 − cg+1f2g,g . . . f2g,2g − c2gf2g,g

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

Step (iii). Denote by φ and φ∗ the action of Frobenius on the curve C and, on functions

and differentials, respectively. We use the following result to compute the unit root

subspace W to any desired precision.

Proposition 5.3.9. [BB12, Proposition 6.1] The elements φ∗n(ηg), . . . , φ∗n(η2g−1) form a
basis of the unit root subspace modulo pn.
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Step (iv). Since all ηi are holomorphic on U , the cup product matrix M = (mij)i,j is

given by

mij = Res∞+

(
ηj

∫
ηi

)
+ Res∞−

(
ηj

∫
ηi

)
= 2Res∞+

(
ηj

∫
ηi

)
.

The final equality holds because if (sx, sy) are local coordinates of one point at infinity,

for example induced by sx =
1
x

, then (sx,−sy) are local coordinates of the other one, and

ηj
∫
ηi is an even function in y.

5.3.10 One divisor supported at ∞
Suppose that R, S ∈ C(Qp) are affine. We now explain how to compute hp(∞− −

∞+, R− S) using Steps (v)–(viii). In this case, Condition 1 for ∞−,∞+, R, S is implied

by Condition 2 for R and S. By Remark 5.3.3, we may assume that Condition 2, and hence

Condition 1, is satisfied. In other words, we require that the points R and S, if they are not

in the same residue disc, do not belong to a Weierstrass disc or a residue disc at infinity.

Step (v) is solved by the following result.

Proposition 5.3.11. Let ω′ = 2ωg. Then Res(ω′) = ∞− −∞+.

Proof. Recall that ωg is holomorphic on C(Qp) \ {∞−,∞+}. At both points ∞±, we can

take the uniformiser t = 1
x
, and these two points are distinguished by the function xg+1

y
,

since
xg+1

y
(∞+) = 1,

xg+1

y
(∞−) = −1.

Differentiating the relation tx = 1 gives
dx

x
= −dt

t
. Upon rewriting

xgdx

y
=

xg+1

y

dx

x
= −xg+1

y

dt

t
,

we see that Res∞+2ω
′ = −1 and Res∞−2ω

′ = 1.

Step (vi). In the spirit of [BB12, Algorithm 4.8], we define the differential

α = φ∗(ω′)− pω′ .

The strategy employed in [BB12] is to first compute ψ(ω′) and then deduce ψ(α) from

this. Here, we do the opposite, using the following result.

Proposition 5.3.12.

(a) The differential α is holomorphic at both ∞±.

(b) The differential α is of the second kind.

Proof. To prove (a) we only consider one point at infinity, say ∞−; the proof is the same

for the other. The action of Frobenius on the uniformiser t = 1
x

is

φ∗t = φ∗
(
1

x

)
=

1

xp
= tp.
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We know that
xgdx

y
=

dt

t
+ A(t)dt, where A(t) ∈ Qp[[t]]. Hence,

φ∗
(
xgdx

y

)
= p

dt

t
+ ptt−1A(tp)dt.

It follows that

α = (ptt−1A(tp)− pA(t))dt

is holomorphic at ∞−.

For (b), we first show that α is holomorphic at non-Weierstrass points. We already

know that 2ω′ is holomorphic at a point P = (a, b) ∈ C(Qp) with b �= 0. The function

t = x− a is a uniformiser at P , thus dx = dt. We compute

φ∗(2ω′) = φ∗
(
xgdx

y

)
=

pxpg+p−1dx
yp

∑
i≥0

(−1
2

k

)
(f(xp)− f(x)p)i

y2pi
, (5.7)

implying that ordP
φ∗(2ω′)
dt

= ordP
φ∗(2ω′)
dx

≥ 0. Hence the t-adic valuation of α is nonnega-

tive.

A uniformiser at a Weierstrass point P = (a, 0) is t = y. Then, x is an even function

of t as we will now explain. Defining x0(t) = a, and

xi(t) = xi−1(t)−
f(xi−1(t))− t2

f ′(xi−1(t))
, i ≥ 1

we see by induction that xi(t) contains only even powers of t. We now prove that the same

holds for the expansion of α in t. Using the relation

dx

y
=

2dy

f ′(x)

it is clear that

p
xgdx

y
= p

2xgdy

f ′(x)
has only even powers of t. For the other term of α, we re-express Equation (5.7) using dy,

φ∗
(
xgdx

y

)
=

2pxpg+p−1dy
f ′(x)yp−1

∑
i≥0

(−1
2

k

)
(f(xp)− f(x)p)i

y2pi
,

from which we see that all powers of y are even. Hence, there are no odd powers of t in

the expansion of α and (b) follows.

Corollary 5.3.13. Let [α] ∈ H1
dR(C/Qp) be the class of α. Recall that φ∗ωg =

∑2g
i=0 f0,iωi.

Then we have [α] =
(
2f0,g · · · 2f0,g−1 2f0,g+1 · · · 2f0,2g

)t and

ψ(ω′) = (Frob−pI)−1[α] . (5.8)

Proof. Harrison’s extension [Har12] of Kedlaya’s algorithm [Ked01] shows that there is a

certain overconvergent function v such that we have

α = φ∗(ω′)− pω = 2
∑

0≤i≤2g,i =g
f0,iωi + 2(f0,g − p)ωg + dv(x, y) .

Since α is of the second kind by Proposition 5.3.12, we obtain α = 2
∑

0≤i<2g f0,iηi +

dv(x, y) and Lemma 5.2.4 implies ψ(α) = [α] ∈ H1
dR(C/Qp). Combining this with

ψ(φ∗ω′) = φ∗ · ψ(ω′), the result follows.
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Remark 5.3.14. There seems to be no straightforward way to adapt the algorithm from [BB12]

for Step (vi). Hence we had to develop a completely different approach for this task.

Step (vii) follows immediately from the following lemma.

Lemma 5.3.15. Let

ψ(ω′) = u0η0 + · · ·+ ug−1ηg−1 + ugφ
∗n(ηg) + · · ·+ u2g−1φ∗

n(η2g−1).

and set
ω := ω′ − (u0η0 + · · ·+ ug−1ηg−1).

Then Res(ω) = ∞− −∞+ and ψ(ω) ∈ W (mod pn).

Proof. This follows from Propositions 5.3.9 and 5.3.11.

Corollary 5.3.16. We have

hp(∞− −∞+, R− S) = 2

∫ R

S

ωg − (u0

∫ R

S

ω0 + · · ·+ ug−1

∫ R

S

ωg−1),

where u0, . . . , ug−1 are defined in Lemma 5.3.15.

Step (viii). Using [Bal15], we compute∫ R

S

ωg, u0

∫ R

S

ω0 + · · ·+ ug−1

∫ R

S

ωg−1 .

For the computation of integrals above we needed to assume that R and S do not belong to

residue discs at infinity.

Remark 5.3.17. We do not need the cup product matrix to compute hp(∞−−∞+, R− S).

5.3.18 The affine case

Our goal is to compute hp(P −Q,R− S) for four distinct affine points P,Q,R, S ∈
C(Qp). We assume that P,Q,R, S satisfy Condition 1. For simplicity, we also assume that

the pairs of points P,Q and R, S both satisfy Condition 2. This assumption is not strictly

necessary, but it simplifies the exposition of the algorithm. We discuss in Remark (5.3.23)

how to proceed when Condition 2 is not satisfied.

We first use the same trick as in [BB12]; we write a degree zero divisor as a sum of a

symmetric and an antisymmetric one.

Lemma 5.3.19.

hp(P −Q,R− S) =
1

2
logp

(
x(R)− x(P )

x(R)− x(Q)

x(S)− x(Q)

x(S)− x(R)

)
+

1

2
hp(P − ι(P ), R− S)− 1

2
hp(Q− ι(Q), R− S).

Proof. From

div

(
x− x(P )

x− x(Q)

)
= P + ι(P )−Q− ι(Q),
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we find

P −Q =
1

2
div

(
x− x(P )

x− x(Q)

)
+

1

2
(P − ι(P ))− 1

2
(Q− ι(Q)).

Recall from Proposition 5.2.7 that we have

hp

(
div

(
x− x(P )

x− x(Q)

)
, R− S

)
= logp

(
x(R)− x(P )

x(R)− x(Q)

x(S)− x(Q)

x(S)− x(R)

)
.

The claim follows from additivity.

Note that Condition 1 for P,Q,R, S implies that the right hand side in Lemma 5.3.19

is defined. We will see in Remark 5.4.5 that we can weaken Condition 1 in such a way that

Lemma 5.3.19 continues to hold.

From now on, we may and will restrict attention to hp(P − ι(P ), R− S). In this case,

Step (v) follows from:

Proposition 5.3.20. The differential form

ω′ =
y(P )

x− x(P )

dx

y

satisfies Res(ω′) = P − ι(P ).

Proof. To prove this, we use that the differential
dx

y
is holomorphic on C. The only

possible poles of ω′ are at P and ι(P ). At these two points, t = x− x(P ) is a uniformiser,

and we can rewrite

ω′ =
y(P )

y

dt

t
,

which immediately gives ResP (ω
′) = 1 and Resι(P )(ω

′) = −1.

For Step (vi) we closely follow [BB12, Section 5.2]. Let ω′ be a form as in Proposition

5.3.20 and write ψ(ω′) =
∑2g−1

i=0 uiηi. Then Proposition 5.2.9 implies

〈ω′, ηj〉 = ψ(ω′) ∪ [ηj] =

2g−1∑
i=0

ui([ηi] ∪ [ηj]).

Recalling that M is the cup product matrix, we have(
u0 u1 · · · u2g−1

)t
= −M−1 (〈ω′, η0〉 〈ω′, η1〉 · · · 〈ω′, η2g−1〉

)t
.

By the same argument as in [BB12, Proposition 5.12], we have

〈ω′, ηj〉 = −
∫ P

ι(P )

ηj − Res∞+

(
ω′
∫

ηj

)
− Res∞−

(
ω′
∫

ηj

)
,

since ∞± /∈ supp(Res(ω′)). Here we use our assumption that Condition 2 is satisfied for

P and, by symmetry, Q.

Step (vii) is the same as in §5.3.10.

The main task of Step (viii) is the computation of the integral
∫ R
S

y(P )

x− x(P )

dx

y
. If P is a
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Weierstrass point, then this integral is zero since y(P ) = 0. Also, if R and S are in the

same residue disc, then the integral is tiny and can be computed directly. In the remaining

cases, it can be computed using a change of variables that translates the desired integral to

the integral
∫
2ωg considered in §5.3.10. Namely, consider

ϕ:C → C ′: y′2 =
1

y(P )2
x′2g+2f

(
x(P ) +

1

x′

)
(x, y) �→ (x′, y′) :=

(
1

x− x(P )
,

−y

y(P )(x− x(P ))g+1

)
.

Lemma 5.3.21. Denote R′ = ϕ(R), S ′ = ϕ(S). Then we have

hp(P − ι(P ), R− S) =

∫ R′

S′
ωg − u0

∫ R

S

ω0 − · · · − ug−1

∫ R

S

ωg−1.

Proof. This follows from (see Proposition 2.6.4)∫ R

S

y(P )

x− x(P )

dx

y
=

∫ R′

S′

x′gdx′

y′
. (5.9)

Lemma 5.3.21 reduces Step (viii) to Step (viii) from §5.3.10. In Lemma 5.3.21, the

points R, S ∈ C(Qp), and R′, S ′ ∈ C ′(Qp) are endpoints of Coleman integrals. For the

former, we require Condition 2 for R and S, whereas the latter amounts to Condition 1 for

P,Q,R, S and 2 for R and S. The division by y in the definition of the map ϕ makes the

assumptions p � y(P ) and p � y(Q) necessary.

Alternatively, we can compute
∫ R
S
ω′ using [BB12, Algorithm 4.8]. Define α :=

φ∗ω′−pω′ and β to be a differential whose residue divisor is R−S. Then, we can compute

the desired integral using∫ R

S

ω′ =
1

1− p
·
(
ψ(α) ∪ ψ(β) +

∑
P∈P

ResP

(
α

∫
β

)
−
∫ S

φ(S)

ω −
∫ φ(R)

R

ω

)
, (5.10)

where P is the subset of C(Qp) consisting of Weierstrass points and poles of α. See Equa-

tion (14) in [BB12]. While this formula is only proved there for odd degree hyperelliptic

curves, the extension to even degree is immediate. Note that this leads to a more general,

but more complicated algorithm.

Remark 5.3.22. We can also completely reduce the affine case to the infinite case discussed

in §5.3.10. Recall that it suffices to compute heights of the form hp(P − ι(P ), R − S).
Using the same map ϕ:C → C ′ as in Lemma 5.3.21, and the model-independence of local

heights (see Corollary 5.2.11), this amounts to computing hp(∞− −∞+, R
′ − S ′) on C ′,

where we use the same notation as in Lemma 5.3.21.

Remark 5.3.23. Condition 2 is not necessary to compute hp(P −Q,R−S). Lemma 5.3.19

implies that it is enough to compute heights of the type hp(P − ι(P ), R− ι(R)) that satisfy

Condition 1. If ordp(y(P )) ∈ {0,∞}, say, then either the height is zero or we can apply

the approach from Remark 5.3.22. By symmetry, the same is true if ordp(y(R)) ∈ {0,∞}.

If ordp(y(P )) > 0 and ordp(y(R)) > 0, then we can compute all integrals in Step (vi) and

Step (viii) because these are all tiny integrals. Condition 1 implies that it is not possible
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to have both ordp(y(P )) < 0 and ordp(y(R)) < 0 at the same time. Hence, without loss

of generality, the only remaining case is when we have ordp(y(P )) > 0, ordp(y(R)) < 0,

and R ∈ D(∞−). Then

hp(P − ι(P ), R− ι(R)) = hp(P − ι(P ),∞− −∞+)

+ hp(P − ι(P ), R−∞−)− hp(P − ι(P ), ι(R)−∞+).

We compute hp(P − ι(P ),∞− −∞+) using the method from §5.3.10. The integrals that

show up in Step (vi) and Step (viii) in computing hp(P − ι(P ), R − ∞−) and hp(P −
ι(P ), ι(R)−∞+) are tiny, so we can compute all heights on the right hand side.

5.4 Implementation notes

5.4.1 Precision analysis

Steps (i) and (iv) depend on the precision of local coordinates. In both cases we need

to compute residues of differentials at points at infinity. Step (iv) clearly requires more

precision than Step (i). We want to compute Res∞−
(
ηj
∫
ηi
)
, for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2g − 1.

Recall that t = 1
x

is the uniformiser at ∞− and that for g ≤ i ≤ 2g − 1, we have

ηi =
(

1
ti−g+2 + · · ·

)
dt. The term that requires the largest precision is

Res∞−

(
η2g−1

∫
η2g−1

)
=

(
1

tg+1
+ · · ·

)
dt ·
(

1

gtg
+ · · ·

)
.

Hence, we need sufficient t-adic precision to compute the coefficient of tg−1 of η2g which

amounts to computing the first 2g + 1 coefficients of y = y(t).

Using Harrison’s extension of Kedlaya’s algorithm [Har12], we can compute the matrix

of Frobenius acting on the basis ω to any desired precision pn. We assume that we have

already computed the basis η in Step (i) to the same precision pn. Then it is clear that the

results of Steps (ii) and (iii) are correct to precision pn as well. Step (v) is exact, so there

is no loss of precision.

Now we need to distinguish cases. We first deal with the approach from §5.3.10. For

Step (vi), suppose that the matrix of Frobenius and the basis η of H1
dR are correct modulo

pn. Denoting m := ordp det(Frob−pI), we compute ψ(ω′) in terms of η correctly modulo

pn−m. Step (vii) is accurate to the same precision as Step (vi). The precision in Step (viii)

depends on the precision of the Coleman integrals and the coefficients computed in (vi).

We compute the integrals using Algorithm 4 from [Bal15]. As stated in loc. cit., the same

precision estimates as in [BBK10] apply. Briefly:

(a) By [BBK10, Proposition 18], the tiny integrals in [Bal15, Equation (3.2)] are com-

puted correctly to min{n, k+1−�logp(k+1)� digits of precision, where the points

are accurate to n digits and we truncate the local expansions of the differentials at

precision tk.

(b) As in [BBK10], the evaluation of the functions hi at the endpoints does not lead

to any loss in precision. Indeed, according to Harrison’s algorithm, the functions

hi are finite sums of terms ci,jx
iyj , where i ∈ Z, i ≥ 0, j ∈ Z. If the ci,j are

computed modulo pn, then hi(P ) is correct to the same precision, because the points

we consider do not belong to Weierstrass discs.
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(c) By [BBK10, Proposition 19], if we denote m′ := ordp det(Φ− I), and the previous

computations are correct modulo pn, then the Coleman integrals are computed

correctly modulo pn−m
′
.

Remark 5.4.2. By [Har12, Section 3], a working precision of n + �logp(2n)� + 1 digits

suffices to compute both the matrix of Frobenius and the functions hi to precision pn.

It remains to analyse the precision for §5.3.18. In addition to the above, Step (v) requires

an evaluation of logp, but since P,Q,R, S satisfy Condition 1, this does not lead to any

loss of precision. Furthermore, Steps (vii) and (viii) are analogous to Steps (vii) and (viii)

in §5.3.10, so we only focus on Step (vi). In Step (vi) we first compute the global symbols

〈ω′, ηj〉. They depend on the computation of certain Coleman integrals and residues

Res∞±
(
ω′
∫
ηj
)
. Since ω′ is holomorphic in the residue discs at infinity by Condition

1, it suffices to compute the non-holomorphic expansion of ηj , which we have already

done in Step (iv). Hence, if all computations so far are done modulo pn, and we denote

m′′ = ordp det(M), where M is the cup product matrix, the coordinates of ψ(ω′) in Step

(vi) are computed accurately modulo pn−m
′′
.

Note that all three matrices Frob−pI , Φ− I , and M depend only on the curve and not

on points on curve. Thus, we may precompute their determinant and predict which starting

precision is necessary to reach a specified target precision. For the approach discussed in

Remark 5.3.22, we also need to compute the determinants of Frob−pI and Φ− I for the

curve C ′, which depend on the point P .

5.4.3 Implementation

We have implemented Algorithm 5.3.1 in Sage. For simplicity, our implementation

assumes that p > g and that the branch logp is the branch determined by logp(p) = 0. As

discussed in Section 6.3, this suffices to carry out quadratic Chabauty for Z-integral points,

our main application. Sage is particularly suitable for our approach because it contains

implementations of

• Harrison’s extension of Kedlaya’s algorithm to compute H1
MW(U) and the action of

Frobenius on H1
MW(U)− (see [Har12]);

• Balakrishnan’s algorithm to compute Coleman integrals (see [Bal15]),

when C is a monic even degree hyperelliptic curve, which explains why we require

the condition that the leading coefficient of f is a square in Qp (by a linear change of

variables over Qp, we may assume that f is monic). In particular, the Sage-command

coleman_integrals_on_basis computes the integrals
∫ R
S
ω0, . . . ,

∫ R
S
ω2g effici-

ently, if R and S are Qp-points in affine discs. This allowed us to easily implement the

algorithm outlined in §5.3.10 and §5.3.18, for points P,Q,R, S that are defined over Qp

and satisfy Conditions 1 and 2. Recall that we can drop Condition 2 provided Condition 1

is satisfied by Remark 5.3.23. However, we have not implemented this yet.

We require Condition 1 because we chose to implement the first approach in Step (viii)

of §5.3.18, since it is much simpler than the second one based on Equation (5.10). The latter

requires an implementation of a generalisation of the rather complicated Algorithm 4.8

from [BB12] to even degree, which we did not attempt. In particular, the computation

of the residues in (5.10) requires computations to high precision in annuli with Laurent
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series that have an essential singularity and computations over extensions of Qp that

can have degree as large as p, or even larger. While this would lead to a more general

implementation than our present one, we expect it to be significantly slower than our

approach, cf. Remark 5.4.4.

Furthermore, in practical applications, such as quadratic Chabauty or the computation

of the p-adic regulator, we often have some freedom in choosing representatives, so that an

algorithm for points satisfying Condition 1 usually suffices.

Remark 5.4.4. We have also implemented the two approaches from §5.3.18 for odd

degree hyperelliptic curves. When applicable, i.e., when the points P,Q,R, S satisfy

Condition 1, both of these were notably faster than the Sage-implementation based

on [BB12, Algorithm 4.8]. As for even degree, the approach outlined in Remark 5.3.22

was the fastest one. The following examples were carried out using this approach on a

single core of a 4-core 2.6 GHz Intel i7-6600U CPU with 8GB RAM, running Sage 9.4
on Xubuntu 20.04.

(a) Genus 2: Let p = 7 and X: y2 = x5 + (x− 1)(x− 4)(x− 9)(x− 16)/Q7. Consider

the points P = (1, 1), Q = (4, 25), R = (9, 35), S = (16, 45) ∈ C(Q). We work

with precision 710 and compute

h7(P−Q,R−S) = 5 ·7+4 ·73+6 ·74+3 ·75+3 ·76+4 ·77+4 ·78+6 ·79+O(710)

with both algorithms. Our algorithm took about 1.6 seconds, whereas the algorithm

from [BB12] took approximately 7.2 seconds.

Our algorithm computes h7(P −Q,R−S) to precision 7300 in less than 11 minutes.

This computation is infeasible using the algorithm from [BB12].

For the curve with the same equation over Q503 and the points P,Q,R, S with the

same coordinates, our algorithm computes h503(P −Q,R− S) to precision 50310

in less than 6 minutes.

(b) The time difference is even more noticeable for larger genus. Let p = 23, and

X: y2 = x9 + (x − 1)2(x − 4)2(x − 9)2(x − 16)2/Q23. We work with precision

2320. For the points P = (1, 1), Q = (4, 29), R = (9, 39), S = (16, 49), we compute

h23(P − Q,R − S) in about 100 seconds, whereas the algorithm in [BB12] took

about 56 minutes.

(c) The Sage-implementation of the algorithm from [BB12], available from https:
//github.com/jbalakrishnan/QCI/ is currently limited to genus at most 4.

This is not the case for the Magma-implementation at https://github.com/
steffenmueller/QCMod/blob/main/divisor_heights.m. However,

it is not feasible to compute examples of large genus using this implementation.

Consider, for instance, the genus 18 curve X: y2 = x35 + (x − 1)2(x − 4)2(x −
9)2(x−16)2/Q11. The computation of h11(P −Q,R−S) for the points P = (1, 1),
Q = (4, 29), R = (9, 39), S = (16, 49) to 15 digits of precision took about 72

minutes using our algorithm.

Remark 5.4.5. We already discussed in the beginning of §5.3.10 and Remark 5.3.23 how

to handle points that satisfy Conditions 1, but not Condition 2. We now explain how to

weaken Condition 1 to the following condition.

Condition 3. The points P1, P2, P3, P4 satisfy {ι(P1), ι(P2)} ∩ {P3, P4} = ∅.
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Assume the points P,Q,R, S satisfy only Condition 3. By Remark 5.3.22, it is enough

to consider the approach in §5.3.10, where Condition 1 is required to perform Step (viii).

One possible approach is to use the existing Magma implementation of the algorithm

for Coleman integrals on general curves due to Balakrishnan and Tuitman [BT20]. This

algorithm directly computes Coleman integrals with respect to a basis of H1
dR(C/Qp).

However, it currently cannot be used to compute integrals of differentials that are not of

the second kind; in particular, we cannot compute integrals of the form
∫ R
S
ωg directly.

Instead, we could follow the strategy from [BB12] to carry out Step (viii), by using the

differential α = φ∗(ω′)− ω′, which is of the second kind. Hence
∫ S
R
α can be computed

using the Magma implementation of the algorithm from [BT20] even when R or S belong

to D(∞−) or D(∞+). Then, we obtain the required integral from∫ R

S

ω′ =
1

1− p

(∫ R

S

α−
∫ S

φ(S)

ω′ −
∫ φ(R)

R

ω′
)
.

The integrals
∫ S
φ(S)

ω′ and
∫ φ(R)

R
ω′ are tiny integrals, hence they can be computed easily,

see Proposition 2.6.4. We have not attempted to implement this.

Remark 5.4.6. In a different direction, Best [Bes22] has implemented Coleman integration

for superelliptic curves yn = f(x) with gcd(n, deg(f)) = 1 in Julia, extending the

approach of Balakrishnan-Bradshaw-Kedlaya [BBK10] for odd degree hyperelliptic curves.

Notably, his implementation works for unramified extensions of Qp. The special case of

an extension to gcd(n, deg(f)) �= 1 would allow us to extend our algorithm in practice to

points P,Q,R, S defined over unramified extensions of Qp.
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Chapter 6

Quadratic Chabauty for integral points
on even degree hyperelliptic curves

The content of this chapter will be published in joint work with Steffen Müller.

6.1 Introduction

Let X/Q be a nice curve of genus g with Jacobian J of rank r over Q. Kim’s program

[Kim05, Kim09] aims to generalise the method of Chabauty and Coleman to the case

r ≥ g, by constructing other types of locally analytic functions on local points vanishing

on global points of interest. The first explicit description of such functions for genus g > 1
beyond the Chabauty-Coleman setting was given in [BBM16] and [BBM17], where the

authors used p-adic heights to determine integral points on hyperelliptic curves of odd

degree with r = g. Since p-adic heights are quadratic functions, this method is known as

“quadratic Chabauty for integral points”. It was further extended in [BBBM21] to compute

K-integral points on hyperelliptic curves X/K of odd degree, where K is a number field

and the rank of J(K), denoted by rk(J/K), satisfies a certain upper bound.

For a global or a local field L with ring of integers OL, and a nice curve X/L with a

fixed affine plane model, we call a point (x, y) ∈ X(L) OL-integral if x, y ∈ OL. If X is

defined over Q, then we simply call a Z-integral point integral. In this chapter we extend

the quadratic Chabauty method for integral points to even degree hyperelliptic curves X/Q
satisfying r = g. Our approach differs from that of [BBM16, BBM17, BBBM21] in that

it relies on the existence of a divisor of degree 0 on X supported at infinity. It is notably

simpler and faster, as discussed in §6.2. The main algorithmic tool is an algorithm to

compute local (and hence global) p-adic heights using the construction of Coleman and

Gross for such curves. This algorithm is described in Section 5.3.

In §6.3.5 we prove the following theorem, which can be used to determine the integral

points on some even degree hyperelliptic curves over Q having rational points at infinity.

Theorem 6.1.1. Let X: y2 = f(x) = f2g+2x
2g+2 + · · ·+ f0 be a hyperelliptic curve over

Q such that f ∈ Z[x] is a squarefree polynomial of degree 2g + 2 and f2g+2 is a square
in Z. Suppose that the Mordell-Weil rank over Q of the Jacobian J of X equals g. Let
p > 2g be a prime of good reduction for X . Then there is a non-trivial computable locally
analytic function ρ:X(Qp) → Qp and a finite and computable set T , such that if P is an
integral point on X , we have ρ(P ) ∈ T .

93
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We obtain an explicit method for computing the integral points when the conditions

of Theorem 6.1.1 are satisfied. In practice, after we apply the method stemming from

Theorem 6.1.1, we obtain a finite subset of X(Qp) that contains the set of integral points

on X . If we are lucky, these sets can be shown to be equal. Otherwise, we can use the

Mordell-Weil sieve (see Section 2.8) to distinguish which points in this set are rational,

and it is trivial to check whether a rational point is integral. We describe the method in

detail in §6.3.8 and we discuss issues of precision in §6.3.11. We illustrate our method by

showing in §6.3.12 that the set of integral points on

X/Q: y2 = f(x) = x6 + 2x5 − 7x4 − 18x3 + 2x2 + 20x+ 9

is

{(0,±3), (1,±3), (−1,±1), (−2,±3), (−4,±37)}.
For the case covered in Section 6.3, there is also a special case of Runge’s method to

compute the integral points on such curves in an elementary way, which we explain in

Appendix 6.A.

Our approach crucially uses that there is a nontrivial divisor on X of degree 0 that is

defined over Q and supported at infinity. This is not the case when deg(f) is odd, but also

not when f has even degree and its leading coefficient f2g+2 is not a square. In the latter

situation, it is natural to work over the quadratic extension Q(
√
f2g+2) instead of Q, but

this fails for reasons we describe in §6.6.1.

Siksek [Sik13] described how the method of Chabauty and Coleman can be adapted to

determine the K-rational points of a nice curve X/K over a number field K of degree d if

rk(J/K) ≤ d(g − 1). The idea behind this is to use not one prime in K, but all primes

above a fixed rational prime to get a weaker rank condition; this is done in [BBBM21]

and also here. However, as explained in [Sik13], [Dog] (see the discussion at the end of

Section 3 in [BBBM21]), this approach is not always guaranteed to work unless K = Q.

We can extend our approach to even degree hyperelliptic curves over a number field K
of degree d = [K:Q] > 1. Let rK be the rank of the unit group of the ring of integers OK .

Similar to [BBBM21], we can weaken Siksek’s rank condition rk(J/K) ≤ dg−d. Namely,

we can hope to compute the OK-integral points on X if X is defined over K, ∞± ∈ X(K),
and we assume that rk(J/K) ≤ dg − rK . This is the content of Theorem 6.5.2, a more

precise version of Theorem 6.1.2.

For practical reasons, we consider primes p ∈ Z of good reduction for X that split

completely in K, say pOK = p1 · · · pd. Otherwise, we would have to compute Coleman

integrals over proper extensions of Qp, and Coleman integration is still implemented only

over Qp for even degree hyperelliptic curves. Denote by σi the embedding σi:K ↪−→ Qp

induced by Kpi � Qp, for 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We obtain an embedding σ:K ↪−→ K ⊗ Qp � Qd
p

defined by σ(u) = (σ1(u), . . . , σd(u)) for u ∈ K. Via this embedding, we identify

X(K ⊗Qp) � X(Qp)
d; there is an induced embedding σ:X(K) ↪−→ X(K ⊗Qp).

Theorem 6.1.2. Let X/K: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve such that f ∈ OK [x] has
degree 2g + 2 and the leading coefficient f2g+2 is a square in OK . Suppose that the
Jacobian J of X satisfies rk(J/K) ≤ dg − rK . Let p ∈ Z be a prime that splits in K
such that all primes above p in K are primes of good reduction for X and such that
(J(K) ⊗ Qp)

∨ is generated by Coleman integrals (see Condition 4). Then there are d
computable locally analytic functions ρ1, . . . , ρd:X(K ⊗ Qp) → Qp, and d finite and
computable sets T1, . . . , Td, such that if P is an OK-integral point on X , we have that
ρi(σ(P )) ∈ Ti for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
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Similar to the method discussed above, we may also use Theorem 6.1.2 to compute a

subset of X(K ⊗Qp) which contains all OK-integral points. In contrast to the case X/Q,

this set is not necessarily finite. We discuss this issue in §6.2.4. If the set is finite, then we

explain in §6.5.3 an approach using Theorem 6.1.2 to compute the OK-integral points on

X .

Unfortunately, due to time reasons, we have not yet implemented this method in

practice, so this chapter remains still purely theoretical. However, we plan to do so in the

future and to compute OK-integral points using quadratic Chabauty for integral points

over number fields in some examples.

Remark 6.1.3. The quadratic Chabauty method was extended by Balakrishnan and Dogra

who explained in [BD18] how to compute the rational points on nice curves X/Q satis-

fying the condition r < g − 1 + rk(NS(J)), where NS(J) is the Néron-Severi group of

the Jacobian of X . Their technique uses p-adic Hodge theory and arithmetic fundamen-

tal groups and fits into Kim’s non-abelian Chabauty framework [Kim05] and [Kim09].

They also describe how such techniques may be used to recover the quadratic Chabauty

method for integral points as in [BBM16]. Their method for rational points has been

generalised [BD20], reinterpreted [EL21, BMS21] and applied to several explicit exam-

ples [BDM+19, BBB+21, AAB+21]. Since our method can be applied to curves having

r = g and Picard number 1, it is not superseded by the quadratic Chabauty method for

rational points.

6.2 Quadratic Chabauty for integral points - introduction

We now explain our approach to quadratic Chabauty for integral points on even degree

hyperelliptic curves in more detail. From now on, let X/Q be a hyperelliptic curve of

genus g. Let J be the Jacobian of X . Suppose that r, the rank of J(Q), equals g and

furthermore, that the p-adic closure of J(Q) has finite index in J(Qp). Then we cannot use

Chabauty-Coleman to determine X(Q). We fix a basis 〈ω0, ω1, . . . , ωg−1〉 of H0(JQp ,Ω
1).

We have linear functionals fi: J(Q) → Qp given by fi(a) =
∫ a
0
ωi which induce a basis of

the space of linear maps J(Q)⊗Q → Qp.

6.2.1 Odd degree over Q

We first recall the strategy from [BBM16] for the odd degree case. Let X be given

by a model y2 = f(x) with f ∈ Z[x] of degree 2g + 1 > 2, separable and, for simplicity,

monic. Let ∞ ∈ X(Q) be the unique point at infinity. Following Gross [Gro86, Section

5], one can extend the definition of the local height pairing hv for every finite prime v to

divisors with common support using a choice of a tangent vector at every point on X . In

particular, it is shown in [BBM16] that for a certain choice, the function τ :X(Qp) → Qp

defined by τ(z) := hp(z −∞, z −∞) is locally analytic outside ∞, and that for v �= p,

the functions z �→ hv(z −∞, z −∞) take values in an effectively computable finite set

Tv when restricted to Zv-integral points in X(Qv). Moreover, the set Tv is equal to {0}
when v is a prime of good reduction for X .

On the other hand, the global height pairing h induces a locally analytic function

h:X(Qp) → Qp as follows. By assumption, the products fifj for 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ g− 1 form

a basis of the space of Qp-valued quadratic forms on J(Q). Therefore, the global height
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function a �→ h(a, a) can be written as a linear combination of these products, and therefore

extends to a locally analytic function J(Qp) → Qp; we set h(z) := h(z −∞, z −∞) for

z ∈ X(Qp). By construction, the function

ρ := h− τ :X(Qp) → Qp

is locally analytic and takes values on (p-)integral points in X(Q) in a finite set T . Using

p-adic Arakelov theory, it is shown that the function τ can be written as a double Coleman

integral. Hence, τ and ρ can be expanded into convergent p-adic power series in practice;

see [BBM16, BBM17]. However, one needs to integrate from a tangential base point at

∞, which makes the approach rather involved.

6.2.2 Even degree over Q

Now suppose that X is given by a model y2 = f(x) with f ∈ Z[x] of degree 2g+2 > 3
separable and such that the leading coefficient of f is a square. We may then assume that

f is monic. Consider the linear function λ: J(Q) → Qp given by

λ(a) = h(∞− −∞+, a).

By assumption, λ can be represented as a linear combination λ(a) =
∑g−1

i=0 αifi. For sim-

plicity, we assume that we know an integral point Q ∈ X(Q) (we discuss in Remark 6.3.7

how to remove this assumption). Then

ρ(P ) :=

g−1∑
i=0

αi

∫ P

Q

ωi − hp(∞− −∞+, P −Q)

defines a locally analytic function X(Qp) → Qp. For P ∈ X(Q), we have that

ρ(P ) =
∑
q =p

hq(∞− −∞+, P −Q).

Remark 6.2.3. It makes sense to consider the functions λ and ρ even if [∞−−∞+] ∈ J(Q)
is a torsion point. Then the function λ is identically zero, and so are the coefficients αi,
but the function ρ is not. Namely, the local height hp is not identically zero, and for this

reason we can still use the function ρ as our Chabauty function.

For q �= p and Zq-integral points P ∈ X(Qq), Lemma 6.3.2 below shows that hq(∞−−
∞+, P − Q) vanishes for good primes q and takes values in an effectively computable

finite set for bad primes q. Note that our approach to Quadratic Chabauty is much simpler

than the one for odd degree described above:

1. We do not use any p-adic Arakelov theory;

2. We do not use tangential base points;

3. The locally analytic functions we use do not depend on double Coleman integrals,

but only on single integrals.
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6.2.4 Quadratic Chabauty over number fields

Let K be a number field of degree [K:Q] = d with signature (r1, r2), and let rK =
r1 + r2 − 1 be the rank of its unit group. The restriction of scalars from K to Q of a curve

X/K is a d-dimensional variety. Hence, we need at least d linear equations to cut out the

set X(K), or the set of OK-integral points on X , inside X(K ⊗Qp).

Let g be the genus of X . As explained in [Sik13], the restriction of scalars from K
to Q of the Jacobian J of X is gd-dimensional and has gd linear functionals to Qp given

in terms of Coleman integrals. Hence, if rk(J/K) ≤ gd − d, we can construct d linear

equations satisfied by X(K) in terms of Coleman integrals. While these equations often

cut out a finite set in practice (and then, in principle, we can compute X(K)), this is not

always the case. For instance, if X is defined over Q and does not satisfy the Chabauty

rank condition over Q, this method will not be successful over any number field K, even if

X satisfies the rank condition over K. In addition, the method sometimes does not work

for more subtle reasons, as explained in [Dog].

It was described in [BBBM21] how to extend the quadratic Chabauty idea to this

situation when X is an odd degree hyperelliptic curve, and combine it with Siksek’s

approach. One can show that there are at least r2 + 1 linearly independent p-adic height

pairings, corresponding to independent continuous p-adic idèle class characters of K, and

each of these leads to an additional equation satisfied by the integral points. Hence, the

quadratic Chabauty method has a chance to work when

rk(J/K) ≤ dg − d+ r2 + 1 = dg − rK , (6.1)

and we assume the rank condition (6.1) until the end of this chapter. As in Siksek’s work,

a necessary condition for the method to cut out a finite set is that (6.1) is satisfied for all

subfields of K over which X is defined.

6.2.5 Even degree over number fields

When X/K is a hyperelliptic curve of even degree, we follow the same strategy as in

§6.2.2. We assume ∞± ∈ X(K). Consider a prime p ∈ Z that splits in K such that X has

good reduction at all primes above p. For each idèle class character χ:A×K/K
× −→ Qp,

there is a corresponding p-adic height. Under certain conditions, we may express the linear

map

λχ: J(K) −→ Qp ; a �→ hχ(∞− −∞+, a)

in terms of Coleman integrals. Recall that we calculate the Coleman-Gross height by

computing local heights, which we compute for a pair of two divisors of degree zero with

disjoint support. We separate hχ into two parts hχ =
∑

p|p h
χ
p +
∑

q�p h
χ
q . Then,

∑
p|p h

χ
p is

given in terms of Coleman integrals. We assume, for simplicity, that there is an OK-integral

point Q ∈ X(K), although this is not strictly necessary (see Remark 6.3.7, the same idea

applies to this situation). Let q be a prime ideal in K not dividing p. If we fix Q, then for

OKq-integral points P ∈ X(Kq), the function P �→ hχq (∞− −∞+, P −Q) takes values

in a finite and computable set and it is identically zero for almost all primes q in K, in

particular, for all primes of good reduction for X . This also follows from Lemma 6.3.2

below.

Together with rK (recall the condition rk(J/K) ≤ gd− rK) linear relations between

Coleman integrals, we obtain rK + r2 + 1 = d linear equations that we would like to use
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to compute OK-integral points on X . This is the main idea behind Theorem 6.1.2 and a

more precise version, Theorem 6.5.2.

However, there are cases when our method is unlikely to work. For example, if X is

defined over a proper subfield of K we might not be able to get a finite subset of X(Qp⊗K)
that contains all OK-integral points on X . We now explain the reason and elaborate in

§6.6.1.

In §6.5.5, we consider hyperelliptic curves X/Q: y2 = f(x) = f2g+2x
2g+2 + · · ·+ f0

such that f ∈ Z[x], and f2g+2 > 0 is not a square in Z. Let K := Q(
√

f2g+2); then

∞± ∈ X(K), but ∞± /∈ X(Q). It still makes sense to consider the linear function

λ: J(K) −→ Qp ; a �→ h(∞− −∞+, a) .

However, it turns out that λ restricted to J(Q) is identically zero. Thus, we cannot use λ
to cut out any subset of X(Q), such as the integral points. We also explain that a change

of variables (over K) to a monic model does not solve this problem.

When f2g+2 < 0 it is natural to work over an imaginary quadratic field. The advantage

of working over such fields is that there are two distinct p-adic height functions that can

be used. We also describe potential obstructions that can appear when working with both

of them in §6.6.1. In §6.6.2, we explain in which cases we can hope to avoid this issue,

in some situations, at the cost of a stronger restriction on the rank of J over K. We also

note that there is an elementary approach to compute Z-integral points on such curves, see

Remark 6.A.5.

6.3 Quadratic Chabauty for Z-integral points

In this section we describe how we can use the quadratic Chabauty method to compute

the integral points on certain even degree hyperelliptic curves. Let

X: y2 = f(x) = f2g+2x
2g+2 + · · ·+ f0

be a hyperelliptic curve over Q such that f ∈ Z[x] is a squarefree polynomial of degree

2g + 2 and f2g+2 is a square in Z. Using the obvious change of variables defined over Q,

we may and will assume that f is monic; integral points will be preserved. We will assume

that the rank r of the Mordell-Weil group J(Q) of the Jacobian J/Q of X equals g and

that p is a prime of good reduction such that the closure of J(Q) in J(Qp) has finite index,

so that we cannot use the classical method of Chabauty and Coleman. We set

U = Spec(Z[x, y]/(y2 − f(x)));

our goal is to compute U(Z), the set of integral points in X(Q).

We recall that quadratic Chabauty is based on the theory of p-adic heights. Follow-

ing [BBM16], we use the construction of the p-adic height by Coleman and Gross, which

depends on the choice of a continuous Qp-valued idèle class character. When the ground

field is Q, the space of idèle class characters is one dimensional. We will use the cyclotomic

idèle class character

�:A×Q/Q
× → Qp ,

which satisfies �p = χ = logp, where logp is the branch of the p-adic logarithm induced

by (5.2) (see Remark 5.3.2). Since �q vanishes on q-adic units for all q �= p, we have

�q(p) = 0, for all q �= p, implying that �p(p) = 0. Note that we also have �q(q) =
− logp(q).
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6.3.1 Heights away from p

We note that in this section we do not need any rank conditions, which we assume only

for the quadratic Chabauty.

The key idea of the quadratic Chabauty method is to control the local contributions

at all places q �= p of a certain p-adic height. In our situation, we consider the local

height hq(∞− −∞+, D), specifically for divisors of the form D = P − Q, where both

P and Q are integral. We state and prove Lemma 6.3.2 below for the more general case

where C is defined over a finite extension Kv of Qq with ring of integers Ov := OKv and

uniformising element π and χ:K×
v → Qp is a continuous homomorphism; let us denote

the corresponding local Coleman-Gross height by hv. Below, we apply Lemma 6.3.2 when

Kv = Qq, C = X⊗Kv and χ = �q is the local component at q of the cyclotomic character.

Recall from Equation (5.3) that the local height on C can be expressed in terms of

intersection theory on a regular model of X . As in [BBM16], we use a specific regular

model, constructed as follows: Let F (X,Z) be the degree 2g + 2 homogenisation of

f . Then the equation Y 2 = F (X,Z) defines a model of C in the weighted projective

plane over Ov, with weight 1 attached to X and Z and weight g + 1 attached to Y . Let

C be a strong desingularisation of this model (meaning that this desingularisation is an

isomorphism outside the singular locus, see [Liu02, Chapter 8, Definition 3.39]). We

denote the set of irreducible components of multiplicity 1 of its special fibre Cs by V1(C).
Since all points in C(Kv) reduce to a smooth point of Cs, there is a natural specialisation

map

sp:C(Kv) → V1(C).
Let D(C) denote the free abelian group on V1(C) and let M be the intersection matrix of

Cs. Then the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of −M induces a bilinear pairing L+ on D(C).

Lemma 6.3.2.

(a) Let R, S ∈ U(Ov). Then we have

hv(∞− −∞+, R− S) = L+(sp(∞−)− sp(∞+), sp(R)− sp(S))χ(π) .

(b) The set

Tv = {L+(sp(∞−)− sp(∞+), sp(R)− sp(S)) : R, S ∈ U(Ov)}

is finite.

(c) If Cs has only one component, then Tv = {0}. In particular, this holds when C has
good reduction.

(d) If f is monic, and if the reduction of f is not a square, then Tv = {0}.

Proof. It follows easily from Equation (5.3) that for points P,Q,R, S ∈ C(Kv) such that

{P,Q} ∩ {R, S} = ∅, we have

hv(P −Q,R− S) =

=
(
(PC −QC ·RC − SC) + L+(sp(P )− sp(Q), sp(R)− sp(S))

)
χ(π) ,
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where the subscript C denotes the Zariski closure in C. See, for instance, [HdJ15, Corol-

lary 7.5]. If P = ∞−, Q = ∞+ and if both R and S are integral points, then the first

term vanishes, proving (a). To prove (b), it suffices to note that V1(C) is finite. Note that

L+(sp(∞−) − sp(∞+), sp(R) − sp(S)) is always trivial when ∞− and ∞+ specialise

to the same component in V1(C). This proves (c). It also proves (d), since if f does not

reduce to a square, then there is a unique component of Cs that contains the images of

points of good reduction modulo q, and if f is monic, then both points at infinity have

good reduction.

Remark 6.3.3. In practice, it is easy to determine the set Tv using Magma’s command

RegularModel, but the computation of the regular model does not always succeed. If it

does, then the command PointOnRegularModel can be used to find the components

sp(∞−), sp(∞+), sp(R), sp(S),

so that we only need to compute L+(sp(∞−) − sp(∞+),Γ − Γ′), where Γ and Γ′ run

through V1(C).
Remark 6.3.4. The set Tv plays a crucial part in our description of the quadratic Chabauty

method for integral points below. We stress that it is much simpler to describe and to

compute than the corresponding sets [BBM16, Equation (5.2)] in the odd degree case and

that for many examples it is trivial.

6.3.5 Quadratic Chabauty for Z-integral points

We now state and prove the theorem on quadratic Chabauty for integral points and we

show how this theorem implies Theorem 6.1.1.

Theorem 6.3.6. Let X/Q: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve such that f ∈ Z[x] is a
squarefree polynomial of degree 2g + 2 > 3 whose leading coefficient is a square in Z.
Let J be the Jacobian of X , suppose that r := rk(J/Q) = g and that log: J(Q)⊗Qp →
H0(XQp ,Ω

1)∨ is an isomorphism. Let p be a prime of good reduction for X and let
h =

∑
v hv be the Coleman-Gross p-adic height pairing with respect to the cyclotomic

idèle class character and the choice of a complementary subspace W of H1
dR(X/Qp),

which we assume to be given explicitly. Assume that we know an integral point Q ∈ U(Z).

(a) There are constants α0, . . . , αg−1 ∈ Qp such that for all D ∈ J(Q) we have

h(∞− −∞+, D) = α0

∫
D

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫
D

ωg−1 .

(b) The function ρ:X(Qp) → Qp defined by

ρ(P ) := α0

∫ P

Q

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫ P

Q

ωg−1 − hp(∞− −∞+, P −Q)

is locally analytic and explicitly computable.

(c) Let T = {∑q =p−lq logp(q) : lq ∈ Tq}, where Tq is defined in Lemma 6.3.2 (b). Then
T is finite and computable and we have ρ(P ) ∈ T for all P ∈ U(Z).
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Proof. Since log: J(Q)⊗Qp → H0(XQp ,Ω
1)∨ is an isomorphism, it follows that the linear

maps fi: J(Q) → Qp given by fi(D) =
∫ D
0

ωi induce a basis of the space of linear maps

J(Q)⊗Qp → Qp. The map D �→ h(∞− −∞+, D) belongs to this space, proving (a).

Part (b) follows from the fact that Coleman integrals are locally analytic and explicitly

computable. The local height at p is also given in terms of a Coleman integral and it is

explicitly computable, as was explained in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.

For part (c), we recall that Tq = {0} for almost all prime numbers q �= p, by Lemma

6.3.2 (c). Therefore, all sums in the definition of set T are finite. Further, all sets Tq
are finite by Lemma 6.3.2 (b), and computable, using, for example, algorithms from

[vBHM20], so the set T is finite and computable. For P ∈ U(Z), we have

ρ(P ) = h(∞− −∞+, P −Q)− hp(∞− −∞+, P −Q) =
∑
q =p

hq(∞− −∞+, P −Q).

Hence the final assertion of part (c) follows from Lemma 6.3.2 (a).

Remark 6.3.7. We can replace ρ by the function

ρ(P ) := α0

∫ P

ι(P )

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫ P

ι(P )

ωg−1 − hp(∞− −∞+, P − ι(P )).

if no integral point is known; Theorem 6.3.6 remains valid in this case.

Proof of Theorem 6.1.1. Suppose that X/Q satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.1.1.

Theorem 6.1.1 follows immediately from Theorem 6.3.6 and Remark 6.3.7 if log: J(Q)⊗
Qp → H0(XQp ,Ω

1)∨ is an isomorphism. Note that, by construction, the function ρ is not

identically zero. If this condition does not hold, then we can use Chabauty-Coleman to

compute X(Q), and hence U(Z).

6.3.8 Computing integral points on monic models using quadratic
Chabauty

Recall that X : y2 = f(x) is a hyperelliptic curve, where f ∈ Z[x] is a monic

polynomial of degree 2g + 2 whose Jacobian J has rank r = g over Q. Theorem 6.3.6

suggests the following algorithm for the computation of U(Z). For simplicity, we assume

that we have an integral point Q ∈ U(Z) available. For simplicity, we also assume that p is

a prime of good ordinary reduction and that W is the unit root subspace (see Remark 5.3.4).

Algorithm 6.3.9. Quadratic Chabauty for integral points

(i) Find all integral points P ∈ U(Z) up to some height bound.

(ii) For each bad prime q, compute the set Tq using Remark 6.3.3.

(iii) Find g independent points D1, . . . , Dg ∈ J(Q) and compute h(∞− −∞+, Di)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ g using Algorithm 5.3.1, more precisely the algorithm from §5.3.10 (and
§5.3.5 for precomputations on X) for computing hp, and using one of the algorithms
from [Hol12, Mül14, vBHM20] for computing hq for primes q �= p.
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(iv) Using Step (iii), compute α0, . . . , αg−1 ∈ Qp such that for all D ∈ J(Q) we have

h(∞− −∞+, D) = α0

∫
D

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫
D

ωg−1.

Define the function ρ:X(Qp) → Qp by

ρ(P ) := α0

∫ P

Q

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫ P

Q

ωg−1 − hp(∞− −∞+, P −Q).

(v) In each affine residue disc, fix a point P0 ∈ X(Qp). Use a well-behaved uniformiser
tP0 = tP0(z) at P0 to parametrise points P inside this residue disc and express ρ(P )
as a power series in z.

(vi) For each t ∈ T , find the set A ⊆ X(Qp) of all zeros of ρ(z) = t.

(vii) If A does not equal the set computed in Step (i), use the Mordell-Weil sieve to separate
which points in A are rational and which are not as in [BBM17].
Finally, return the integral points among the remaining ones.

Remark 6.3.10.

(a) In Step (iii), we preferably choose points in J(Q) represented by divisors whose

support consists only of integral points. However, it is still possible to compute

α0, . . . , αg−1 if we need to use other representatives.

(b) We explain how we compute the power series in Step (v). We write

ρ(P ) = α0

∫ P0

Q

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫ P0

Q

ωg−1 − hp(∞− −∞+, P0 −Q)+ (6.2)

+α0

∫ P

P0

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫ P

P0

ωg−1 − hp(∞− −∞+, P − P0).

All the quantities in the first line of Equation (6.2) are independent of P , and we have

already explained how to compute them. Remembering that we have

hp(∞− −∞+, P − P0) = 2

∫ P

P0

ωg − (β0

∫ P

P0

ω0 + · · ·+ βg−1

∫ P

P0

ωg−1),

for some coefficients β0, . . . , βg−1 ∈ Qp, all the integrals that appear in the second

line of Equation (6.2) are tiny integrals. As tiny integrals are computed integrating

term by term, if a point P is described using a parameter z, the function ρ is indeed

expressed as a power series in z.

(c) We can get a smaller set A of zeros by noting that the sets Tq are actually larger than

necessary. In fact, it suffices to compute the set of all values

L+(sp(∞−)− sp(∞+),Γ− sp(Q)),

where Γ runs through V1(C).
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(d) Recall from Remark 6.3.7 that we do not need to have an integral point available, since

we can use the function

ρ(P ) := α0

∫ P

ι(P )

ω0 + · · ·+ αg−1

∫ P

ι(P )

ωg−1 − hp(∞− −∞+, P − ι(P )).

In this case, we could get smaller sets Tq by computing how the hyperelliptic involution

acts on the special fibre Cq, but we have not tried to implement this.

We have implemented Algorithm 6.3.9. Most of our implementation is in Sage, but

Step (ii) and the computation of local heights at q �= p in Step (iii) are implemented in

Magma, since they require the computation of a regular model.

6.3.11 Precision estimates

We now discuss the possible loss of precision in Algorithm 6.3.9. Steps (i) and (ii)

are exact. When computing heights away from p, we get Q-valued intersection numbers,

multiplied by logp(q) (or, more generally, �p(q)), which we can compute to any desired

precision. Thus, the precision analysis for Step (iii) depends only on precision analysis

for the local height at p, which we have already discussed in §5.4.1; there we have also

discussed the precision analysis for Coleman integrals appearing in Step (iv). The precision

in Step (iv) also depends on k := ordp(detN), where N is the matrix N =
(∫

Dj
ωi

)
i,j

,

because we use the inverse of N to compute the constants α0, . . . , αg−1. Thus, if we want

to compute α0, . . . , αg−1 up to precision pm, we have to compute all previous quantities

up to precision pm+k. Note that k depends only on the set {D1, . . . , Dg}, which we can

choose. Therefore, we can precompute the value k and deduce the required precision for

the other parts of the algorithm. In Step (v) we consider tiny integrals of differentials which

are holomorphic in these residue discs, where one endpoint is given by a parameter. Hence

the possible loss of precision can be bounded using a simplified version of the discussion in

§5.4.1 (more precisely, [BBK10, Proposition 18]). Since Step (vii) uses exact information

at primes v �= p, it does not require a precision analysis.

In Step (vi), we locate the zeros in the unit disk of a p-adic power series F , truncated

at finite level M and with coefficients correct to m digits of p-adic precision. The extent to

which the resulting zeros of this polynomial coincide with the zeros of the power series

itself depends on m, M , and on the valuations of the coefficients of F . If we have a lower

bound for these valuations, then we can use [BBCF+19, Proposition 3.11] to determine

the minimum values of m and M so that the zeros are provably correct to the desired

precision. In general, it can be difficult to obtain bounds on these valuations (see for

instance [BDM+b, Section 4]). Fortunately, in our case F is of a rather simple nature: up

to constants, it is a linear combination of tiny integrals of differentials ωi for i ∈ {0, . . . , g}
in residue disks where these do not have poles. Hence the only negative valuations come

from integrating terms of the form ajt
j , where p | (j + 1), as in [BBCF+19, Lemma 3.10].

6.3.12 Example: A monic curve of genus 2

We illustrate the method from §6.3.8 with the following example. Consider the curve

X/Q defined by

X: y2 = f(x) = x6 + 2x5 − 7x4 − 18x3 + 2x2 + 20x+ 9
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with LMFDB-label 5295.a.79425.1. According to https://www.lmfdb.org/
Genus2Curve/Q/5295/a/79425/1, the rank of its Jacobian J over Q is 2. Hence

we may apply quadratic Chabauty, and we will use this to prove that the set of integral

points on X is

{(0,±3), (1,±3), (−1,±1), (−2,±3), (−4,±37)}. (6.3)

Fix the integral point Q = (−1, 1) ∈ X(Q). Let p be a prime of good ordinary reduction

for X . Using Lemma 6.3.2, we compute that for any integral point P on X and any prime

q �= p, we have

hq(∞− −∞+, P −Q) = 0.

Namely, for q �= 2, f is not a square modulo q. At 2, the given model is not minimal at 2;

the minimal model

Xmin: y2 + (x3 + x2 + 1)y = −2x4 − 5x3 + 5x+ 2

is smooth at 2 and the isomorphism X → Xmin maps 2-integral points to 2-integral points.

Therefore the local height at 2 is trivial as well.

The next step is to express the Coleman-Gross height in terms of Coleman integrals,

i.e., to compute α0, α1 from Algorithm 6.3.9, Step (iv). We first need to compute h(∞− −
∞+, D1), h(∞− −∞+, D2), for two linearly independent D1, D2 ∈ J(Q). As explained

after Algorithm 6.3.9, we prefer to use two Z-linearly independent elements of J(Q)
that have a representative of the shape P − R for integral points P,R ∈ X(Q) because

then it is easier to compute the heights h(∞− −∞+, P − R). We can indeed find such

representatives for this curve. Namely, if we denote Q0 = (0, 3) and Q1 = (1, 3), then

[Q0 −Q] and [Q1 −Q] are Z-linearly independent in J(Q).

Concretely, in this case, for any two integral points P,R ∈ X(Q), the local heights

hq(∞− −∞+, P −R) away from p vanish for any prime q �= p. Thus, for integral points

P,R ∈ X(Q), the only non-zero contribution of the height comes from the local height

above p: h(∞− − ∞+, P − R) = hp(∞− − ∞+, P − R). For P = Q0, R = Q, and

P = Q1, R = Q, we get two linear equations:

h(∞− −∞+, Q0 −Q) = hp(∞− −∞+, Q0 −Q) = α0

∫ Q0

Q

ω0 + α1

∫ Q0

Q

ω1,

h(∞− −∞+, Q1 −Q) = hp(∞− −∞+, Q1 −Q) = α0

∫ Q1

Q

ω0 + α1

∫ Q1

Q

ω1.

We will use p = 7. Solving the system, we compute

α0 = 5 + 4 · 7 + 6 · 72 + 73 + 6 · 74 +O(75),

α1 = 6 + 3 · 7 + 5 · 72 + 3 · 73 + 4 · 74 +O(75).

Now we define the function ρ:X(Qp) → Qp by

ρ(P ) = α0

∫ P

Q

ω0 + α1

∫ P

Q

ω1 − hp(∞− −∞+, P −Q).

As explained in Step (v) of Algorithm 6.3.9, in each residue disc, we analyse the zeros

of ρ by fixing a point P0 and then, using a well-behaved uniformiser at P0, we establish a
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bijection between D(P0) and 7Z7. All affine residue discs modulo 7 contain exactly one

known integral point from (6.3). Hence, for each residue disc, we choose that integral

point as a representative. To prove that this integral point is unique in its residue disc, it

suffices to prove that only z = 0 is a zero of the corresponding power series of ρ. This

indeed happens for all known integral points on X .

For example, let us consider the point Q0 = (0, 3). All points in D(Q0) have x-

coordinate equal to 7z for some z ∈ Z7. We compute that

ρ(z) = (6·7+O(72))z+(6·73+O(74))z2+(62·73+O(76))z3+(74+O(75))z4+O((7z)5).

By Strassmann’s theorem (see, for example, [Gou93, Theorem 4.2.4]), this power series

has at most one zero. Since we already know that z = 0 is a zero, we conclude that Q0

is the only integral point on X inside its residue disc. The same argument applies for all

integral points and shows that the set of known integral points (6.3) is the complete set of

integral points on X .

6.4 Speeding up quadratic Chabauty for rational points

As discussed in §5.1.2, the techniques of this paper can also be used to simplify

the quadratic Chabauty method for rational points on even degree hyperelliptic curves.

Suppose that X/Q is a nice curve whose Jacobian satisfies r = g > 1 and has Picard

number rkNS(J) > 1. Let p be a prime of good reduction such that log(J(Q) ⊗ Qp) =
H0(X ⊗Qp,Ω

1)∨. Similar to Theorem 6.1.1, the quadratic Chabauty method for rational

points (as in [BD18, BDM+19]) uses p-adic heights to produce a function ρ:X(Qp) → Qp

that takes values on X(Q) in an effectively computable finite set. To carry this method out

in practice, one also needs to solve for the height pairing in terms of a basis of symmetric

bilinear pairings.

Two methods for this step are discussed in [BDM+b, §3.3]: The first one uses Neko-

vář’s construction and the machinery of [BDM+19], but it requires that X has “enough”

rational points. At the very least one needs 3 rational points in distinct automorphism orbits.

For the second method, suppose that X is hyperelliptic; then we can write the global p-adic

height h as a linear combination of products of Coleman integrals of holomorphic forms

as in [BBM16], see §6.2.4. To find the coefficients, we need to evaluate these products and

the height pairing h in sufficiently many (pairs of) points. For this purpose we can use the

techniques of the present article.

For instance, the Atkin-Lehner quotient

X+
0 (107): y

2 = x6 + 2x5 + 5x4 + 2x3 − 2x2 − 4x− 3

has six small rational points (±1,±1),∞±. In [BDM+b], this is proved using quadratic

Chabauty for the prime p = 61, see [BDM+a]. The prime p = 61 was chosen for two

reasons: First, since the genus is 2, it is expected that ρ vanishes in further p-adic points in

addition to the rational ones, so a prime that provides suitable input for the Mordell-Weil

sieve was necessary. Second, to apply the algorithm from [BB12], a prime p such that

X ⊗Qp has an odd degree model over Qp was required. The first condition is also satisfied

by p = 7, but the second one is not. We use the methods of Section 5.2 to compute

X+
0 (107)(Q) via a combination of the quadratic Chabauty method and the Mordell-Weil

sieve as in [BD18, BDM+19, BDM+b] for p = 7. On a single core of a 4-core 2.6 GHz
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Intel i7-6600U CPU with 8GB RAM, the entire computation took less than 40 seconds,

in contrast with about 40 minutes for p = 61 using the Magma implementation of the

algorithm from [BB12].

6.5 Quadratic Chabauty for integral points over number
fields

6.5.1 Heuristics and quadratic Chabauty over number fields

Let K be a number field of degree d with signature (r1, r2); we denote the rank of

its unit group by rK = r1 + r2 − 1. In this section we adapt the strategy from Section

6.3 to compute the OK-integral points on even degree hyperelliptic curves over K. Let

X/K: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve such that f ∈ OK [x] is monic of degree 2g + 2.

As in Section 6.3, denote

U = Spec(OK [x, y]/(y
2 − f(x)));

then U(OK) is the set of OK-integral points in X(K). As explained in §6.2.5, the

restriction of scalars from K to Q of X is a dg-dimensional variety over Q. Following

[Sik13] and [BBBM21], a necessary condition for our quadratic Chabauty approach to

work is the following rank condition

rk(J/K) ≤ dg − rK . (6.4)

This rank condition allows us to construct d linear equations which we hope will cut

out a finite set that contains U(OK). However, as we noted in §6.2.5, this is not always the

case.

We assume (6.4) and ∞± ∈ X(K). Consider a prime p ∈ Z that splits in K such

that X has good reduction at all primes above p. If we write pOK = p1 · · · pd, then

Kp1 � · · · � Kpd � Qp and there are exactly d associated embeddings σi:K ↪−→ Qp, for

1 ≤ i ≤ d. These induce embeddings σi:X(K) ↪−→ X(Qp) and σi: J(K) ↪−→ J(Qp). The

embeddings J(K) ↪−→ J(Qp) induce dg linear maps J(K) −→ Qp given by

�j,i(a) =

∫
σi(a)

ωj,

for i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and j ∈ {0, . . . , g − 1}. We also denote the base-changed linear maps

�j,i: J(K) ⊗ Qp −→ Qp. Because of our assumption (6.4), there are at least rK linear

relations between the �j,i’s in the space (J(K)⊗Qp)
∨.

As in [BBBM21, Condition 4.1], from now on, we assume the following condition.

Condition 4. We have 〈�j,i〉1≤i≤d,0≤j≤g−1 = (J(K)⊗Qp)
∨.

We also recall that for each continuous idèle class character χ:A×K/K
× −→ Qp, there

is a corresponding p-adic height hχ. From now on, by Remark 5.2.1, we assume that χ is

ramified over at least one prime p of K above p. Since we have assumed Condition 4, we

can express the linear map

λχ: J(K) −→ Qp, λχ(a) = hχ(∞− −∞+, a),
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extended linearly to J(K)⊗Qp −→ Qp, as

λχ =

g−1∑
j=0

d∑
i=1

αχj,i�j,i, for some αχj,i ∈ Qp. (6.5)

We decompose hχ: J(K) −→ Qp into two parts

hχ(a) =
∑
p|p

hχp (D) +
∑
q�p

hχq (D) ,

where D ∈ Div0(X) represents a ∈ J(K).

For D ∈ Div0(X) such that ∞± /∈ supp(D), we can rewrite Equation (6.5) as

∑
q�p

hχq (∞− −∞+, D) =

g−1∑
j=0

d∑
i=1

αχj,i

∫
σi(D)

ωj −
d∑
i=1

hχpi(∞− −∞+, σi(D)). (6.6)

Suppose that there is an OK-integral point Q ∈ U(OK). Then, as in Section 6.3,

for p | p, the function P �→ hχp (∞− −∞+, P − Q) is locally analytic on X(Kp), since

it is given by Coleman integrals. Moreover, by Lemma 6.3.2 for q � p, the function

P �→ hχq (∞−−∞+, P −Q) takes values in a computable finite set Tq when P ∈ U(OKq),
and Tq = {0} for primes q of good reduction. By [BBBM21, Corollary 2.4], there are at

least r2 + 1 linearly independent p-adic heights coming from distinct idèle class characters

(and if Leopoldt’s conjecture holds for K, for example, if K is abelian, then this is the

maximal number). Hence, we get r2 + 1 relations

g−1∑
j=0

d∑
i=1

αχj,i

∫ σi(P )

σi(Q)

ωj −
d∑
i=1

hχpi(∞− −∞+, σi(P )− σi(Q)) ∈ Tχ (6.7)

for P ∈ U(OK), where Tχ is a computable finite set.

Together with rK linear relations of the shape

g−1∑
j=0

d∑
i=1

βkj,i

∫
σi(D)

ωj = 0, (6.8)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ rK , we form a number of systems of d linear equations and we hope to use

them to determine U(OK).

Recall that we have fixed embeddings σi:K ↪−→ Qp; these induce an embedding

σ:K ↪−→ K ⊗Qp � Qd
p, σ(P ) = (σ1(P ), . . . , σd(P )),

and, hence, embeddings σ:X(K) ↪−→ X(K ⊗Qp) and σ: J(K) ↪−→ J(K ⊗Qp).

Using the above, we get an analogue of Theorem 6.3.6.

Theorem 6.5.2. Let X/K: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve such that f ∈ OK [x] is
monic, squarefree, and has degree 2g + 2. Suppose rk(J/K) ≤ dg − rK . Let p ∈ Z be a
prime that splits in K such that all primes above p in K are primes of good reduction for
X . Assume Condition 4 and that there is an OK-integral point P0 ∈ U(OK).

Then there are d computable locally analytic functions ρ1, . . . , ρd:X(K ⊗Qp) → Qp,
with the following properties.
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(i) For 1 ≤ k ≤ rK , and P = (P1, . . . , Pd) ∈ X(K ⊗Qp), we have

ρk(P) =

g−1∑
j=0

d∑
i=1

βkj,i

∫ Pi

σi(P0)

ωj

and ρk(P) = 0 for P ∈ σ(X(K)).

(ii) For rK + 1 ≤ k ≤ d, we have

ρk(P) =

g−1∑
j=0

d∑
i=1

αχj,i

∫ Pi

σi(P0)

ωj −
d∑
i=1

hχpi(∞− −∞+, Pi − σi(P0)).

For P ∈ σ(U(OK)) ⊆ X(K ⊗ Qp), there is a finite and computable set Tk such that
ρk(P) ∈ Tk for each rK + 1 ≤ k ≤ d.

Proof. The proof follows from the discussion above and by a straightforward modification

of the proof of Theorem 6.3.6.

Similar to Remark 6.3.7 and Remark 6.3.10(d), it is not necessary to assume that we

have found an OK-integral point on X .

6.5.3 An approach to compute OK-integral points

We now discuss how Theorem 6.5.2 may be used to compute the OK-integral points in

practice. We imitate the steps from Algorithm 6.3.9, except for a few minor changes that

we now explain. We do not change Steps (i), (ii) and (iii), or (vii).

Step (iv) now has two parts. First, we find dg − rK linearly independent elements

D1, . . . , Ddg−rK ∈ J(K). It is a basic linear algebra computation to find rK linear relations

amongst
∫
σi(Dk)

ωj for 1 ≤ i ≤ d, 0 ≤ j ≤ g − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ dg − rK . In this way, we get

relations of the form (6.8). Note that the coefficients βkj,i in (6.8) are not unique. Next, for

each chosen idèle class character χ, we express hχ(∞− −∞+, D) in terms of
∫
σi(D)

ωj ,

again by computing all quantities involved for D ∈ {D1, . . . , Ddg−rK}. It is again a basic

linear algebra task to compute coefficients αχj,i as in (6.5), and these are not unique. From

now on, we assume that the functions ρ1, . . . , ρd have been explicitly computed.

Step (v) differs from the Z-integral case because we now consider d residue discs at

once, coming from the d primes p1, . . . , pd. For each P = (P1, . . . , Pd) ∈ X(Fp)
d, we

introduce the residue polydisc notation

D(P ) := {(P1, . . . , Pd) ∈ X(K ⊗Qp):Pk ≡ Pk (mod pk), for each 1 ≤ k ≤ d}.
For each P ∈ D(P ), we also use the notation D(P) := D(P ) for the residue polydisc

which contains P . We use the point P and well-behaved uniformisers tp1 = tp1(z1), . . . ,
tpd = tpd(zd) at P with respect to p1, . . . , pd, respectively, to parametrise all points Q ∈
D(P). We parametrise points Q by tuples (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ (pZp)

d.

Then, we express the functions ρ1, . . . , ρd in the parameters (z1, . . . , zd) by splitting

Coleman integrals and local heights above p using the point P . Namely, we imitate Step

(v) of Algorithm 6.3.9, as explained after Algorithm 6.3.9, considering residue discs with

respect to to all pi, i ∈ {1, . . . , d}.

In Step (vi), we need to find solutions to systems of multivariable power series with

separated variables. Namely, we get d equations of the shape Fk(z1, . . . , zd) = 0, where
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• Fk ∈ Qp[[z1, . . . , zd]];

• Fk(z1, . . . , zd) = ak + Fk,1(z1) + · · · + Fk,d(zd), with ak ∈ Qp, Fk,j ∈ Qp[[zj]],
Fk,j(0) = 0, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d;

• For each 1 ≤ k ≤ rK , ak is a constant that depends only on k and P;

• For each rK + 1 ≤ k ≤ d, there are #Tk values of ak, and ak can be written as

ak = bk + u, where bk is a value that depends only on k and P and u ∈ Tk; here Tk
is the set defined in Theorem 6.5.2.

In total, we get #TrK+1 ·#TrK+2 · · ·#Td systems to solve. In general, we can solve such

systems using a multivariable version of Hensel’s Lemma, see for example [Con], and see

[BBBM21, Appendix A] how to do it in practice for systems in two variables.

We mention a specific situation when we can conclude that there is a unique solution

to the system. This is a special case of [BBBM21, Theorem A.1]. Recall that p ≥ 3. Let

us write

Fk,j(zj) = ck,j,1zj + ck,j,2z
2
j + ck,j,3z

3
j +O(z4j ).

Denote M = (ck,j,1)1≤k,j≤d ∈ Qd×d
p . If det(M) �≡ 0 (mod p), then the system has a

unique solution (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ (pZp)
d. This is particularly useful in the special case when

P ∈ σ(U(OK)), and we can prove that z1 = · · · = zd = 0 is the unique solution to the

system above. This implies that P is the unique point in the intersection D(P)∩σ(U(OK)).

6.5.4 Cyclotomic and anticyclotomic idèle class characters

We briefly recall basics about the cyclotomic and anticyclotomic idèle class characters

on quadratic number fields, following [BBBM21, Section 2]. For a detailed construction of

the anticyclotomic idèle class character, see [BcL+16, Section 1]. For a brief construction

of p-adic heights on elliptic curves coming from the cyclotomic and anticyclotomic idèle

class character, see [MST06, Section 2]. From [BBBM21, Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3],

to define an idèle class character, it suffices to consider t ∈ (K ⊗ Qp)
∨ satisfying the

following condition. Although it works for all primes p regardless of their splitting type in

K, here we follow the notation from 6.5.1 and consider Diagram (5.2) for p1, . . . , pd. For

all ε ∈ O×
K we require

tp1(logp1(σ1(ε))) + · · ·+ tpd(logpd(σd(ε))) = 0. (6.9)

Since we assume that p is split in K, by [BBBM21, Example 2.7, Lemma 2.8], for

1 ≤ i ≤ d, the isomorphisms tpi :Kpi � Qp satisfy the required condition in Equation

(6.9). In this way we define the cyclotomic idèle class character. Further, under these

identifications, in Diagram (5.2) we may assume that logp1 = �p1 = · · · = logpd = �pd =
logp, tp1 = · · · = tpd = Id.

Let hK be the class number of K. For any prime q of OK not dividing p, denote

τq:K ↪−→ Kq. The ideal qhK is principal, say qhK = (πq), and to determine �q, it suffices to

determine �q(τq(πq)). Since τq′(πq) is a unit in OKq′ for any prime q′ �= q, it follows that

�q(τq(πq)) = −
d∑
i=1

�pi(σi(πq)) = − logp(
d∏
i=1

σi(πq)) = − logp(Norm(πq)).
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If qOK = q1 · · · qd, then we conclude that �q1(τq1(πq1)) = · · · = �qd(τqd(πqd)).

In [BBBM21, Example 2.9] a construction of the anticyclotomic idèle class character

is given when K is an imaginary quadratic field. Diagram (5.2) is the same for p1:
logp1 = �p1 = logp, and tp1 = Id. On the other hand, Diagram (5.2) is different for p2,
namely, logp2 = −�p2 = logp, and tp2 = −Id.

If q is any prime in OK not dividing p, keeping the notation from above, we compute

�q(τq(πq)) = −�p1(σ1(πq))− �p2(σ2(πq)) = logp

(
σ2(πq)

σ1(πq)

)
.

Therefore, if q is split in K, i.e., if qOK = q1q2, then �q1(τq1(πq1)) = −�q2(τq2(πq2)).

6.5.5 Orthogonality property of the p-adic height

Let us now consider hyperelliptic curves X/Q: y2 = f(x) = f2g+2x
2g+2 + · · · + f0

such that f ∈ Z[x] is squarefree.

Assume first that f2g+2 > 1 is squarefree. If we denote K := Q(
√

f2g+2), then

∞± ∈ X(K)\X(Q). Therefore, we cannot use the method from Section 6.3 to determine

the integral points on Z.

Let p be a prime of good reduction that splits in K; write pOK = p1p2. Since K is a

real quadratic field, there is only one p-adic height h(·, ·) on J(K) (up to scaling), induced

by the cyclotomic idèle class character. We can define a linear function λ: J(K) −→ Qp,

λ(D) = h(∞− − ∞+, D). However, it turns out that λ cannot be used for quadratic

Chabauty as λ|J(Q) is identically zero.

This fact follows from the Galois equivariance of the Coleman-Gross height. Namely,

the Galois equivariance of the canonical Mazur-Tate height is proven in [MT83, Subsection

(3.4.2)], and the equivalence of the canonical Mazur-Tate height and the Coleman-Gross

height for the choice of the unit-root subspace is proven in [Col91, Theorem 3.3.1].

In general, we could also argue using the local decomposition of the Coleman-Gross

height. For local heights away from p, the statement follows from [Gro86, Equation

2.5], whereas for the local heights above p, it follows from the Galois equivariance of the

Coleman integral [Col85b, Corollary 2.1e] and from the properties of the map ψ.

Then, for a non-trivial element γ ∈ Gal(K/Q) and D ∈ J(Q), we have

h(∞− −∞+, D) = h(γ(∞− −∞+), γ(D)) = h(∞+ −∞−, D) = 0.

We also give another proof of this fact that gives more precise information on the local

heights.

Lemma 6.5.6. For D ∈ J(Q), we have

(a) The component of h(∞− −∞+, D) above p is zero.

(b) The sum of the components of h(∞− −∞+, D) above a split prime q �= p is zero.

(c) If q �= p is an inert prime in K, and P = (x0, y0) ∈ X(Q), then ordq(x0) ≥ 0.

(d) If q �= p is an inert prime in K, then the component of h(∞− −∞+, D) at q can
take only finitely many values.
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(e) If q �= p is a ramified prime in K, and P = (x0, y0) ∈ X(Q), then ordq(x0) ≥ −1.

(f) If q �= p is a ramified prime in K, then the component of h(∞− −∞+, D) at q can
take only finitely many values.

(g) h(∞− −∞+, D) = 0.

Proof. To prove (a), we need to prove that

hp1(σ1(∞−)− σ1(∞+), σ1(D)) + hp2(σ2(∞−)− σ2(∞+), σ2(D)) = 0,

for D ∈ J(Q), where we use the notation from §6.5.1. Since D ∈ J(Q), it follows

that σ1(D) = σ2(D). On the other hand, as ∞± ∈ X(K)\X(Q), the embeddings σ1

and σ2 swap the points at infinity. Thus, if ω is the unique differential of the third kind

determined by the conditions of Proposition 5.2.5 for σ1(∞−)− σ1(∞+), then −ω is the

unique differential of the third kind determined by the conditions of Proposition 5.2.5 for

σ2(∞−)− σ2(∞+).

Since h comes from the cyclotomic idèle class character and p splits, both linear maps

in Diagram (5.2) induced by p1, p2 are the identity maps tp1 = tp2 = Id. We conclude that

hp1(σ1(∞−)− σ1(∞+), σ1(D)) + hp2(σ2(∞−)− σ2(∞+), σ2(D)) =

=

∫
σ1(D)

ω −
∫
σ2(D)

ω = 0.

To prove (b), write qOK = q1q2. Recall the notation from §6.5.4 and that

�q1(τq1(πq1)) = �q2(τq2(πq2)).

We also have

τq2(∞−)− τq2(∞+) = −(τq1(∞−)− τq1(∞+))

and τq1(D) = τq2(D). Then, by the definition of the heights away from p (see Equation

(5.3)), it follows that

hq1(τq1(∞−)− τq1(∞+), τq1(D)) + hq2(τq2(∞−)− τq2(∞+), τq2(D)) = 0.

Next, we prove (c). Since q is inert in K, f2g+2 is a quadratic nonresidue modulo q.

If we assume that ordq(x0) = s < 0, then there are integers a, b, c, such that q � ac and

f(x0) =
a2f2g+2+qb

q(2g+2)sc2
. This number cannot be the square of a rational number because f2g+2

is a quadratic nonresidue modulo q, hence a2f2g+2 + qb cannot be the square of an integer.

Now, (d) follows from (c) using an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3.2.

We prove (e) similarly to (c). The condition that q ramifies means that q divides f2g+2

exactly. If we assume that ordq(x0) = s ≤ −2, then there are integers a, b, c, such that

q � ac and f(x0) =
a2f2g+2+q2b

q(2g+2)sc2
. This number cannot be the square of a rational number

because a2f2g+2 + q2b cannot be a square of an integer. The reason is that q2 does not

divide a2f2g+2 + q2b.

Item (f) follows from (e) using an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 6.3.2.

We conclude (g) from the previous statements. The linear map λ restricted to J(Q)
can take only finitely many values, and since the ground field Qp is infinite, it has to be

identically zero.
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Remark 6.5.7. Upon identifying Kp1 � Qp and Kp2 � Qp, we can prove Lemma 6.5.6 (a)

(and similarly for (b)) directly, as

hp1(σ1(∞−)− σ1(∞+), σ1(D)) + hp2(σ2(∞−)− σ2(∞+), σ2(D)) =

= hp(∞− −∞+, D) + hp(∞+ −∞−, D) = hp(0, D) = 0.

6.6 Obstructions and possible approaches to quadratic
Chabauty

Let K be a quadratic number field, and X: y2 = f(x) be a hyperelliptic curve, where

f ∈ OK [x] has degree 2g + 2, whose leading coefficient is a square in OK . Furthermore,

we assume that rk(J/K) ≤ 2g − rK , where rK ∈ {0, 1} is the rank of the unit group in

OK .

6.6.1 Obstructions

From Section 6.5.5, we find that there is an obstruction to computing U(OK) using our

method. Namely, if Condition 4 is satisfied, we can represent λ: J(K) −→ Qp in terms of

Coleman integrals:

λ(a) = h(∞− −∞+, a) =

g−1∑
j=0

αj

(∫
σ1(a)

ωj −
∫
σ2(a)

ωj

)
,

for some α0, . . . , αg−1 ∈ Qp. When we restrict to a ∈ J(Q), both sides are identically

zero, so the locally analytic function we plan to use is identically zero. Hence, it cannot be

used to extract rational (and especially integral) points on X .

We could try to avoid this issue by using a monic model that is isomorphic to X over

K, but not over Q. A change of variables

κ:X −→ X ′, (u, v) = κ((x, y)) = (f2g+2x, f
g+1/2
2g+2 y),

transforms X into another hyperelliptic curve X ′: v2 = g(u), where g ∈ Z[u] is monic.

Note that Z-integral points on X become OK-integral points on X ′. Hence, it suffices to

determine the OK-integral points on X ′ to determine the Z-integral points on X .

Denote by J and J ′ the Jacobians of X and X ′, respectively. We consider the linear

function λ: J ′(K) −→ Qp defined as λ(D) = h(∞− −∞+, D). The map κ also induces

a map of Jacobians κ: J(K) −→ J ′(K). Since the heights are model independent and by

Lemma 6.5.6, we see that, if D ∈ κ(J(Q)) ⊆ J ′(K), then we have h(∞− −∞+, D) = 0.

In particular, if we consider points P,Q in the set

{(a, b
√

f2g+2): a, b ∈ Q} = κ(X(Q)) ⊆ X ′(K),

which contains the points of our interest, then we obtain h(∞− −∞+, P −Q) = 0.

For example, for the component of the height above p, we can also see this more

directly. If we denote S := σ1(P ) ∈ X ′(Qp), T := σ1(Q) ∈ X ′(Qp), then σ2(P ) = ι(S),
σ2(Q) = T and

hp1(σ1(∞−)− σ1(∞+), σ1(P )− σ1(Q)) + hp2(σ2(∞−)− σ2(∞+), σ2(P )− σ2(P )) =
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= hp(∞− −∞+, S − T ) + hp(∞− −∞+, ι(S)− ι(T )) =

= hp

(
∞− −∞+, div

(
x− x(S)

x− x(T )

))
= logp

((
x− x(S)

x− x(T )

)
(∞− −∞+)

)
=

= logp(1) = 0.

Thus, the vanishing sets of the Coleman-Gross height prevent us from computing the

integral points on such curves, and further, prevent us from computing the OK-integral

points.

Let us now consider the case when f2g+2 < 0. Then we can quickly determine the

integral points on X , see Remark 6.A.5. We now discuss obstructions to computing the

OK-integral points, where K = Q(
√
f2g+2) is now an imaginary quadratic field. The

difference in this case is that we have two linearly independent idèle class characters

�:A×K/K
× −→ Qp, for instance, the cyclotomic and anticyclotomic one.

If we use the cyclotomic idèle class character, we face the same obstruction that we

explained for the real quadratic fields. However, if we use the anticyclotomic idèle class

character, we still have an issue. Namely, the anticyclotomic height hanti(·, ·) is degenerate

on J(Q). This is a known fact, see, for example, [BcL+16, Section 2] for the case of

elliptic curves. We can also see this by imitating the proof of Lemma 6.5.6. Here we

briefly comment on the component above p. Recall that we assume that p splits in K,

pOK = p1p2, and that Diagrams 5.2 for the anticyclotomic idèle class character give us

that tp1 = −tp2 = Id. For heights above p, and D1, D2 ∈ J(Q), it follows that

hanti
p1

(σ1(D1), σ1(D2)) + hanti
p2

(σ2(D1), σ2(D2)) =

∫
D2

ωD1 −
∫
D2

ωD1 = 0.

Note that the contribution above primes q �= p that are split in K is zero by the same

argument.

Similarly to the case f2g+2 > 0, an obstruction appears even if we try to change the

model to a monic one.

6.6.2 Possible approaches

To deal with the issues described in §6.6.1 when K is an imaginary quadratic number

field, we sum the two heights. This approach is already used in [BD18]. Thus, the function

we can use is λ: J(K) −→ Qp given by

λ(D) = h(∞− −∞+, D) + hanti(∞− −∞+, D).

We note that the sum of two heights corresponding to the cyclotomic and anticyclotomic

idèle class character is also a height associated to an idèle class character which is not

ramified at all primes above p, for this reason we work in greater generality - see Remark

5.2.1. But, it can still be computed using our methods.

The function λ does not identically vanish on the subsets of interest. Let ω∞ be the

unique differential of the third kind associated to the divisor ∞− − ∞+ in Proposition

5.2.5. Without loss of the generality, we assume that σ1(∞−) = σ2(∞+) = ∞−; then the

contribution above p is

hp1(∞− −∞+, σ1(D)) + hp2(∞+ −∞−, σ2(D))+
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+hanti
p1

(∞− −∞+, σ1(D)) + hanti
p2

(∞+ −∞−, σ2(D)) =

=

∫
σ1(D)

ω∞ +

∫
σ2(D)

(−ω∞) +
∫
σ1(D)

ω∞ −
∫
σ2(D)

(−ω∞) = 2

∫
σ1(D)

ω∞,

so this is not the zero function.

Now we give some expectations and conclusions when the method might work.

(i) Let K be a real quadratic field. We expect that the method from §6.5.3 can work

when the curve X is defined over K but not over Q.

(ii) Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. If the curve X is defined over K but not

over Q, we expect that the method from §6.5.3 can work under the same conditions.

However, if X is defined over Q, we still expect that our method can work, if we

strengthen the rank condition. Since we can use only one height function, we need

one equation that relates Coleman integrals, so the condition rk(J/K) ≤ 2g from

Theorem 6.5.2 has to be replaced with rk(J/K) ≤ 2g − 1.

Remark 6.6.3. Recall that we need the condition that p splits in K to be able to use current

algorithms to compute Coleman integrals. Thus, even if we could formulate algorithms

for inert primes p (for such primes we do not expect an obstruction of the p-adic height

identically vanishing on a set of interest), we would not be able to perform the algorithm

in practice at the moment.

6.A Appendix: A special case of Runge’s method

Here we recall how Runge’s method can sometimes be used to determine the integral

points on monic hyperelliptic curves of even degree in an elementary way. The method

was invented by Runge in 1887, [Run87]; see [Sch08, Chapter 5] for a nice survey on

Runge’s method.

Throughout this appendix, we assume that

f(x) = a2nx
2n + a2n−1x2n−1 + · · ·+ an+1x

n+1 + anx
n + · · · a1x+ a0 ∈ Z[x]

is a separable polynomial of degree 2n > 3 such that a2n is a non-zero square in Z, say

a2n = b2, where b ∈ N.

Theorem 6.A.1. Let X/Q be the hyperelliptic curve defined by y2 = f(x). There is an
explicit constant N > 0 depending only on the coefficients of f , such that if (x0, y0) ∈
X(Q) with x0, y0 ∈ Z, then |x0|≤ N .

We prove Theorem 6.A.1 using Lemma 6.A.2 and Lemma 6.A.3.

Lemma 6.A.2. There exists a polynomial

g(x) = bxn + cn−1xn−1 + · · ·+ c1x+ c0 ∈ Q[x] (6.10)

such that deg(f − g2) ≤ n− 1. Furthermore, we have

ci ∈
1

(2b)2(n−i)−1
Z for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 .
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Proof. We explicitly construct a polynomial g satisfying (6.10) by equating coefficients of

xk for n ≤ k ≤ 2n−1 in g2 and f . The coefficients of x2n are the same in both polynomials.

We obtain the following sequence of equations by considering x2n−1, . . . , xn:

a2n−1 = 2bcn−1,

a2n−2 = 2bcn−2 + c2n−1,

...

an = 2bc0 + 2c1cn−1 + · · · .
From these equalities, we see that each cl for 0 ≤ l ≤ n − 1 is uniquely determined,

namely

cn−1 =
1

2b
· a2n−1,

cn−2 =
1

2b

(
a2n−2 − c2n−1

)
,

...

c0 =
1

2b
(an − 2cn−1c1 − · · ·) .

By induction, it follows that ci ∈
1

(2b)2(n−i)−1
Z. Thus, g ∈ 1

(2b)2n−1
Z[x] ⊆ Q[x].

Let us denote h := f − g2, where g is defined by the previous lemma. Multiply h
and f by the minimal power (2b)2k of 2b such that (2b)2kh, (2b)2kf, (2b)kg have integral

coefficients. By Lemma 6.A.2, we know that k ≤ 2n− 1. Let F := (2b)2kf , G := (2b)kg
and H := (2b)2kh; then F = G2 +H . We can write

G(x) = pnx
n + · · ·+ p1x+ p0, H(x) = qn−1xn−1 + · · ·+ q1x+ q0,

where p0, . . . , pn, q0, . . . , qn−1 ∈ Z such that pn �= 0, and not all qi’s are zero. If y20 =
f(x0), for some x0, y0 in Z, then ((2b)ky0)

2 = F (x0), implying that an integral point

(x0, y0) ∈ X(Q) corresponds to an integral point (x0, (2b)
ky0) on the curve

X ′: y2 = F (x).

Therefore we obtain an injection of integral points on X into integral points on X ′. We

can bound the integral points on X ′ in the following way. Denote

M :=

n−1∑
i=0

(2|pi|+|qi|) + 1

2|pn|
.

Lemma 6.A.3. If (x0, y0) ∈ X ′(Q) is an integral point, then H(x0) = 0 or |x0|≤ M .

Proof. If H(x0) = 0, then x0 is the x-coordinate of an integral point (x0,±G(x0)) ∈
X ′(Q). Now suppose that H(x0) �= 0, so if (x0, y0) is an integral point on X ′, then

y0 �= ±G(x0). We prove now that F (x0) then lies between (G(x0)−1)2 and (G(x0)
2+1)2

for almost all x0. We have the following sequence of inequalities

|(G(x)± 1)2 −G(x)2|= |2G(x)± 1|≥ 2|G(x)|−1 ≥
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≥ 2|pn||x|n−2|pn−1||x|n−1− · · · − 2|p1||x|−2|p0|−1 =: PU(|x|).
So, the consecutive squares differ from G(x0)

2 by at least D(|x0|). On the other hand,

|H(x)|≤ |qn−1||x|n−1+ · · ·+ |q1||x|+|q0|=: PL(|x|).
Since PU(|x|) and PL(|x|) are polynomials in |x| of degrees n and at most n− 1, respec-

tively, with positive leading coefficients, we have PU(|x|) > PL(|x|) for almost all x ∈ Z.

We have

D(|x|)−|H(x)|= 2|pn||x|n−(2|pn−1|+|qn−1|)|x|n−1− · · ·−(2|p1|+|q1|)|x|−(2|p0|+|q0|)−1.

For x ∈ Z, x �= 0, we have the inequalities |x|k≤ |x|n−1 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, so

n−1∑
i=0

(2|pi|+|qi|)|x|i+1 ≤
(
n−1∑
i=0

(2|pi|+|qi|) + 1

)
|x|n−1,

and for |x|≥ M it follows that(
n−1∑
i=0

(2|pi|+|qi|) + 1

)
|x|n−1< 2|pn||x|n.

Thus, for |x0|> M ,

|(G(x0)± 1)2 −G(x0)
2|> |H(x0)|,

implying that G(x0)
2+H(x0) is bounded between (G(x0)−1)2 and (G(x0)

2+1)2. Hence,

if it is a square of an integer, it must be exactly G(x0)
2, which is not possible since we

assumed that H(x0) �= 0.

Proof of Theorem 6.A.1. Every integral point (x0, y0) ∈ X(Q) corresponds to an integral

point on X ′ with x coordinate equal to x0. By Lemma 6.A.3, we have |x0|≤ M or H(x0) =
0. If H(x0) = 0, as in the proof of Lemma 6.A.3, we can bound |x0|. Furthermore, the

proof is constructive, and the required bounds are computed only in terms of coefficients

of f . Hence, we have described an algorithm that in a finite number of steps can determine

all integral points on X , finishing the proof of Theorem 6.A.1.

Remark 6.A.4.

1. We do not state the bound explicitly in terms of the coefficients of f . However, it

is clear from the construction that the bound is a rational function in terms of the

coefficients of f . In practice, we found that the bound is sufficiently small to easily

compute the integral points.

2. The bounds from the algorithm can be improved. Namely, using standard real

analysis, we can locate all zeros of H and find all real intervals on which the

inequality PU(|x|) ≤ PL(|x|) is satisfied.

3. We can determine X(Fp), for some set of small primes p, imposing conditions on

x-coordinates modulo p. In this way, we can speed up the search for integral points

on X .

Remark 6.A.5. If we assume that a2n < 0, then there is also an elementary method to

determine the integral points on X . Since lim
x→∞−

f(x) = lim
x→∞+

f(x) = −∞, it follows

that f(x) ≥ 0 can only happen for finitely many x ∈ Z. Using basic calculus, it is easy to

determine an explicit constant M ′, depending only on the coefficients of f , such that if

|x|> M ′, then f(x) < −1.



Summary

Many problems in mathematics can be reduced to finding the set of rational or integral

points on curves. The most famous examples include studying torsion subgroups of elliptic

curves over number fields or images of residual Galois representations. Faltings’ theorem

assures that nice curves of genus g ≥ 2 have only finitely many rational points, but there

is no effective proof. Thus, it is a natural task to develop methods to compute integral or

rational points on curves. Such methods have many applications in arithmetic geometry.

We introduce the method of Chabauty and Coleman in Chapter 3; this is an explicit

version of Chabauty’s theorem which states that a nice curve of genus g ≥ 2 such that the

rank of its Jacobian over Q is less than g, has only finitely many rational points. Even

though Chabauty’s theorem is superseded by Faltings’ theorem, it was made effective by

Coleman. The method of Chabauty and Coleman is one of the most efficient methods to

determine the set of rational points on curves. In this thesis, we extend and apply some

variations on the method.

The method of Chabauty and Coleman results in an upper bound on the number of

rational points. Still, this bound is often larger than the actual number of rational points. In

Chapter 3, we develop a method to construct curves of each genus g such that Coleman’s

bound is sharp for the number of known rational points.

For curves satisfying a stronger rank condition, it is sometimes possible to compute

rational points on certain symmetric powers using a method due to Siksek called symmetric

Chabauty, leading to the knowledge of points defined over small number fields. However,

there are some modular curves of interest (such as X0(65)) such that Siksek’s method does

not suffice to compute their cubic points. We generalise the symmetric Chabauty method

in Chapter 4 to achieve this task.

If a curve does not satisfy Chabauty’s rank condition, we need more functions on its

Jacobian to extract information about its rational or integral points. One such function

that is particularly useful is the p-adic height, which is a quadratic function. One can

sometimes use it to compute integral or rational points; this method is called quadratic

Chabauty. In Chapter 5, we develop an algorithm for computing p-adic heights on even

degree hyperelliptic curves. We use this algorithm to apply quadratic Chabauty to certain

even degree hyperelliptic curves to compute their integral points in Chapter 6. In the same

chapter, we discuss an extension of the method to some other even degree hyperelliptic

curves and to number fields and we discuss obstructions to such extensions. We also

mention that our algorithm for computing p-adic heights can be useful for computing

rational points on curves using quadratic Chabauty.
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Samenvatting

Veel problemen in de wiskunde kunnen worden herleid tot het vinden van de verza-

meling rationale of gehele punten op krommen. De bekendste voorbeelden zijn de studie

van torsie-ondergroepen van elliptische krommen over getallenlichamen of beelden van

residuele Galoisrepresentaties. De stelling van Faltings verzekert dat mooie krommen van

geslacht minstens 2 slechts eindig veel rationale punten hebben, maar er is geen effectief

bewijs. Het is dus een natuurlijke taak om methoden te ontwikkelen om gehele of rationale

punten op krommen te bepalen. Dergelijke methoden hebben vele toepassingen in de

aritmetische meetkunde.

We introduceren de methode van Chabauty en Coleman in Hoofdstuk 3; dit is een

expliciete versie van de stelling van Chabauty die stelt dat een mooie kromme van geslacht

g ≥ 2 waarvan de rang van zijn Jacobiaan over Q kleiner is dan g, slechts eindig veel

rationale punten heeft. Hoewel de stelling van Chabauty is achterhaald door de stelling

van Faltings, werd zij door Coleman effectief gemaakt. De methode van Chabauty en

Coleman is een van de meest efficiënte methoden om de verzameling van rationale punten

op krommen te bepalen. In dit proefschrift breiden we de methode uit en passen we er

enkele variaties op toe.

De methode van Chabauty en Coleman levert een bovengrens op voor het aantal

rationale punten. Toch is deze bovengrens vaak groter dan het werkelijke aantal rationale

punten. In Hoofdstuk 3 ontwikkelen we een methode om krommen van elk geslacht zo te

construeren dat Colemans bovengrens scherp is voor het aantal bekende rationale punten.

Voor krommen die aan een sterkere rangvoorwaarde voldoen, is het soms mogelijk

rationale punten bepalen op hun symmetrische machten met behulp van symmetrische

Chabauty, als gevolg van Siksek, wat leidt tot de bepaling van de punten gedefinieerd

over kleine getallenvelden. Er zijn echter enkele interessante modulaire krommen (zoals

X0(65)) waarvan de methode van Siksek niet volstaat om hun kubische punten te berekenen.

Wij veralgemeniseren de symmetrische Chabautymethode in Hoofdstuk 4 om deze taak te

volbrengen.

Indien een kromme niet voldoet aan de rangvoorwaarde van Chabauty, hebben we

meer functies op zijn Jacobiaan nodig om informatie over zijn rationale of gehele punten

te extraheren. Een dergelijke functie die bijzonder nuttig is, is de p-adische hoogte,

een kwadratische functie. Men kan ze soms gebruiken om gehele of rationale punten

te berekenen; deze methode noemt men kwadratische Chabauty. In dit Hoofdstuk 5

ontwikkelen we een algoritme om p-adische hoogten te berekenen op hyperelliptische

krommen van gelijke graad. We gebruiken dit algoritme om kwadratische Chabauty toe te

passen op bepaalde evengraads hyperelliptische krommen om hun gehele punten te bepalen

in Hoofdstuk 6. In hetzelfde hoofdstuk bespreken we de uitbreiding van de methode

naar enkele andere evengraads hyperelliptische krommen en naar getallenlichamen en

obstructies voor dergelijke uitbreidingen. We vermelden ook dat ons algoritme voor het
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berekenen van p-adische hoogten nuttig kan zijn voor het berekenen van rationale punten

op krommen met kwadratische Chabauty.
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